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Outline Of Thesis. 
Title: "A Study of Educational and Vocational Guidance Infor¬ 
mation from Eighth Grade Pupils at Belle Glade .Florida'.' 
Problem: To discover individual abilities or characteristics 
which may be used as a base for Educational and 
Vocational Guidance.To find out if it is possible in 
the eighth grade to guide students in a proper selection 
of high school subjects which will prepare them for a 
life vocation which the student endeavors to select at 
this time, with the aid and guidance of the investigation. 
Subjects: Belle Glade Junior High School eighth grade pupils, 
a group of 17 boys, and a group of 14 girls. 
Materials: Tests as follows, 
Army Group Intelligence Scales, Alpha, two forms 
Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, two forms 
Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test, one form 
Glick-Germany Scholastic Aptitude 
Bemreuter Personality Inventory 
Minnesota Test for Clerical Workers 
Thurstone Examination in Clerical Work 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude 
MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability 
Rogers Test of Mathematical Ability 
Luria-Crleans Modem Language 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
Modem School Achievement Test, Grade 7, 
School marks for grades seven and eight, 
A Questionnaire for 
General Information 
Physical Condition 
Hereditary Background 
Past History 
Present Activities and Interests and 
Home Conditions, and 
Eighty-two Career booklets of the Institute 
for Research of Chicago. 
Procedure: The students were given the tests shown above and 
also filled out the Questionnaire. The Career book¬ 
lets were available in the eighth grade home room 
at all times and during the weeks of testing were 
constantly read and studied by the students. Class 
discussion of many of the more common Careers was 
heard at frequent intervals. 
The results of the different tests were assembled 
test b$ test and included. Q. ratings, Comparison 
of life ages and mental ages, percentile ratings, 
grade placements, personality ratings, speed and 
accuracy ratings, mechanical aptitude and ability 
letter ratings as per the tables found in the 
appendix. 
The above data for each individual student was 
assembled in Case Studies, which include the test 
results, school marks, the completed questionnaire 
and the analysis for each individual student. 
Conclusion: From the results of the above procedure and with 
the information obtained, the individual Case Studies 
of each pupil should reveal any outstanding abilities 
or characteristics which may guide the student in his 
educational and vocational preparation. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction. 
Through ten years of high school teaching I have been im¬ 
pressed with the number of failures of pupils in high school 
subjects. Society has long admitted that "Nothing succeeds 
like success", but it has been slow to realize that "Nothing 
fails like failure". 
There are many consequences of these failures. The pupil 
who realizes that he is failing becomes discouraged and is 
consequently unhappy. He loses confidence in himself, he loses 
his interest in wholesome activities, his self-control, and 
often feels that everyone, including the teacher, is against 
him. Usually the failure develops in the pupil resentment and 
antagonism against the teacher, the subject, the aims of the 
school and its orderly conduct. The pupil becomes more or less 
"soured on life", and tends to hate the pupils who are succeed¬ 
ing. This attitude of bitterness carries over into his home 
life and he is unhappy in the family circle, where, he thinks, 
no one understands him, appreciates him or cares for him. He 
may become more or less hateful to all that he comes in con¬ 
tact with and his misunderstool sullenness and impudence are 
often the cause for punishment. The failure may cause him to 
develop a "complex, as he thinks, because he fails, he must 
be inferior and the compensation of the feeling of inferiority 
may develop a "problem pupil". And "problem pupils" especially 
those of adolescent age frequently commit offenses that fore¬ 
shadow a life of crime. 
On the other hand the successful pupil learns to expect 
-6- 
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Success, has confidence in himself and feels that success is 
his right. The satisfaction that comes with his achievement 
urges him into greater and more varied experiences ,from which 
he gets richer and deeper meanings and insights, going on to 
broader experiences with their consequent intellectual and em¬ 
otional development. He is winning, life is attractive, and in 
the light of past conquests, he expects to go on into ever- 
broadening fields of interest and success. This surge of power 
and confidence should carry over into tne after-school life and 
should be a great aid to the pupil in helping him toward success 
1 
in his chosen occupation. 
Could time and effort be spent to any greater advantage than 
in trying to reduce the number of failures in high school and 
to increase the number of successful students and so change the 
first picture to the second? Is there any way in which the abil¬ 
ities, interests, aptitudes and capacities of the pupil can be 
matched with the subject matter so that the best chances of suc¬ 
cess can be had by the pupil when he starts in the senior high 
school where he has a greater choice of subject matter? 
And why is the pupil going to continue his education and go 
on through high school? Is it because he has not yet reached 
the age when, according to his state law, he can stop going to 
school or is it because he has started to think aoout his future 
life, his hopes, plans, aspirations and what particular place 
he is to fill in society? 
1. Germane C.E. & Germane E.G ,"Education for Character", Silver Burdett, Hew York, 1930, pp.5-6 
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1 
Burdge has shown that of the 286,000 boys in New York State 
of 16, 17, and 18 years of age in 1918,- 
245,000 of these were no longer in school, 
61,000 or about 25$ dropped out at 7th. grade level, 
132,000 or 50$ dropped out at 8th. grade level, 
220,000 or 90$ before completing the 9th. grade and 
35$ left school at the earliest legal age. 
His study showed further that the boys of this group were 
thoroughly adverse to further schooling, that they were scatter¬ 
ed here and there by the winds of chance, first into one environ¬ 
ment then another and another, almost without end, until only by 
chance or accident do they get the kind of employment best suited 
to their growth and development as citizens and wage earners. 
"What these boys really need and crave is sane, sympathetic 
individual counsel, guidance, and leadership, beginning with the 
seventh year of the Junior high school and continuing with them 
throughout that trying period after tfrey have left school". 
The increase in numbers in the upper grades in recent years, 
due to the extended legal age and the difficulty of very young 
men in finding work makes it even more imperative that the edu¬ 
cation that they are receiving should awaken an interest in life 
and its numerous activities so that the pupils may oe inspired 
to think of the future and to make an intelligent choice ol their 
occupation. For no matter how many years they are compelled to 
1. Burdge ,H.G., "Cur Boys" ,Report of Hew York Military .'raining 
Commission,Kew York, 191S. 
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stay in school unless the interest of the pupil is real and 
sincere, the achievement will not be very great. And what could 
awaken in the mind of the pupil an interest any quicker than a 
study of himself, and when he begins to find out things about 
himself, a study of where these self-possessions can be made to 
fit into the everyday world. At the start of this study when the 
pupils took the first Intelligence test they did not appear very 
much interested. 3ut how that interest did increase, becoming 
greater and greater with each succeeding test until the most 
frequent question the writer received from the pupils was, "When 
are you going to give us another test?" And when the tests were 
being written, such a concentration of attention and interest, 
seemingly more intense than in senior high school subjects and 
tests. And after the students had started to learn their own 
personal capabilities, and the Research monographs were made 
available to them, what a diligent group of investigators that 
eighth grade became. 
They studied first those Careers that they had had in mind 
from previous experience, then when those Careers did not seem 
to fit their abilities, their next step was to try and locate 
occupations that did fit their abilities. No thought of leaving 
school for those pupils but an aroused interest in education 
from a longer range viewpoint than they ever had before, a real 
interest because it was so closely connected with themselves. 
Then what serious thought and concentration on the choice of 
subjects for their ninth grade, a real endeavor to pick out the 
subjects in which they appeared to have the best chance of 
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success and which would lead up to the Career they had in mind. 
If this study has no other result than the awakening of this 
interest in the pupils, the writer will deem it worth while. 
To decrease the failures in high school subjects, with their 
resulting demoralizing effects on the pupils, 
to reduce the number of pupils leaving school before they are 
ready to take a place in the present day highly organized and 
complicated civilization, 
to develop an Interest and knowledge in one's own future 
place in society, at a time when definite preparation for this 
future place should economically begin, and 
to do these things through an analysis and study of the indiv 
idual pupil, so that his specifications may match, as closely 
as possible, the specifications of his future career, is the 
purpose of this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
1 
Survey of the Field. 
Neuberg states that scientific principles and methods of 
vocational choice must be based upon the right aim and objec¬ 
tives of vocational choice. But since vocational choice is only a 
phase, although a very important phase, of the education of the 
complete individual, it is essential that, before we decide on 
the aim of the choice of a vocation, we accept or formulate the 
aim of education in general. 
2 
That this is a difficult task is shown by Briggs, "the hun¬ 
dreds of statements of the desired aim of education which have 
3 
been presented by writers on education”. Koos ,several years 
ago made ” A Comparison of Aims from Elementary Schools to the 
Universities”, obtaining aims from one hundred and twelve books 
and articles written by prominent American Educators. From these 
he reached the following conclusion; two comprehensive aims, 
first, general or liberal training, and second, preparation for 
the needs of life. These are divided into four large aims,- 
1,Training for social-civic responsibilities, 2,Health, 3,Recre¬ 
ational and aesthetic participation, and 4, Practical occupa¬ 
tional efficiency. 
The most generally accepted statement of aims is found in the 
4 
"Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education” formulated 
by the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education 
in 1918. These are 1,Health, 2,Command of fundamental processes, 
3, Worthy home membership, 4,Vocation, 5,Civic education, 6, 
Worthy use of leisure, and 7,Ethical character."The conclusion 
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of the aims may be summed up as follows,-"The purpose of democ¬ 
racy is so to reorganize society that each member may develop 
his personality primarily through activities designed for the 
well being of his fellow members and of society as a whole so 
that each may be capable of a complete and worthy living'.' 
5 
Lincoln states that guidance has become an increasingly im¬ 
portant phase of education in recent years. With the increasing 
complexity of the present day civilization, with the rapid change 
in the manner of living and the ways of making a living, the 
problem of aiding youth to locate suitable occupations, and to 
adjust themselves to the rapidly changing civilization, becomes 
of greater and greater complexity. Guidance should be a funda¬ 
mental part of all public school education and with the present 
day emphasis of educational thought on the individual pupil and 
his needs, guidance serves to help the individual child directly 
and is an important element in the construction of the curriculum. 
Neuberg says that with such results as social and economic 
waste, deterioration of human personality, and unhappyness due to 
the wrong choice of a vocation, the aim of vocational guidance 
should be such as to correct these conditions. Here again we have 
a vast array of aims. The National Vocational Guidance Association 
states^ "Vocational guidance is the process of assisting an indiv¬ 
idual to choose an occupation, prepare for it, and progress in it". 
"Vocational guidance concerns itself, therefore, with the pupil 
in the schools and in the colleges". g 
As formulated by The Western Guidance Conferees, the broadly 
stated aim of guidance is that of helping all individuals at 
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appropiate times to plan for, select training activities for, 
and enter vocational, social and recreational activities in which 
they will be successful and happy and of service to society, and 
in which they will be continuously helped to utilize in full the 
capacities which they possess in the interests of the common good. 
This means that individuals will be helped to,- 
1. Secure pertinent information concerning present and probable 
future occupations, 
2. Discover the nature and extent of their aptitudes, interests 
and needs, 
3. Develop interests which lead to the planning and carrying out 
programs of training, 
4. Secure Information and select activities which will promote 
the development of a normal well-integrated personality, 
5. Secure information concerning the nature and objectives of 
offerings of the school, and of their own probabilities of 
success in connection with each of these offerings, 
6. Re-examine and revise their plans as changed conditions make 
this advisable, and 
7. Acquire standards of value consistent with the aspirations 
of a democratic society with regard to social, recreational, 
and vocational activities. 
9 Strathmore states that most people Just fall into their jobs, 
occupations or careers in a haphazardly manner, and a few who 
are fortunate find their work enjoyable and are therefore happy 
at work. But those who are not so fortunate, and these are the 
great majority, do not enjoy their work, and have to accept it 
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as drudgery for life or shift aimlessly from one Job to another 
in a futile search for their proper aphere In the work of the 
world. Vocational guidance as a scientific help to the Individ¬ 
ual In choosing his life work will give the Individual a much 
greater chance of finding contentment In his work, a better 
chance for advancement, better financial returns, and a better 
means of self expression. 
10 
Bell considers that there are two factors which condition 
the adjustment of the student for the present and for the future. 
One factor is the analysis of the pupil as an Individual, his 
abilities, interests, personality traits, special strength and 
weaknesses. The other factor belongs to the civilization in 
which the pupil is developing and which will include, the op¬ 
portunities for training and for achievement, the demands and 
denials, the potentialities and frustrations of the society of 
which heis to be a part. An endeavor to measure the future of 
society is therefore essential for the guidance worker. "The 
problems of guidance may thus become at any time and for any 
given individual,problems of individual measurement and pre¬ 
diction, measurement of individual potentialities on the one 
hand, and of social opportunities on the other". 
No one who has studied psychology can consider that the 
problems involved in a study of the growing human entity which 
we call the individual are simple uncomplicated problems. No 
one who has studied the social processes and organization and 
who has an insight into its meaning can consider that our so¬ 
ciety is a simple uncomplicated one. The problem of the guidance 
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worker, who undertakes to adjust the Individual to society is 
therefore far more complex than either the task of the psychol¬ 
ogist as he studies the individual or that of the sociologist 
as he studies society. The pupil, an individual, derives his 
meaning from the society of which he is a part, and that means 
that one cannot understand him or evaluate him aside from the 
whole to which he belongs. What significance does he have in 
relation to the whole of society, what is his place in society, 
can he function there, and can he function to the limit of his 
capacities, is he in the right place, for what he is? These are 
the terms in which he must be measured. 
In endeavoring to measure the future with regard to its 
implications concerning the possible chances for careers, 
Bingham 11has shown that in the sixty years ending in 1930 that,- 
1. The number of workers in each major field of occupation ex¬ 
cept agriculture has increased more rapidly than the population. 
2. The rate of increase has been least in domestic service, 
manufacturing, and mining, more rapid in trade and transporta¬ 
tion, and in professional service, and 
3. The rate of increase has been most rapid in clerical service. 
In the professional service group, the teachers have increas¬ 
ed from 120,000 to 1,100,000; there has been a rapid rise in the 
proportion of technical engineers, nurses, draftsmen, musicians, 
artists, actors, chemists, librarians, and authors; with the 
obsolescence of the veterinarian, and a relative decline in the 
traditional learned professions, medicine, the ministry and law. 
Some of the work of the physician has apparently been handed 
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over to the trained nurses, by ministers, to teachers and 
social workers, and by lawyers to clerks and business specialists. 
During the period from 1910 to 1930, the index of production 
increased 86$, with 2,000,000 more workers in occupations relating 
to the primary production of raw materials, their preparation for 
consumption and the transportation to the final place of use; 
with 5,000,000 more workers in the trading of these goods and in 
the clerical and managerial occupations involved in administering 
all these different enterprises; and an increase of 3,000,000 
engaged in caring for the personal needs of our population, while 
there was a decrease of 2,000,000 workers on the farms. Stated 
as a per cent increase, the proportionate increases are as 
follows,- 
Primary production, Preparation and Transportation, 6% 
Trade and Administration 80% 
Professional and Personal Services 50$ 
Population as a whole 33$• 
This means that the food and goods used by an increase of pop¬ 
ulation of 33$, were grown, made, and transported by but a 6$ 
increase of workers; the 33$ increase of population required a 
50$ increase of public, professional and personal servants; and 
the great increase of goods used and in the organization of all 
forms of business and government required an increase of 80$ in 
the number of administrators and traders, including increases of 
44$ as managers, 97$ as engineers and accountants and 136$ as 
clerks and trades people. 
In the professional and personal service group, in the pro¬ 
fessions proper the increase was 48$, in the semi-professional 
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group, trained nurses, social workers, laboratory assistants, 
librarians etc.,the increase was 517$, and in the lower occu¬ 
pational levels in personal service the increase was 100$. 
The lower level occupations, the easiest to learn, made up 
of the army of workers, machine tenders, unskilled laborers, 
and simple routine jobs, requiring little special talent and 
little education, took 16,500,000 of the total 38,000,000 fol¬ 
lowing gainful occupations in 1930. However the proportion thus 
engaged was bettered from 1920 to 1930, for while the total pop¬ 
ulation increased 16$, the number in this group only increased 
11.5$. Of the 16,500,000 in this group, it is probable that nine 
or ten millions who have been following minimal ability occupa¬ 
tions are capable of learning to do more difficult and valuable 
kinds of work, with a consequent decrease in dissatisfaction, 
boredom, worry, emotional instability and discontent, as well as 
economic loss. These workers could occupy higher positions with 
resul*ting economic betterment, and their places taken by labor- 
saving machinery. This chance is a great reason for the better 
guidance of the students of our present day schools. 
Because of the growth of technology and power a smaller pro¬ 
portion of the work of the world is being done by unskilled 
labor, which trend will continue. A much greater number of oppor¬ 
tunities are found in the occupations like managing, selling, 
nursing, teaching and social work, where effectiveness in per¬ 
sonal relations is necessary. This drift toward personal service 
occupations, many of them quite new, will undoubtedly continue 
and because the old era of scarcity of goods has changed into a 
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period of surplus, produced with a decreasing number of workers, 
there is here an implication regarding future occupational op¬ 
portunities. This implication is, that there will be an increase 
in the opportunities for work with people, serving their wants, 
supervising their combined efforts, getting their cooperation, 
managing them, instructing them, and helping them in one way or 
another, occupations in which the most essential abilities will 
be abilities in personal and social relations. This means per¬ 
sons who have ability in human understanding, self-control, 
personal insight, sincerity, tact, courtesy,clearness and sim¬ 
plicity, a relatively new list of abilities to look for in the 
personal make-up, a rating for skill in personal and social 
situations. 
From the standpoint of a sound social economy, one ideal 
should be to provide such a range of well planned training op¬ 
portunities that each one who works can be prepared to compete 
for a livelihood in an occupation somewhat commensurate with 
his talents, and to provide everyone also with information, the 
best obtainable, about employment opportunities and prospects, 
and the relative absortive capacity of the different careers 
and professions at his level of capacity. Then more boys and 
girls, growing into manhood and womenhood, will train for work 
that they can do well, in callings which offer better rewards of 
job satisfaction and better economic returns. The provision for 
the needed opportunities for training is primarily the respon¬ 
sibility of educational administrators; but the Jod of observing 
the changing trends of occupational opportunity and supplying 
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the students with the facts concerning the relative demand and 
supply in the different occupations, astwell as the task of 
educational and vocational guidance, which will capitalize on 
available talents and prepare the student to engage in the kinds 
of needed work in which their abilities find full scope, rests on 
the shoulders of the counselors. 
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CHAPTER III 
Purpose. 
The problem which this study is concerned with is, MTo 
discover individual abilities or characteristics which may be 
used as a base for Educational and Vocational Guidance. To find 
out if it is possible, in the eighth grade, to guide students 
in a proper selection of high school subjects which will pre¬ 
pare them for a life vocation which the student endeavors to 
select at this time, with the aid and guidance of the inves¬ 
tigation” . 
12 
Bogan considers that guidance is of primary importance in 
public education, guidance of three types, educational, moral, 
and vocational. Educational guidance of a formal type has long 
been used but it has been inflexible and pointed, only toward 
the upper school levels and higher education. Today it tries 
to lead students, at an early age, to consider their future 
careers, and to plan their school subjects with these future 
careers in view, and so becomes also vocational guidance. 
"Fortunate is he who is not required to depend on blind fate 
for direction, even though the most efficient preparation lacks 
the guarantee of success". Because of the advance of society 
due to technology, the development of adaptability and versa¬ 
tility are essential for nearly all occupations, and even though 
the strength, weakness, and aptitudes of the student are dis¬ 
covered, it is not expected to locate one entirely dominating 
aptitude or unusual skill. 
Lincoln15 in astudy of educational and vocational information 
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as a part of a guidance program with ninth grade pupils, in a 
wide range of localities, to determine whether or not the pupils 
made an appreciable gain in educational and vocational informa¬ 
tion through organized instruction, found that the results were 
positive and conclusively in favor of pupils guided through 
organized instruction and counsel. 
Hoopingarner1^ reports "There is a positive relationship 
between life planning and success, and the converse, lack of 
planning and failure, and while continuous personality improve¬ 
ment should be looked upon as a life process for every normal 
person, the need for vocational adjustment is related, but 
secondary, to the need for continuous improvement of one's 
personality". 
15 Greaney in regard to vocational work in the elementary 
school writes as follows,"What the pupils due lack is definite, • 
systematic, expository instruction in vocational opportunity, 
and inspiration and direction as to how to discover their own 
talents and limitations. Clearly the way to place opportunity 
to do this before the great masses of our children, is to give 
occupational study a definite place in our seventh and eighth 
grade grammar school program". 
Why not then, institute this educational guidance together 
with vocational guidance in the eighth grade, just before the 
senior high with its specialization of all kinds, with the 
earnest hope that enough success will be had to at least start 
the student along the right general direction, and so prevent 
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so much lost motion and the birth of another social misfit? 
For this study the eighth grade of the Belle Glade Junior 
High School of Florida, consisting of 17 boys and 14 girls 
was used. The pupils of this grade are not all native Flori¬ 
dians, as 15 of them came to Florida from eight different states. 
To obtain a fairly reliable Intelligence Quotient, five 
Intelligence tests were used, two forms of the Army group 
Alpha, two forms of the Terman group test, and one form (Grades 
7-8) of the Kuhlmann-Anderson test. To obtain a scholastic ap¬ 
titude the Glick-Germany test was used and for personality 
ratings the Bernreuter Personality Inventory. Two tests for 
Clerical workers were given, the Minnesota and the Thurstone; 
and two tests for mechanical ability were used, the Detroit 
and the MacQuarrie. The Rogers test of mathematical ability 
and the Luria-Orleans modem language were given.For vocational 
interest, the Strong Vocational Interest blank was employed, 
and the results of the seventh grade Modem School achievement 
test as well as the subject marks for grades seven and eight 
are included in the data. A Questionnaire, compiled by the 
writer, was given to obtain General Information, and data in 
regard to Hereditary Background, Past History, Present Activ¬ 
ities, and Home Conditions. The test results and above informa¬ 
tion for each individual pupil have been compiled in seperate 
Case Studies for each pupil. These Case Studies also show the 
average of the I. Q. for the five tests as well as the average 
of the mental age for five tests. The test results for the 
whole class were also compiled, test by test, and include the 
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I. Q. ratings, comparison of life and mental ages, percentile 
ratings, grade placements, personality ratings, speed and accu¬ 
racy ratings, mechanical aptitude and ability ratings,and these 
test sheets will be found in the Appendix. The occupational 
information used was obtained from eighty-two "Career" booklets 
of the Institute of Research of Chicago. 
To try to develop the habit of the approach of the scientist, 
the students were encouraged to approach the study of their own 
personal problem with the objective, impersonal attitude and 
truth seeking methods of the scientist; to capture their interests 
and to enlist their efforts in the solving of their own perplexi¬ 
ties, the students were given opportunities for "Doing things to 
find out". They engaged in class discussions, took tests, filled 
out questionnaires, studied "Careers", requested help and information 
from the teachers and from persons in the community, were encour¬ 
aged to engage in reflective thinking concerning life goals and 
values, to try to develop plans for striving to realize goals 
and values, and to build a growing life philosophy to guide them 
in a changing world. 
The major objectives of Guidance are also the major objectives 
of Education, the maximum development of the "Whole student", 
rather than a segmenting of his personality; a total experience 
co-operatively planned in a broad and tenative outline Dy all of 
the educational workers with whom the student comes in contact, 
with the student an active agent in this planning, so that the 
experiences may facilitate desirable well-rounded development, 
an experience integrative rather than disintegrative in nature. 
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This means to the Counselor the students must not be strangers! 
must not be simply names In a record book, but that the Coun¬ 
selor must know as much as can be discovered about each individ¬ 
ual, must know his Interests so that he can be stimulated to 
engage in the proper experiences and his efforts enlisted in the 
correct activities. With this personal knowledge the guidance 
work can be planned in terns of the perplexities, the aspirations, 
the lnteres-ts and needs of the individual student in question. 
Andrus16 gives a good summary of the task of the Counselor, 
as shown by the following,-" The Counselor must serve the pupil 
when the pupil needs him. (When would the pupil need the Coun¬ 
selor any more than when he starts high school with its differ¬ 
entiated courses?) Pupils differ in abilities, interests, purpose, 
needs. Each pupil is unique, and must be guided in precisely that 
manner which he uniquely requires,,and the counseling will devel¬ 
op in the pupil a consciousness of his own being, a purposeful 
sense of direction, with a definite feeling of going somewhere 
and of really doing something..The pupil is aided in formulating 
a school program in harmony with his life goals and with whole¬ 
some life adjustments. The pupil in preliminary and general 
fashion gets the opportunity to learn about self and society, 
school resources, occupational fitness and conditions, and facts 
of discussed individual differences, and surveyed social and 
economic trends. Thus material has been made available to him 
for, mapping out of an adequate training program, projecting of 
life plans, and the building of a philosophy of life. The pupil 
therefore has an intelligent background to make his own decisiorl'. 
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The Counselor wants to further the pupil* growth, to qualify 
him to recognize, define and solve his own problem, to develop 
purpose in making his own adjustments, When the Counselor senses 
the ability of tne pupil to define his own problem, the respon¬ 
sibility of initiating further moves then belongs to the student. 
The Counselor shows what courses are available in accordance 
with the capacity of the pupil, his assets, and liabilities, 
which must be taken into account in consideration of occupational 
bents and aspirations* Knowledge of these endowments is necessary 
in the planning of appropriate school courses, to the indicating 
of those careers and vocations that may be reasonably followed. 
The Counselor advises the pupil on the basis of facts, rather 
than on wish-fulfilment, and when he has given the pupil the 
needed information, has stimulated thought, and motivated action, 
and has helped lay the foundation for the further development of 
interests and attitudes, he adroitly and not too obviously trans¬ 
fers to the pupil the responsibility for the initiative in the 
solution of his problem. The pupil must consider his suitability 
for a career in the light of his background, his circumstances, 
his training, his experiences, his physique and health, his gen¬ 
eral and special abilities, his aptitudes and interests. At best, 
he may as a result come to a wiser decision than he would have 
reached unaided, and, at least, he has been brought face to face 
with the elements of the problem upon whose correct solution in 
the long continuing process of adjustment, depends much of his 
happiness and value. 
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Counselor records the findings reached, with all pupil data, 
and makes plans for the necessary follow-up to help realize the 
guidance function, and must make a continued analysis of the 
problem. He 1,considers the attitude of the pupil, 2,guards 
against being stampeded emotionally, 3,helps the pupil develop 
and. select constructive alternatives, 4,develops in the pupil 
an awareness of the problem and the obligation for the solution, 
5,shifts the responsibility of initiative to the pupil, 6,re¬ 
cords accurately, 7,interprets equitably and 8,arranges for the 
follow-up procedure. 
We have tested the general intelligence and certain special 
aptitudes and abilities, inventoried the Interests, rated the 
personality, measured the school achievement, taken account of 
school marks; have acquired information concerning general con¬ 
ditions, physical conditions, hereditary background, past 
history, present activities and interests and home conditions. 
17 
Bell reports that by various correlation techniques relations 
7 
have been worked out of these series of scores to a series rep¬ 
resenting some success ratings or measures of the same group. 
We think that we have found out certain attributes of various 
occupations, which if possessed by the students we are guiding, 
do somewhat predispose to success in the proposed vocation or 
class of vocations. 
But exactly how much success is due to general intelligence, 
how much to aptitudes and abilities, how much to interest or 
personality, or the rest of the factors of the individual, we 
are not at all sure. The occupations have not been resolved into 
components sufficiently enough so that we may know what they 
demand in these characteristics. Hooplngamer^ states, "To 
facilitate the matching of individuals and occupations, in so 
far as possible, human ability and occupational requirements 
should be reduced to the same common denominator". For certain 
groups of occupations we have enough ceneral Information con¬ 
cerning these factors so that we allow ourselves to set a min¬ 
imal critical score, possession of which is the limiting con¬ 
dition of employment. But why the majority of those who do not 
have the minimal score fail, we do not know. Guidance sets sim¬ 
ilar arbitrary limits for pupils who seek a college education, 
or on the choice of the so called higher professions with little 
factual basis for the guidance, except in the case of those having 
extremely high or extremely low scores. 
The single measurement problem of importance for guidance 
upon which there has been more careful thought and work is that 
of measuring general intelligence, and yet we are not at all sure 
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of the indications here. Thorndike indicates certain of the 
weaknesses of the present techniques,-"First, that we do not 
know what our intelligence tests measure, or in what proportion 
they measure the various things they do measure; second, that we 
do not know how far it is proper to add, subtract, multiply, 
divide, and compute ratios with the measures obtained; third, 
that we do not know just what the measures obtained signify con¬ 
cerning intellect or concerning functional abilities . 
We must discover what our mental and special trait measures 
are measuring in terms of functional abilities required ior 
various social and occupational tasks. Without this proolem oeing 
solved we can not expect to predict performance accurately from 
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our measuring instruments if we do not know specifically what 
abilities they measure or what demands are made by specific so¬ 
cial situations upon these abilities. We do have some tools for 
measurement, and experience teaches us their usefulness, even 
though we do know, that there is a universality of error in our 
mental measurements, and the necessity of asertaining the limits 
within which they can be counted on. We must keep a healthy 
skepticism over the precision of our measuring Instruments, we 
must discover more definitely the limits within which the long 
list of scales and tests are accurate, and lines of research 
should be followed up to improve them. 
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Macrae reports that even in interpreting the ratings of 
the intelligence test,( the most reliable instrument of meas¬ 
urement of the counselor ),no automatic precision can be 
obtained, for within certain limits, marked special abilities 
or character qualities may compensate for a delect ol general 
capacity. But a tentative classification of vocations with res¬ 
pect to this characteristic is essential, and the counselor is 
guided to some extent by the results of investigations such as 
21 
/ the Army Alpha with its occupational ratings. Burt with the 
aid of information from these ratings gives the following 
classifications and I. Q. ratings,-Clerical and highly skilled 
work, 115-130; Skilled work,100-115; Semi-skilled, 55-100, 
and Unskilled, 70-85. He has reserved the I. Q. ratings over 
130 for two ‘'higher" professional classes, and those oelow 70 
for two "lower" classes suited only to the mentally defective. 
Cohen22 reports that as a result of their work in army and 
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industrial personnel testing, Yerkes, Bingham, Terman, Link 
and others, report the following range of scores on the Alpha 
scale,- Professional from 98 to 184, Commercial work from 58 to 
145, Skilled trades from 26 to 95, and Unskilled work from 21 
23 
to 70. Jones reports that while the results of the Alpha test 
are by no means satisfactory as measures of ability in various 
occupations, they are practically the only material we have, 
and, within limits, may be used to good advantage. He has con¬ 
structed, with the help of information from DeVoss, Yerkes, and 
Terman, a table for the tentative selection of an occupation. 
This table uses the I. Q,., the mental age, with the Army Alpha 
scores, and shows an I. Q. rating of 90 necessary for high 
school, and 106 necessary for college. It also shows the middle- 
50^ of the Alpha scores corresponding to the occupations, and 
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the general education required for the occupations. Pintner 
gives for guidance purposes the following I. Q. ratings and 
types of education and vocation indicated,- Above 115 College, 
100-114 High School, 80-99 Vocational High School, 70-79 Indus¬ 
trial High School (Junior), and below 70 Special School; I. Q. 
120 and over professional, 90-119 clerical and skilled work, 
and below 90 semi-skilled work. These relations between the in¬ 
telligence and occupations through the Alpha scale is the first 
step in the effort to connect the student with an occupation, 
by matching intelligence requirements. 
25 
In regard to Personality and Interest Keys reports Growing 
Interest of guidance workers in measures of personality traits 
springs primarily from a desire to use the device in forecasting 
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success or failure In school work or later occupations". It Is 
only natural that guidance workers should turn hopefully to at¬ 
tempts at the measurement of personality characteristics. Intel¬ 
ligence tests alone afford too inadquate a prognosis. Our better 
known group tests of intelligence, for example, are primarily 
measures of scholastic ability, and in some cases are so desig¬ 
nated. Yet correlations between scores on these and school suc¬ 
cess show that even school success is determined to the extent 
of only 40% by factors measured by a typical intelligence test, 
leaving 60% to be accounted for in terms of personality, inter¬ 
est, force of character, good fortune, or what you will. The 
relation of measured intelligence to vocational success, aside 
from perhaps a few professions, is commonly much lower yet. It 
would seem reasonable therefore, to hope that the extensive 
experimentation in the measurement of personality traits may un¬ 
cover types of tests which will be even more serviceable than 
our measures of intelligence, or at least valuable adjuncts to 
the latter". 
Keys reports further that it appears that none of the exist¬ 
ing personality or character traits has been found of consistent 
practical value for the prediction of achievement. The Woodworth 
Bemreuter, and Thurstone Personality Schedules, the Downey-v»ill 
-Temperment, and the Pressey X-0 tests are only a few of the 
many which have proved repeatedly to add little or nothing to 
the prediction obtainable from intelligence tests alone. 
Cahoon , at the University of California High School, after a 
two year investigation of two successive groups of student teacn 
era, of from 150 to 200 each, reports that the Bemreuter Inven- 
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tory applied to these, failed to show a difference of one stand¬ 
ard deviation on any of its four scales, between those whom 
careful rating placed in the high fifth and those rated in the 
lowest fifth as to success in student-teaching. The moral is 
probably that existing tests of emotional and character traits 
were designed to measure emotionality and character and not to 
predict achievement, for which we should turn to measures of ap¬ 
titude or interest specifically constructed for that purpose. 
The,,Interest" report blanks which have evolved out of more 
than twelve years of experimentation have shown most encouraging 
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results. Strong reports that for many occupations scores on 
this test will discriminate 60 to 80 per cent of persons in that 
profession from those without, and between certain occupational 
groups, the difference in interests proved so great that there 
is no over-lapping at all in test scores. For example, the scale 
for personnel workers distinguishes some 72$ of persons in that 
field, and on the scale for personnel workers, no artist has 
been found to score as high as the lowest scoring personnel 
worker. These Interests appear to be fairly well stabilized in 
most persons by the senior high school age, and to manifest a 
surprising degree of performance, particularly in persons of 
28 fair intelligence. Hartzell in an investigation of the factors 
underlying the choice of occupations, states as his conclusion 
that the most important factor in the choice of an occupation 
is the interest, enjoyment, and liking of the work itself. 
Brown^ in a survey of vocational choosing comes to the conclus¬ 
ion that interest, renumeration, accident and family tradition, 
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in the order listed, were the reasons given for the choice of 
an occupation. His conclusion also shows that of the 1977 suc¬ 
cessful men and women studied, that many of them were over 
thirty years of age before they finally entered the vocation 
in which they were successful. This means that approximately 
one half of their life was over before they really got to work 
and seems to be a strong reason for vocational guidance to get 
persons to their real work earlier in life. 
, 30 
Miller in an investigation of the practice of guidance of 
high school students found that general success in school work 
is considered in guidance more frequently than any other meas- 
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ure of pupil ability. Broussard in case studies of guidance 
in high school found that subjects in which the pupils were 
successful tended to influence them toward more advanced studies 
and vocations embracing similar subject matter. This would tend 
to show that success in school achievement is a factor in educa¬ 
tional and vocational guidance. It is also true that in society, 
in the business world, in industry, employers do consider school 
achievement as an indication of probable success, or failure, 
and, when looking for persons of superior ability, do depend 
upon school achievement for guidance. 
Moore^2 in a study of the Aptitude hypothesis in vocational 
guidance came to the following conclusions,-1."That present tests 
act as partial indicators for guidance, 2.That they merely indi¬ 
cate probable success or failure In moter and mechanical aoil- 
itles, 3.That they have selective but not guidance reliability 
for specific occupations, 4.That they are more reliable for 
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scholastic aptitude, and 5.That no definite list of fundamental 
aptitudes can be formulated. Jones states that the general scho¬ 
lastic aptitude tests are now used for predicting success in high 
school and college, and are fairly successful and have'high pre¬ 
dictive value. The correlation between aptitude tests given in 
school and the success of the occupational choice ten years later 
in life was found by Thorndike to be so low as to be meaningless 
for prediction. This in the case of junior high students, who 
have had practically no training in clerical or mechanical lines, 
would seem to indicate inate capacity or the lack of inate ca¬ 
pacity and would rule out most of the clerical or mechanical 
ratings except possibly those of the highest rank. 
As in all practical advisory procedures, tests and their data, 
even the most carefully standardized, are only aids to diagnosis, 
so the general information, from the Questionnaire, concerning 
each pupil, may be of some aid. The physical make-up, or condition 
may help in determining the career where definite physical limi¬ 
tations are indicated. Heredity gives some capacity to do things, 
some natural or inate traits are inherited as per the Jonathan 
Edwards family. The past history and present activities and in¬ 
terests may hold a clue as to the trend of what the pupil really 
wants to do, provided he has been and is now doing what he wants 
to do. Home conditions and standing may be the limiting factor, 
through financial reasons, in the chances for continuation of 
education and so limit the possibilities of choice of a career. 
As a summary of how the analysis of a case study is made, the 
first choice of the occupational group, and school career is 
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taken from the relations, by the various workers, of the Army 
Alpha to the occupations, which as per the authorities studied, 
apparently roughly limits the occupations in which the pupil has 
the best chance of success. Here two factors must be considered, 
35 first, as per Hoopingamer , " Factors making for failure in 
different occupations are more readily determinable than factors 
making for success; vocational planning can rather wisely pro¬ 
ceed on the basis of determining in the beginning what occupa¬ 
tional fields one should not enter and thus through a process of 
elimination, reducing the chance of error in making choices in 
the general fields of occupational activity” and second as per 
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Jones , Scores toward either extreme are much more significant 
than those toward the average, and we may be fairly sure that if 
a pupil attains an intelligence score much below the median of 
a certain occupation, the probability of his success in that 
occupation would be remote, and he should be led to choose an¬ 
other unless he shows clearly other outstanding qualifications". 
Thus those making high intelligence scores should consider those 
occupations that rank high in intelligence and the opposite for 
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those with low scores. This even though Thorndike showed that 
the prediction of vocational careers and success based on intel¬ 
ligence tests but a little better than a chance guess. ( He did 
however also say that the bright child into the professions, 
the fairly able into clerical work and a mediocre child into 
mechanical work, may be still a good idea.) 
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And not with standing the results of Cahoon’s experience 
with Personality, the writer is going to try to include the 
Personality results in the analysis with the hope that some 
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degree of success may. attend the efforts, for according to 
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Hoopingamer , " Inability to get along with and deal effective¬ 
ly with people, is one of the greatest obstacles not only to 
success but to happyness—schools are lacking in training to 
meet this need-and the chief purpose of the study of psychol¬ 
ogy in the future, will undoubtedly be directed toward the 
attainment of a better understanding of people and how to deal 
with them. This Personality is of such great importance with the 
great increase of vocations that have to do with direct associa¬ 
tion with the people. 
The study of interest seems to rank it as of considerable 
importance, so the analysis will be guided by the results of the 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank. For educational guidance the 
achievement and school marks seem to have considerable value, so 
these will be used in the endeavor to guide the selection of 
courses and subjects. 
The scholastic ability tests should be of good value in the 
prediction of school success, while the mechanical and clerical 
aptitudes are not considered so good, except in the cases of the 
higher ranking ones. The general information as per the Question 
naire will be considered as aids and supplementing indications 
to the preceding statements of the summary of how the analysis 
is made. 
Cc."'. j 
General Inf t:ion 
KOo^l.. Sex ijixL Grade_a Ago_i4 Height ' ni 1 t_u»3 
Physical Condition 
Health—gQQfl Physical Defects_hcl__ 
Eyesight gnnfl Color blind nn Hearing gooA Nu+,rition_ _good 
■'ense acuteness, TouchgnnTastegnnd 3mell_^jQQ4 
.t'L.rt-rciace JHa, 
Hereditary Backgroundirish Irish 
French German 
Nationality of Father so.ntn.h Mother_.scotch 
Fruit packer 
of hotheri^qtigo wife ... 
Iri sh 
C. coaoaticn of Fa the 
Father's; Nationality Grandfather_ Grandvcotl German 
Of cu.-;.>a t ion of Grandfather ..farmer _Grandrno!' h er Housewife 
, , Irish 
IlG'-.n-o-r si Nationality Grar-.cf * char scotch Gr- nd” German 
Occupation of Grandfathercarp9nter GrandrnotherH(?11 seWj-Fo   
Past History 
Accidents none 
tonsils & adenoids removed 
Sicknessarthritis, measlesr Ih.HPox, 
Jobs Hold care of children_ Undertakings sewing fc cooking_ 
Present Activities and Interests 
' ro rk house work_he or 2 utions_riding  - 
Clubs Life Saving Guards Indoor- vam ^..dominoe-S_ 
Out - do o r gam e s bn. rr-ball_. Hand i w o rk_£LaQiriT1g fr sewing-— 
Readu t.tl ^Preference hooka_Kind travel. -&~romanc-Q-- 
Have TravellodrrmfiVi Like to travelFor a living—^- 
Best studies Usth. t Hnma _3r^_?lan noxt ^ear-sohoo-l — 
Good Conversationist fair_ At case vitn stranger..— Quite— 
Like to lead ye a Co-0 no rati vo yes ,r'fork accurate fair- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers 1 Number sisters_Q_ Parents orm '- -no. 
Financial etatus good_Living o c r.d i tl cns _aiexage.- 
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Tect Information 
Intel] lg.jncc, Mental Vi, , n > ! ' o\ 
Girl. 1 - J JL4-2 
vf* i * rm i J)jCuiiln m(l) 
Alpha, I.;.^SUJL M.A.j.4^ Age Diff.__0__ P re. r .1 .. 39^ 
Tcrman, I.o._95^£_ Age Diff. ^ rare .util,. g7Q 
Nunlmann, I. ?■ «_Q£>g M.A.__Age Diff. ^_n 1.1 .Average five 96^? 
Glick Scholastic,' ScoreOr-do 7-Mont• 1 Age, Aver;'. 0 fly. 3 -|g_g 
Pei sonality Inventory, Bernruetir, Percent11 0 
Neurotic Tendency _5g Self-sufficiencyia Intro-Extroversion_9g 
D 0 m i nan c e - Suhm i s s i 0 n_ c$2 on f i cl e nc 0 £9_Sc c i ah i 1 i t y__gg 
Thurstone employment Clerical, Speed ~n Accuracy_g Combined^ 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical 'orkors, Av'ra; c Number, Verne 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm le^AAVI. potter A 
Mac-.-uarrie Mechanical Ability., .Le.tter .RatingPercentilegg 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentil ;■_jqRiting(S'th). 
Luria Language, Expectation of being lnflrfltenth 4 Percentile 
School Marks,Grades7 <18, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure; 
Spelling -_Roading -_Arith -_Language - r‘istory_- Geograpah;; - 
S po 11 ing F_Read i ng F Ar i th F L • mguagoG*- H i 3 to ry G Qon. S c i,. F 
Modern School Achievement,Grade 7,Achiev 'rr.ent Median-  
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian C, Physician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, Teacher 
of English C plus, Teacher of Social Sciences B-, Lawyer C plus, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary B, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences 
C plus, Nurse A, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office Worker A. 
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Analysis. 
Girl No.l, I. Q. 97 (Alpha 100), Ratings, High school. Busi¬ 
ness and Clerical. Alpha score 78 (C plus), Rating, Business and 
Clerical. Her scholastic aptitude is one grade retarded, aptitude 
for mathematics and language average, school marks fair to good, 
mental age five months retarded. ( First year at Belle Glade, 
parents fruit packers, on the move most of the time.) Ratings 
show that she can make high school if not too much time in school 
missed. Clerical scores are average, but high,(A) rating in me¬ 
chanical aptitude. In Personality, she is not neurotic, not 
self-sufficient, introverted, highly dominant, self-conscious, 
and fairly sociable. In vocational Interest, rating A for nurse, 
A for stenographer-secretary and A for general office worker, 
and B- for teacher of Social Sciences. The A ratings accord with 
group ratings of business and clerical. 
She plans to become a teacher, but achievement and ratings 
are rather low for that occupation, business and clerical seem 
to be the best location, depending greatly on achievement in high 
school; the mechanical aptitude may show up in Home Economics, 
and if the teaching desire persists, it may have a chance to 
develop through Home Economics. 
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Cate Ctul? 
General Informa tion 
K°0_2_. Sex _gl£l Grades Aoa15_ Hoi iit r,r ' ei-v ia40 __ 
Physical Condition 
Health^ood Build sturdy Physical Defects n^Q_ 
Syesightgood. Colon hllndno Hearlnr.gnn/i Nut,rition_go0(1 
oonse acuteness, Touchgood Tastsgnnfl Smell £r>nd 
Hereditary Background 
Birthplace . Fla._Nationality of FatherArn^rir,an Hothci^;rioan 
Cceujjaticn of Father farmer_of Mother hnuap wlfP 
Father's: Nationality GrandfatherAmeri co.n Grandmother..American 
Occupation of Grandfather__£arja.ex_ Grandmoth cr V)0noewjfe 
Mov.her’s' Nationality Grandfachcr Amp?rloan Gre ■,kino the r |mo^oon 
Occupation of Grand farther Carppnter 0 randmo the r h ^ ^ p? a wl * 9 
Past History 
Accidents norm_Sickness m?F1 Pi ^ wVi^pir)3 rongh 
Jobs Held_wfli tTfip,r___ Undero0.kin.3s. 
‘Jork waitress 
P r0 33nt A c tiv•11o3 a nd In 1e restz 
_Re ere ati0n 3 camping_ 
_ Indoor- *:anec checkers, haakptbal]_ Cl ubs Glee Club_ 
Out -do 0 r 3am e s soft ball_Hand iw 0 rk sewing,—cooking- 
Read much Preference magazines_Kind a venture romance.- 
Have Travelled littl&ike to traveliiidj.^01* a livlnS—no- 
Best studies ilRfh. , English__Plan nexo yevn* schc-oX- 
Good Conversationist fg.i r A.t ease with stranger. _timid- 
Like to lead no Co-operative yp^ ’-ork accurate-fa ire- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers g Number slsters__2— Parents ov,n nemo_1W. 
Financial status ayoraggLiving conditions-geedr 
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Toct ^for.a^tloa 'XjftiaSL I - u 15-3 
Intelligence, Mental . , irmy . ■ (2) ; rman; 2)Eublm:in( 1) 
A1 pha _95,4_ M.. A. .14-7.. Ag o D1 f f. _g p - rc entile 49 
Torman, I .ovSa^4_ :..A.J3_q_ Ago Diff. _i ,7 Paro;=ntlle Af^n 
Kuh Imann, I. %. _ag # 9 _ M-.A._ 15-fl Age Diff. I .t>.Average five q1 t? 
Glick Scholastic, Score 73 .Gr^dc MontAl Ape, Avers. ;e fiv ) i 
Personality Inventory, Bernruetor, Porcentil .• 
Neurotic Tendencygg Self-sufficiencypg Intro-Extrov-eroion^ 99 
Pominance-gubmisslon_^»yConl',ldencQ 97 Sociability 71 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Speedy_Accuracyjj Combined.j 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ’’orkoro, Average Humber. I tame e q 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm 14-1 M.A.Q,..gg<Q Letter_y_ 
Muc--.iua.rri3 Mechanical Ability'-, .Latter .Ratingpercentile 7 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentilegg Rntlng(9th) ^nfopipr 
Luria Language, Expectation of being ingr4tonth. 4 Percentile ** 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spelling n Reading q._Arith q, Language q._" isbo ry r G eogra.pahy^_ 
opollingF Reading U Arith F-Language U H istoryJJ_Gon.Sci.. F- 
Fodern School Achi -vonout,Grade T, Achiov iment Median g o_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian C, Physician C, 
Dentist B-, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker G, Teacher 
of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, T.W.C.A. 
Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences G plus, 
Nurse A, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office Worker A. 
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Analysis. 
Girl No. 2, I. Q. 91 (Alpha 95) Ratings, High school, Busi¬ 
ness and Clerical. Alpha score 84 (C plus),Rating Business and 
Clerical. Her scholastic aptitude, 8—8, is high in relation to 
her I. Q. (She had the lowest I. Q. of the 14 girls, but stood 
8th. from the top in scholastic aptitude), mental age retarded 
1-4. Mathematical and language ability average, one year retard¬ 
ed in achievement test, and school marks good for the 7th. but 
failed in the 8th.,(too much outside work). Clerical ability 
low, and mechanical ability average. In Personality, she is 
some what neurotic, not very self-sufficient, introverted, sub¬ 
missive, self-conscious, and not social. In vocational Interest 
the significant ratings are A for nurse, stenographer-secretary 
and general office worker, which accord with the group business 
and clerical. 
She wants to be a nurse, but the average alpha score for 
nurse is 99-110. If school achievement cannot be raised next 
year, nurse would be out of the question, with high school and 
three years of training necessary. Then business (sales) or 
clerical would be indicated. 
; 
No 
-S- 
Ccv 
-41- 
ZtMly 
,ex Grille 
Genari'll Inform::. Lion 
8 AS-_14 ;ht_ g6_ 
Physical Condition 
Heal ^hgQQ^ Physical Defects 
Color blind 
-none 
Eyesight gQQ<^ u i Pi  __no Hear inf, g00^ Nutrition 
acuteness, Touch_g00^ Ta s t s_g0a4 Srae 11—gQ^^_. 
Hereditary Background 
-L ~ °-dpiaceth» „_Nationality of Father German Mothor_ Irish 
f duration of Fa ther TTa.rflwn.r’o Store_ of Mo th e r Ho us eke e p e r 
iat.tor‘ s; Nationality Grandfather Gemian Grandmother German 
Oc.eu7jat.10n of iPran&father* •r-h nk- la^nn Grandmoth er Housewife 
, Irish Irish 
Ilor.ic.-r s ; Nationality Grar.df ichor German_G:u ndaether Dutch 
Occupation of Grandfather Tfermer Grandmother_housewife 
Past History 
Accidents n(m9_ 
Jobs Held r».lprTr_Undertakings sewing & cooking 
sore 6ires 
oicknesg mumps._C. Pox. whooping cough 
Present Activities and Interests 
"Jork clerk_R-0r -a* ions dance_ 
Clubs Qj[r3_ Seont_ Indoor- uameobasketball skate checkers 
Out - do o r 31m e s ball, _Hand i wo rkknittingT crochet ^.sewing 
Read_^_^2.qreference newspaper__ Kind general_ 
Have Travellcdrmip.h Like to travclmuch For a living_no_ 
Best s tud 1 e s pi j hh Ta t sr a tur e_Plan next year school — 
Good Conversationist gnnfl At case with stre.ngers quite- 
Like to lead yasCo-operative var ’Pork accurate good_ 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers ^ Number sisters 2 Parent. 
Financial status good Living conditions__goad 
own home ves 
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TGLt Imoria-.ition Mo._3 x Girl I. .A\ »• 13-10 
Inteil1 snoe, Mental ,/>, irmj . . (2) Tnwm >)Kv 
Alpha, I JAsrlQAge Dlff.__4.l-Q Porc.nf _] - 57,0 
Dorman, 1.0. 33^ M.A.j£-& Ago Diff._-g_ pare util.^Q_ 
Kuhlmann, I• _$£*£. M.A. 13-0 Age Dlff, -ill.A.Avoru-0 flvc-lQi.i 
Glick Scholastic, Sc.or . R2 .ir do 1Q.-5- nt 1 Ape, Avoro *0 fiv i4„o 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, Porcantil .> 
Neurotic Tendency fig Self-jufficleucy 58 Intro-Extrovui^ior.^ 
Dominanc3-Submi ssion f>£onf idone 0 e>2 5c c iahi 1 ity_££_ 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speed c Accuracy_Combined ^ 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical '7or.':ors, Average Number.' •■me 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm ir-i fi.A.Q,.. ns.&ettor g 
Mnc'-iuarrie Mechanical Ability., .Le.tter Plating j[t Percentile >34_ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability PercentilgglUtingC $ th)ATBrQ^e__ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in p-p^enth iq?-. Percentile yg 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spell in g ^ Re ad i ng g_A r i th q. Languag e g : isio ry ^ C- e 0 gra p ahy g 
C odling E Reading E_Ari th E- LanguageJE K istoryjg Gen.Sci £_ 
d m School Achi von ant, -rce T, Achievement Median__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian C, Physician,C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, Teacher 
of English C plus, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, Y.W.C.A, 
Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences C, 
Lawyer C, Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Phy¬ 
sical Sciences C, Nurse B, Stenographer-Secretary A, General 
Office WorkerA 
-43-- 
Analysis. 
Girl I\o. 3, I. Q. 101 (Alpha 107) ,Ratings, College, Business 
and Clerical. Alpha score 89 (C plus), Rating, Business and 
Clerical. Her scholastic aptitude is high (grade 10-5), mathe¬ 
matical ability percentile 88 and language ability percentile 
73* Her achievement test was average, and her school marks were 
good. This would rate her as of college ability. Her clerical 
scores were average and her mechanical aptitude average to B. 
In Personality, she is not neurotic, self-sufficient, slightly 
introverted, of average dominance, slightly self-conscious, and 
of average sociability. In vocational Interest, she scored A 
for stenographer-secretary, and for general office worker, which 
interests check her rating for business and clerical. 
Her choice of occupation is Beautician, which appears to be 
checked by her business rating and interest. This choice is 
aided by her general pleasing appearance and personality. She 
is financially able to go to college, or seek training as a Beau1 
tician. 
, * -44- 
» Cau Stulj 
Gene ral Info vraa t i o n 
Ko»^-4. Sex sir] Grade_a Assjg. Eel lit 6 ^ -elOvi. JC, 
Physical Condition 
Health good Build average Physical Defects_nohe_ 
Eyesight good Color blind_no_ Hearing good Nutrition^ ^ood 
oonse acuteness, Touch good Taste_good. Smell good 
Hereditary Background 
? i r thp lac e Mo._Na t i o na 1 i t y of Fa the r American Mo the r_Amexlc a n 
Ceouuaticn of Father Salesman_of Mothar Bonk Joeepex. 
Father’ s; h'ationaii ity G rand fa th e aim er ic an Grandmother American 
(occupation of Grandfather JPamer __GrandmotherjBaaaesifa- 
Ilov.hvsr’s ■. Nationality Grar.df i the Amp -rl nan G:v ndnother Arr^y-s ^nn 
Occupation of Grandfather Engineer_Grandmother ttah oo^-Pa_ 
Past History 
Accidents none Sickness 
Whooping cough 
Scarlet fea?.^—C*- Puss— 
Jobs Hold clerking Undertakings 
Present Activities and Interests 
'-7ork_^housework_3.-c 1' -ations.pjcatlngr—swimming^- drawing 
Clubs Girl Scouts_Indoor- <a eos_eaxds—ska-ting pi-ngpeng- 
Out-door pannes tennis_Handiwork-head work- 
Read 1 i t \ IpPr e f e r en c e mp.gn i n e s_ilind-adv--e&ture- 
Have Travelled much Like to travel xauch^01^ a --Be- 
Best studies drawing singing history_Plan next yearjschool— 
Good Conversationist _good__ ^t 8as0 v'ith strangers_jy&£.- 
Like to lead yesCo-operative_zeg_ Work accurate—good*- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers Q Number sisters-1 Parents OWn llQI.10 yap. 
Financial statu3nyprap Living conditions-goo-d- 
-45- 
. 4 __ —Girl. I - - 13-7 
Int Lli noe» Mental . , irmy . : ) ■ , . v- 
Alpha, i .l.jizijy Age Diff..1 
Torman, i.._H5^_5 • A • ._l5-«*5- -to Diff, Parc utile 76 
Kuhlmann, aS3 Diff._^ I ^Average five m.n 
Glick Scholastic, ScorajQ., Gr«do 8^MontM Ape, Av:r:/o fi\ vir-a 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet r, Percent!! e 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufficiency 22 Intro-Xtrov^ion^. 
Dominaneo-Suhmission fi2 Confidenee 47 3cciability 5_ 
i hurst one employment Clerical, Speed p Accuracy p Combined 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ' Torkors, Av :ra: e Vu: A or. ram 04^ 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm lfi-fiM.A.U.na.nLettcr p 
Mac- -unrrio Mechanical Ability., .Lo.tter .Rating Percentile 55 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 1.1; rq R.xting( S th) Average_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in s-r^onth i a Pore entile gg 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, 3 Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spell ing_jj_Re ad ing_Ar i th_£_Le.nguage, g. : ’ i sd0 ry jj» C- e 0 gra pahy ^ 
CpollingJE_Reading_E_Ari th_G Language E H istoryjE_C-on»Sci«. G 
Mod rn School Ac! vomont, zrade 7~* Aphiev mont Median_^q__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B, Physician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, Teacher 
of English C plus, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, Y.Vv.C.A, 
Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences C, Nurse 
* *S 
G, Stenographer-Secretary B plus, General jOffice ?vTorker B. 
-46- 
Analysls. 
G-irl No. 4, I. Q. 114 (Alpha 122), Ratings, College, Professional. 
Alpha score 113 (B),Rating, Professions. Her scholastic aptitude 
is average, mathematical ability percentile 89, language ability 
percentile 69, achievement test average and school marks excel¬ 
lent. These ratings are of college ability. Her clerical scores 
are inferior and her mechanical ability is average to B. In Per¬ 
sonality, she is not neurotic, not self-sufficient, is extrover¬ 
ted, of average dominance, of average self-confidence and real 
sociable. In vocational Interest, she has no A ratings, but B 
plus in stenographer-secretary, B in librarian and general of¬ 
fice worker. 
Her choice of occupation Is Artist. There was no interest 
score for artist, but the score for librarian correlates highly 
with artist, so the B rating would seem to ckeck her choice of 
occupation. She is financially able to go to an art school. 
General Ir. f o nasi lion 
K°o_£_. Sex Jiirl. Grade_Q_ Ago ip Hoi _ ' ei 
Physical Condition 
Health Good Build average Physical Defects_none 
Eye sigh t_weah Color blindJiJL Hearing good Nutrition enr>ri 
Gense acuteness, Touch good Taste gQQa Smell g0nfl_ 
Hereditary Background 
,, Irish Irish 
rM.rtnpiace Tennessdfetionalltv of Father snntev Hath or qfin+.Ph 
( ccunation of Father.Farmer_of Mother TTouserrlfe 
Father's; Nationality Grandfather Sp.nt.r-.F Grandmother ...Irish- 
(;c,cupat ion of Grandfathor agant Grandma t . or housewife 
Mor.hvsr’ s : Nationality Grar.df ichor Snnt.r.h_ G:v .ndnother xrish 
Occupation of GrandfaLiterTnfin.hp.n-if>.  f.randmoche 
Past History 
Accidents nnna_Sickness non>_ 
•Johs Held ..kn&tting._jndertr.nings housekeeping 
Present Act iT> itios and Interests 
‘/To rk 
.none. Reereations -swimiain^T—hiding- -cl uhs— 
Clubs flirl sennt.A»E_ Indoor- a'=4^4L®r-aoHQi>oi^keefe^s 
Out -do o r games hasphal 1_Hand 1 v; o rk^^irl n g, Tr.n i f.b-iup-,— 
Readmit Proferencehnnt-g Tnagnr.i-nr&dnd mystery,.adventure- 
Have Travellodn-mn'h Like to travel ygg For a living-&©- 
Best studies gpft1 I i o- T^o; - Hi Rtnyy-?lan nox L y°ar—school- 
Good Conversationist tt?s At case with strangers. 
-yes- 
Like to lead^qg Co-oporativo. 
-?es- ,fork accurate -yes-- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers 1 Number a is tors. „ ,0_ Parents own honojes 
Living eond it ions_good-_ Financial status average 
-48- 
Tcr t Ini'orm ition Fo._g_ ^ Sirl ^ -J 12-8 
Intelligence, Mental ige, Army U a (2) T-:j \\2)K n(l) 
A1 pha ,1.1. H9ti M. A. is _i_ Age D if f. ^.5 F.■ rc0 rd .1, 53.0. 
Forman, I 113^5 «A. 34^5 .-.-0 Difi . qi .in rare .util 57 
Kuhlmann,1.1. 129.? ^«A« i a-3 Ago Diff, ^.7 I.A.Average five ng 7 
Glick Scholastic, Sc-oro 75 , Gr- do 9,3,Mont ~ 1 Ago, Avers ;o fi\ 2 j- ^ 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet :r, ?■ rcsntil 
Neurotic Tendency 3 e 1 f - s u ? f i e i 0 n cy_j>4^ I n t r o - Ex t r 0v or^ior^g 
Dominance -Suhmiss 1.0n Conf id0nce Sociahi 1 ity gg 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Sneed_q Accuracy j» Combined ^ 
Minnesota Vocational for Cl erical *Torliors, Av ra; .? Nun':-or .dame ^ 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Ago Norm 14-7 IC.A.Q,. ns.fetter_g__ 
MrC'-iunrrio Mechanical Ability., Letter Rating. r.T PercentilogLa_ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentil 3 4.0 R '-ting(Sth) m-P»-rlr>-r— 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in pj-r(tenth 7 f, Percentii : 5gg 
School Marks,Grades7 <18, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure.. 
Snell ing_£ Re ad i ng_£ Ar i th -p Lan gua g e __S_'' i s-to ry g_G cograpahy^ 
Goc-lllng E-Roadlng Q Arith Gr_Lansua.so_G_J?. lstbry G _Gon.Scl.._Q^_ 
Modern School Achlcvcaont,Grids T, As’-iiavomont Median 7.1-- 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B-, Physician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman G, Social Worker G, teacher 
of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, .. 
Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences G, 
Nurse B plus, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office ».orker A. 
-49- 
Analysis. 
Girl No.5, I. Q. 118, Ratings, College, Business and Clerical. 
Alpha score 93 (C plus),Rating, Business and Clerical. Her scho¬ 
lastic aptitude is advanced (9-3), mental age plus 2-3, mathe¬ 
matical ability percentile 40, and language ability percentile 
51, acievement test slightly retarded and school marks good. These 
findings show college ability. Her clerical scores are Inferior, 
and her mechanical aptitude from low to B. In Personality, she 
is some what neurotic, not self-sufficient, introverted, submis¬ 
sive, self-conscious, and of-average sociability. In vocational 
Interests, she rated A for both stenographer and general office 
worker, and B plus for nurse. 
Her choice of occupation is nurse, w hich seems to be checked 
by her intelligence, achievements and by her interest. She is 
financially able to seek training after high school. 
i 
-50— 
CGtu> 
General I r. f o rma t ion 
1mo0^£_. Sex __girx Grauo q Ago 14 Hoi 'lit 5-^ 
Physical Condition 
Health Build <g-|-.n-pr^r Physical Defects_ 
-ye oiSht_gaadr Colon blind Hear inf, good 
01 'h "129- — 
nonc- 
Nutrition 
-go-G 4 
Sorxse acuteness, Touch gnnrl Taste GOod Smell good 
Hereditary Background 
?irth?lao®_aUu—Nationality of Father,^arloBnMothor^ri<)an 
feeuoption of Fathen hnnbfroeper_0£ «'other 
-American Father*s; National ity G rand fa the r jrich_ Grandmother 
Occupation of Grandfather yRrmfir _Grandmother none_ 
Hov.ho'r’ si Nat ionality Grar.df Uhor praTir»^_Gr-.ud mother American 
( 
Occupation of Grandfawher _ Grandmother nonff_ 
Past History 
Accidents y,Aylo_ 
Jobs Held nonr_Undertakings sev/in 
whooping cough, measles. 
Sickness mumps, scarlet fever. _C• Pox 
•'r°rk imiRfi work. 
Present Activities and Interests 
_Rcereation3 Rwirnming. hiking: 
Club s A-IT Girl fp.nnt.o I ndo or- ga m 0 s _cards, .checkeEa^, JAbrnho ly 
Out-door games hr.p.p. imll , tennis. Handiwork—SQWi&g omhidg- 
Read mnr.]n Preference hnrdrg mafn^inSpd mystery adventure- 
Have Travelled gnr o Like to travel muchFor a living—no- 
Best studies ttFngl i ah-plan nGXt yeah_£Chanl_ 
Good Conversationist At ease with strangers qntta- 
Like to lead yec;Co>-operativo yen — "'or^; accurate—excel 1 cut— 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers £ Number sisters^- Parents own hone_yeB 
Financial status Living conditions-g^e4- 
-51- 
. 6 x r 13-11 
Intallig3ncof Mental .. n(l5 
.-v 1 ph a, I. Q.. ,189^8 M > A. 18-0 A:.'; Diff. ^4-1 p.uc. iJ_lj 97.0 
Terman, I.^..11.6*5 .*.A._16 -3 ,vgo Diff.j*-4 rare .util. 88 
ivu^lmann, I. G, ._108Jfe_4i>-. A._14H5. -go Dlff. ^4 I. l.Avera- 3 :'l veils. 8 
99 P 16—7 
Glick Scholastic, Scor _0_, Grode_g£,Mont -1 Age, A v:r: -c fix 0 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet :r, Percentil 0 
Neurotic Tendency _ 45 3e 1 f- ouff iciencyg7 Int ro-Extrover»ion_48 
D0minance-Submissi0r, 51 Conf 1 d0nc e_50 Sc c i ab i 1 i ty 20 
ihurstone Employment Clerical, Speed Q Accuracy D Combined ~n 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ''orkors, Av ra e Rum l-or,’ • ?, 3 py 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age No nr. 18-11. A Ml. 15FM tetter A 
Mac-luarrie Mechanical Anility .La.ttcr Ratin;ir.FrPorcentile op_ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentil -QQ^RatingCSth) snpA-r-in-n 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in i g-ftenth rt Percentile gg 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, S Excellent,GGood,F Fair,TJ Failure. 
Spell ing w Re ad ing ~r A r i th_Q_Lan guag e H~; 7' i s~t 0 ry q C- e 0 gra p ahy $ 
SpellingE- ReadingG Arith_ G- LanguageG- H 1 story E_Gen,Sci 
Modern School Achievement, Gr*' do 7, Achiev ?ment Median__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B-, Physician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, Teacher 
of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, Y.W.C.A. 
Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences C, 
Nurse B, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office Worker A. 
-52- 
Analysis. 
Girl Wo.6, I.Q,.119 (Alpha 129) Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 136,.Rating, Professions. Her scholastic aptitude is 
very high (grade 12), mathematical ability percentile 90, lan¬ 
guage ability percentile 85, achievement test average, and school 
marks good to excellent, and mental age is plus 2-8. These indica¬ 
tions rank college ability. Her clerical scores are average and 
her mechanical ability percentile 85 in MacQuarrie and A in De¬ 
troit. In Personality, she is not neurotic, fairly self-sufficient, 
neither extroverted or introverted, of average dominance, of aver¬ 
age self-confidence, and sociable. In vocational Interest, she 
scored A in stenographer and office worker, but did not score 
high in the other occupations. 
Her choice of occupation is Teacher; her high aptitudes and 
abilities, her achievements and her well balanced personality 
seem to agree with this vocation. The interest rating for this 
occupation may develop later. She has done some helping of the 
teachers in the lower grades and has been very successful at this, 
and also is a good office helper. She is financially able to go 
to college. 
-53- 
Cc/- j ctu:t 
General Info nr.:, t ion 
Ko«cJL Sex Grade_a_ Age_22 H3l:-;lit g„6 ’ el ;ht 10fi_ 
Physical Condition 
Health_gQQfl Build sip.mrlpv Physical Defects -nr>ng_ 
Eyesight j>QQr Color blindnn Hearinggna/\ Nutrition g0(?eL 
Sense acuteness, TouchgQQd Taot9^nnfl Smell good 
Hereditary Background 
Birthplace^ Y. Nationality of Fathar^glottryothor^geglean 
C ecu (nation of Father Merchant_of Mother Housewife 
rather's ; Nationality 3 rand f a the r Kungar iarG-randmo th e r TTungarl p.n 
Oc.cu pat. ion of grandfather tailor_Grandmothjr gouseulfje 
Mot.hcjr7 s i Nationality Grandf ithor Hungarian^rand-notherTTung* 
Occupation of GrandfaLher merchant_ Grandmother •hmisfiv/i-Pa_ 
Past History 
Accidents none 
Jobs Held clerk 
3icknos.? measles,.. tonsils-&~ad.enoids 
out 
Undertakings cook,_spay, crocked;. 
Present Activities and Interests 
_R 3 c r e a t ion 3 avd.mming^—piano- 
C3 ubs Scouts,_Glae .Club— or. do or- va see monopoly^—checkars- 
Out-door games tennis_Hand!work cooking- 
Read much Preference-hnnka news_ Kind adventur-o- 
Have Travel led tnu p.ti Line to t ravel c, For a living 
Best studies Bng» Spelling, Lit* Hist. Plan next year_aohQal_ 
Good Conversationist good At ease with strangers timid- 
Like to lead no Co-operative yes Nork accurate_gpM._ 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers 0 Number sisters 0 Parents own home_no. 
Financial status average Living conditions_goad- 
-54- 
T'eet In . 7 
Intel] igcnce, Mental r o, , 
ioT 
Alpha, I. b._l££ *1* A • 15.-11 A,13 Dif f .,*3-7. 
Torinan, 1.0. 3^^ .A. 25-1. -ye Diff. ap,q r3.rc i.til 
Kuhlmann, I ■ 3 K . A .jus ,i ‘.33 Diff. 
Girl. ^ i’« b 12-6 
- ) In 1 ') ■ f j 
75.Q- 
-6a— 
Glick Scholastic, Score 7^Gr-ide Q_g,Mont 1 A\-;, Avcra -c five 
S •_49 I • ^. Avorn - 0 five J21w 1 
15—0 
Personality Inventory, Bernruot.r, Percentil 
Neurotic Tendency gg Self-suffielency tr Intro-Extrov-er.-sion 
Do m inanc 0 ~ Submis si0n q Conf idone 0 Sociability 
-49 
Thurstone .Employment Clerical, Speedy_Accuracyg Combined 
55- 
Minnosota Vocational for Clerical "’orkor 3, Av m:.e Number,ram3 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitudo,Age Norm n-5 M.A.Q, qi Lett er 0_ 
Mrc-tuarrie Mechanical Ability., .Latter Rating t., Percentile 19 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Percentile fig Rating 9 th) ^yerago_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being inflrfltonth 3 a Percentile 
School Marks,G-rades7 & 8, S Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure. 
Spelling_k; Reading k Arith_g Language w. ;'ist0ry_C- eograpahy ^ 
SpoilingE Reading- Ari th G Language E_H istory E Gon.Scie. E 
Modern School Achievement,Grado T, Achiev ement Median__g_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B-, Physician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C plus, Teacher of Social Sciences G, 
Lawyer C, Y.W.C.A. SecretaryC, Teacher of Mathematics and 
Physical Sciences C, Nurse B, Stenographer-Secretary #,A, 
General Office Worker X>B. 
-55- 
Anal^sia 
Grirl Wo* V, !• Q. 121 (Alpna i2o), ratings,College, Profes¬ 
sions. Aipua score, 103 to pius) .Business and clerical. Her 
scholastic aptitude is y-3, mathematical ability percentile b£, 
and language ability percentile VI,her achievement teat was 
avex*age and her school marka excellent, and her mental age ia 
plus £—b. ihese indications rate her as of college ability. Her 
clerical scores were average and her mechanical ability from 
low to average. In Personality, she tends to be neurotic, ia not 
self-sufficient, is highly introverted, is not dominant, ia self- 
conscious and of average sociability, in vocational interest, 
she scored A in stenography and as secretary, and B plus in 
general office worker, and B in nurse. 
Her choice of occupations is i'eaeher and her intelligence, 
aptitudes, abilities and achievements seom to show that this is 
possible, even though the interest rating is not high. Her per¬ 
sonality seems to be better suited as a grade teacher, and she 
is financially able to go to college. Should teaching not devel¬ 
op, it would seem that she should ran£ well in business. 
-56- 
C<SCJ Ctulj 
GrsnQiv.il Inform:.. ‘Lion 
KOo^.8. Sex Girl Grade jj_ A£oj&_ Koi ht5«4 el , g_97 
Physical Condition 
Health fair Build average Physical Defects none 
Eyesight good Color blind_jiQ_ Hsarlnr. pood Nu+rition_g00^ 
ocvj.38 acuteness, Touch good Taste good Smell_gQQ<L. 
Hereditary Background 
Hirthnlace N, Y. Nationality of Father qVi Mother ^ 
fo :u<nation of Fatner Merchant_of Mother housewife - 
I a the* r* s; !Na t i ona i i ty G r aridf a the r_ 
Occupation of Grandfather...Merchant. 
Grandmother Jew! sh 
Grandmo t ;r ■Housewife 
JIor.hQr’s: Nationality Grar d.f iotor g~h G:r .udno-L.er ^ jowich 
0 c cupa t i on of Grand fa th e r_Jler.chant c randmo the r Houecwifc - - 
Past History 
Accidents rmna_ 
-:-Undortr.ulugs hou sek-eep-ing- 
„. , measles Flu Pneumonia 
oiernes-f- -tenalal-  
Jobs H -1 d. Gift rk 
”r°rk_dark. 
Gluts none 
Pres ont Activ .11ios and Tnterest3 
_Recreations_bating, movies 
_ Inc oor- ,a ?,eo skating ping-pong 
Out - do o r 3: niies swimming Bleating Handiwo rk_selling 
Roacl no Preference _comics_Kind_novels 
Have Travelled yes Like to travel yes For a living—jes- 
Best studies_spelling & Math* Plan next year_school_ 
At case with strangers yes_ 
ves 
Good Conversationist yes 
Like to lead yes Go-operative_yes "fork accurate— 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers_1__ Number slsters_l-rAWUw° °',n *!° 
Financial status averageLivln3 conditions—gQQjl- 
-57- 
T°c,t itlou No. g X--Glrl-- L A*' O _l3-0 
Intel] i-s.moo, Mont a1 4,;.o, Am: VI-.h.*. (:?) 1 m ■ i ')Ka;.Lt. ,.n( 1) 
Alpsa, I • * • ^15-, & -* • A • lfi —T A1 '• —1 ? ro . ;J _} 61 
Torman, I . ^2^2 «A. 14^7 > Dlf'i , +1-7 Tire l.til j60 
Kuhlmann, I ,r„. ine t ? M. A. 14—? ',33 Dlff. 41-1 I.A.Avora- flv 112,8 
Gllck Scholastic, Poor 57,Or-do 7_,Mont 1 l'-:, Av : r: f 1> 14-8 
Personality Inventory, R.?rnruot :r, ? rc at 11 .• 
Neurotic Tondoney Sol.f-suff 1 0 10ncy 7a I n t r 0 - t r 0 v • * im i on jg 6 
Do minanc o ~ Submis 31 on »yg Gonf 110nc 5 gi 3c c 1 ablilty 58 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Spool_{pAccurocv q Combined c 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ‘’orkors, Av a-' e himbsr,rrnKii5£L 
Detroit Mo chan ice 1 Apt .1t udo, Ag No rir u-0 N. A. A. .mfl.&ottor n*. _ 
Mac iunrria Mechanical Ability., Lo.tt.r hatin,; 1.. P0rconti 10 34_ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcontil_7^ -tlngC 1 thmga_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in g-^enth ifi j , Pore on 113 tj— 
School Marks,Grade37 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure 
Spelllng - Reading - Arlth_-_Lan^uago - :'istory_rLG00grs pahy 
Cpo 11In- G Road 1 ng_E Ari t.h_E_ Lan^ua^o Q K 1 story_JLGon• Soi 
t,C-rnd Tt A chi v nont Median- 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian C, Fhysician C, 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman B-, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer 3-, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teachervof Mathematics and Thysical ^cien 
C, Nurse B-, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office Worker A. 
-58- 
Analysis* 
Griil JNo.o, i.Q.113 lAxpha llo),n&tings, Collage, nuBinesB 
and Clerical. Alpha score v*. is plua), bating Buomeos and Cler¬ 
ical. her scholastic aptitude is low iGrade /-), mathematical 
ability percentile i » , language ability percentile tl,ino 
achievement test, first year at neiie Glade), school marks good 
to excellent, and her mental age is plus 1-6. xhese indications 
rank college ability. Her clerical scores are average, and her 
mechanical ability is 34 percentile in the kacQuarrie and average 
in the Detroit, in Personality, she is not neurotic, is self- 
confident, self-sufficient, is extroverted, dominant and of 
average sociability, in vocational interest, she scored A in 
Stenographer-Secretary and general office worker; and she scored 
3- in Life insurance Salesmoman, sawyer and Hurse, occupations 
which have public contact. 
Her choice of occupations is Beautician, which seems to be 
checked by her occupational group and by her interest ratings 
in vocations having contact with the public. She has had exper¬ 
ience in retail selling, she has a pleasing personality which is 
an asset In tne occupation she desires, and is financially able 
to obtain training. 
3-eneral I r. fo rma t ion 
K°„_2_. Sex Grades Agej^ Hoi lit’eight_aa__ 
Physical Condition 
Health_gQQ^ Build averagePhyslcal Defects nn-no 
Eye sigh t_gQQg[ Color bllndno Hearing gnnfl Nutrition 
Sense acuteness, Touch gQQd Taste enoA Smell enrtfl 
Hereditary Background 
' 'l " urlPlace-Esu—Nationality of Fat, h e rAm a -r i nan MotherAma-M nan 
recusation of Father .Music ian_ of Kother_HaILSeke^r 
Father's; Nationality Grandfather t-h R>, Grandmother Irl3h 
Or.cunation of Grandfather Driller_Grandmother 
Morher’s: Nationality Grar.df ithor Garman Grandmother _ 
Occupation of Grandfawhen •pn.-rmgy _Grandmothe 
Past History 
Accidents nnpa_Sickness_children's diseases 
Jobs Held_none_ Undertakings sewing_ 
Present Activ 
■>7o rk house work___Hocraati 
Clubs Girl Scouts_Indoor- 
‘ties and Interests 
on3 swimming, tennis 
,eamer bingo, Pin°* 
Out - do o r gam3 s hasebal ~1_Hand iwo rk sawing_ 
Read gr.ro o Preference hr>nks_Kind ah venture_ 
Have Travelled mnn.h Like to travel mu a. in For a living no_ 
Best studies spA-mng> mng. , hath._?lan n3Xt year_schonl_ 
Good Conversationist pnnr\_ At case with strangers_timid— 
Like to lead yogCo~operatlvo yog Uork accurate_fair- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers_Number sisters_ Parents own non; 
-ye-s 
Financial status average Living conditions ageragfi. 
-60- 
-Glrl - 1 14-1 
'.Xl.' (2) T -i-:. i - n(3; 
Test Information No. 9 _ ;X 
Intoll i,>3 aioc , i«.isnt .-1 a. o, ;i nj 
Alpha, I .Q,. M.A. 14^4 A - Diff. jg 1 43 
Torinan, I .S. Q4.4 '.A. .-ito Diff. 49 rdrc-.util 32 
Kuhlmann, I.0,. nn t n M. A. i a-i V33 Diff. 0 1.1. Avoir.;-3 ^lve 9fl.a 
Glick Scholastic, Score ftfeGr* do 7,^Mont .1 -V Av:r: -,o fix 0 12-H 
Personality Inventory, Bornruot ;r, P^rcentil ;■ 
Neurotic Tendoney_g_ Solf-suffi?,ioney 64 Intro-Extroversion a 
Dominance-Submi3si0n qq Conf :ld0nco_q_Soc i ab i 1 i ty it, 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speed c Accuracy w Combined k 
Minnesota Vocational for Cl erical "’orkors, Av rra: i Number.Tame 71 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm ifi„T • ns.fetter__a  
Muc'iuarrie Mechanical Ability., Latter Ha tiny. Percent 11 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcontils '-tlngC 9 th) jw-PoTiryg. 
Luria Language,Expectation of being in gy&enth 7 Percent 11 Q_s3, 
School Marks,Grade97 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure 
Spelling n Reading ^ Arith ^.Language n ristory o Geograpahy_iL_ 
Spelling E-Reading F Ari th F Language G H istory g Gon.S cl. 
Modern School Achievement, Grade 7, Achiev iment Median_— 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B-, Physician C, 
Dentist C plus, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social \vorker 0, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C plus, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences 
C plus, Nurse B, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office ,-orxer 
B plUe,. 
-61- 
Analysis. 
Grirl No • y , x.Q.so i Ai^na 10zj t nauings, High. Schoox, Business 
and clerical. Axpha score 81 (G plus) .Rating, Business and Cler¬ 
ical. Her scholastic aptitude is low (i-u, mathematical ability 
percentile 34, language ability percentile 61, achievement teat 
retarded 1-3, school marks fair to good, and mental age retarded 
two months, about average for all indications and showing high 
school ability. Her clerical scores are inferior in the xhur- 
stone and high in the Minnesota and her mechanical ability is 
high, m Personality, she is not at ail neurotic, is self- suf¬ 
ficient, is extroverted, highly dominant, self-confident, and 
real sociable, in vocational interest, she scored A in Stenog¬ 
rapher-secretary and B plus in general office worker, and B 
in Nurse. 
Her choice of occupations is nancing and she nas given some 
public performances in dancing, with her group, of Business and 
clerical, and the above ratings, and the necessity for self- 
support during the acquiring of a training, it would seem that 
the following of the business and clerical, at least tempora¬ 
rily, would be indicated. 
General Inform: iion 
Ko.JLO Sex Rirl Grade_8 AgoJU Koi; lit__ 4£-_• oi , 81- 
Physical Condition 
Health good. Build average Physical Defects_uqxiq_ 
Eyesight good Color blind no Hearing good Nutrition_ g0Q.d 
Gense acuteness, Touch good Taste good Smell good 
Hereditary Ba ck g1 *o und 
Tw" thp j a c e Y/is. Na tionality of Fa the r AmericAn ?. to th 0 r_juD&xlcan 
recusation of Father Civil Engineer of ^iothor_jlQJ[Lsewife__. 
Father* s. Nationality Grandfather Amari^w Grandmother j^naric&n 
(/<.cupation of Grandfather Owner of hard-Grandmother 
. ware 
Ho'•ho-r' s : Hat ionality Grar.df < chcr American Gr*Uxdm0ther_ia„4can 
Occupation of Irandfaphernj t.y "randmo ther housewife  
Past History 
Accidents arm misplaced 
Jobs Held ..none_ 
<2 - n’-i 
ernosg measlaay—whooping- -eongh 
Jnd0. rt;n: 1 ng:; sewing-,—cpoking- 
"■•o rk Housewo rk_ 
n 
F r 0 3 e n t A 01 i v : t i c s a nd I n 10 r s s t: 
Peer 
- tonitake.-piature &, ---ska/ting- 
chinese checkers, table 
1 u^3 Safety, Girl Scant- - - r-Oor- a 0 s _ .tonais, -monopoly-- 
Out - do o r games tft-nrng, ba.Rp.bn.Tl—1 1Vi 0 rK Gmgr -piano 
Read much Prefer one* a^-n(3- R,liven, ni Qf.nry- 
Have Travel led much Like to travel much For a living 
Best 3tudies Home Ec. , 5cier.o & , Eng.-. Ian nex 0 Y J li‘—&Ghool- 
Good Conversationist ^ond _ At case with stranger...—timid-- 
Like to leadypc. Co-ooerativo yp.^ "ork accurate-good- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers 1 Number atstora, 1 ... Parents own ho;ao^s 
Financial atatusaverage Living conditions-good. 
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Tott Iiuor.a.itiv'ii ” ._1Q. -i£irl_ I C -13-10 
IntUi ; moo, M mt l . >, Irmy U ■ ( ?) : r i >)Ku l) 
Alpha, I. ?.. _1Q9^4 M. Aip^> A t o Diff ,_4lw4_ Pc rc e::J . 1 c ^ 
Terman, I.^._0Q2^4 -A..j.4-2- -uge Diff._Pdrc^ntil-^_ 
Kuhlmann,1.0,._1Q6.0M.AAge Diff. flOI.A.Avera-1 "lv.106.0 
Glick Scholastic, Score_?8Gr^do9-7 .Mental Ape, Av:r:. fiv a^-8 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, Porcentil . 
Neurotic Tendency gfi Self-sufficiency 69 Intr-o - Ex tr o.v-or«sion4Q 
Do mi nanc e - Submi s s ion fig Gonf i d one 0 42 '5c ciabilit y 34 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speed p Aocuracyn_Combined n 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical "'orirers, Av era:.; Number.Tame gg 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm ir-aM.A.$.100,5 Letter 
Mmct-uarrie Mechanical Ability., Latter Rutin;; Percentile -^q 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentile yfiRatlng(Sth) Averago_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being ir^r^ tenth Percentile gg 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure, 
Spell ing_2_Roadlng E Arlth G Language E ;' isdory G G eograpahyJi_ 
S poll ing E Read i ng E Ari th F__ Language E K i s to ry E. Gen .Sol «._fi_ 
Modem School Achi vemont, Grade T, Achiev ment Median 8.1_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B, Physician C, 
Dentist C plus, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical 
Sciences C, Nurse B-, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office 
Worker A 
-64— 
Analysis. 
(Jill No.iu, i* Q. luo \Alpha 1 ixatings, boilege, Busi¬ 
ness and 01ei*ieal. Alpha score s>3 id piua), nating, Business 
and clerical. Her scholastic aptitude is high (9-7), mathema¬ 
tical ability percentile 76, language ability percentile 63, 
achievement test advanced seven months, school marks mostly 
excellent, and mental age plus 10 months. Her I. 0. rating 
would indicate college and her alpha score, higher business and 
clerical. Her clerical scores aro better than average, and 
her mechanical ability low to average, m Personality, she is 
not neurotic, is self-sufficient, some what extroverted, fairly 
dominant, self-confident and social, in vocational interest, 
she scored A in Stenographer-oeeretary and general office work¬ 
er, and B in Librarian. 
She has indicated Musician as her choice of occupations, and 
this seems to check with her group rating, medran for Musician 
in Alpha scores being 64. She is financially able to undertake 
further study after high school and further testing in regard 
to music would seem advisable. 
Koo .11 Sex Girl 
General Inforrnc tion 
Gr»de_a A. : 14 Hoi htfi.fi 
' 61 -1X7_ 
Physical Condition 
Health good Build medium Physical Defects nnna 
Eye eighty fair Color blindj^ Hearing gnnfl Nutrition_ g004 
Sense acuteness, Touch good Taste gonfl Smell gnr^ 
Hereditary Background 
/ r 
Pirthplaoej]^.-Nationality of Father An.«.w Mother Jmorlc.n 
rooa.^tion of Father Salesman__ of Mother Houoowlfo. 
Father1 s; Kationaj ity Grandfather Amw.<„„r, Grandmother :j3crlccn 
Oc cupation of Crrandfather Merchant_Grandraothor Housewife 
Mother’s: Nationality Grar.df ichor American Gi^-udnotLer, 
Occupation of Grandfather Merchant_ Grandraothe: 
Past History 
C. Pox, whooping cough 
Accident3_asj;., turned over_Sickneshmsasles,. .sore.. ege-s  - 
Jobs Held_nnnfi_Undertakings nnno_ 
Present Activities and Interests 
*> o r k <*> *1 p y*v~_ 
Clubs_4_,f[t club Indoor- ga m e s_ 
.none. 
Out - do o r gam es ha.^vm_Hand i wo rk nnng___ 
Read p Preference g_ Kind mysrfcgry_ 
Have Travelled Like to travel -jes For a livin3__ao_ 
Best studies irj ctnry_?lan noxt year.school 
Good Conversationist ye^_ At ease with strangers_- 
Like to lead no Co-ooerative „9£ K'ork accurate_^- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers o Number sisters_1 Parents own homaio 
Financial status -r^r Living conditions_fair 
-66- 
Torj.t Information -'....Girl. I f> >G j.4-2 
Intalllgmoe, Mmt 1 , . w (2) Tim 1 »)*j , < j,) 
Alpha, I,0,«_1Q5oD Age Diff*9 Fcrc^M .. 57 
T orinan, I * 3, • .102^.1 »A. 24-6 Ago Diff. lire ntll:. g7 
Kuhlmann, 1.fUM. A. ] 9 _gn ' 50 Blf f, -1..4 I * 1. A v0ra- 3 f iv goo.9 
Glick Scholastic, Score ftp; ,Gr-de 7» .Mental Age, Average fi\ ) 14-4 
Personality Inventory, 3orn.ruat .r, Percent 11 0 
Nourotic Tendency ^ Self-sufficiency 74 Intro-Extroversion 4 
Dominano0-Submission op, Gonf idone0_lc ciahillty gp. 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Spec! ~p Accuracy -p Combined p 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical 'orkorc, Av^ra; e Number.!"mo 49 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm ip.-k'T.A.Q,..»7T« Lott or n._ 
Maeguarria Mechanical .Ability., Lat.t -r ha tin;; Percent 110 Ag 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Poroontil < 7p. Ritlng( £ th) _ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in p^onth Percent lie aq 
School Marks, Grades7 <18, E Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure. 
Spell ing n Re ad i ng tt Arl th jgLanguag e p, :' into ryjj 0 eo gra p ahy^j  
gpolling F Reading U Ari th_F- LanguageF- H istory U Gen• S c i»• F . 
Mod -rn School Achievom act, >rado 7, Achiev ?rcont Median__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B, Physician B-, 
Dentist C plus, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and physical Sciences 
C, Nurse C, Stenographer- Secretary B-, General Office Worker B-. 
-67- 
Analysis. 
iirl ho.11, i«Q. 101, (Alpha luo> ,jttatinga, high school, 
business and clerical* Alpha score uJ is plusj,hating Business 
and Clerical* her scholastic aptitude is low iiosa than 7 th. 
grades,her mathematical ability percentile is Vs, and her lan¬ 
guage ability percentile is 6c, achievement test six months 
retarded, mental age plus two months, and school mams failing 
to lair in the Vth. ^promoted to the oth. on txiai>, but faii- 
ed the 6th. the first year, and jusi passed the second year. 
ihese ratings indicate that this pupil does not achieve in accor¬ 
dance with her mental ability, according to which sne should be 
able to succeed in high school. Her clerical ratings were average 
and her mechanical ability was average, in Personality, she xs 
not at all neurotic, is self-sufficient, extroverted, highly 
dominant, self-confident and sociaoie. m vocational interest, 
her highest rating was a B xn librarian, and B- xn Physician, 
utenographer-oecretary, and general office worker. 
her choice of occupations is Beautician, ..his would seem to 
check, high school and further training, which she is financially 
able to have, and to be in line with business and clerical and 
her pleasing personality. 
-92— 
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Caco Study 
3-ene r a 1 Info rraa t ion 
Koo_12. Sex „_Girl Grade_& Ar-o la KoiTit^^ _ _ 'ei ;ht_. 
Physical Condition 
Healthfair, Build blender Physical Defects__ 
Eyesight good Color hlind^aa Hearing._good. Nutrition g00^ 
locnse acuteness, Touch gQQd Taste pnr>^ Smell good 
Hereditary Background 
?:L.rthpiace pja .—Nationality of Father imrifltffotherlmorloan 
r c-:u;;ation of Father Truck driver_of Mother_clerk 
Father* s; National ity Grandfather American Grandmoths:-American 
0(.cupation of Gran&father__ Farmer_ Grandmot h uFousewife 
Mov.'ivsr* s > Nationality Grar c.f . c':. .r Ame rican G:.v idnother American 
Occupation of Grandfather_Farmer rrandmotherHousewif e_ 
Past History 
Accidents none_ 
Jobs Held clerk_ Underunkings sewing cooking_ 
whooping cough 
Gicknes.? malaria, measles, C, Pox 
Present Activities and Interests 
_Recroations parties swingaliig-hltflLa, 
Clubs ttirl Scout 4-H_Indoor- vamoc MQflQPO-lS- 
v’ork_derh 
Out - do o r 3am es baseball ha skdthaXlnd iv;o r 
Read mnnh Preference~hr>f>kR magazine gind. reveterv advantiHLe..Jszildwe st 
Have Travelled an^ Like to travel much For a livins__y6S- 
Best studies ni gtnrv_Math._-lan noXb J3Cli'—nchoal 
Good Conversationist _ At oase with strange- 
Like to lead yf>8Co-oporativo yes . ,r'brk accurate—^00.4.- 
Home Conditions 
Number sisters Parents own ho-iP_BO Number of brothers q 
1 n rvj~\ V ux 
Living, conditions_ Financial status 
-69- 
Toot Inform it Ion ro« I i-i 
-12 ^ a, 12-9 
Int -lJ 1 : :-ioo, Mental . , . •... . ( - J ; , n, 2)Euhl 
Alpha, A;,- Dif f .-fg.jjp Pore - il _ 84,q 
Torman, I.^..ii6#0 .vgo Diff. +g.i rare ait 11 74 
Kuli lmanri ,!<Ann/ M. A. i 4—1 Age Dlf f. an -a I *A.Average f ivo -qq^ 
Glick Scholastic, Scorepg ,G-r^de ipf. Mantel 13c, Av:r: fly ) ig_g 
Personality Inventory, Bornruot:r, ?~rcentii 0 
Neurotic Tendency54 Self-suf f iciency.£4_ Intro-Extroversion pp 
Doninance-Submission57 Confid.0nc0ra Scciability iq 
Thurstona Employment Clerical, Speed -n Accuracy Combinedp 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical '’orkors, Av era: : Number,Tam 1 eiy 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm M.A.Q,. ^po fetter ^ 
Mac-uuarrie Mechanical Anility Latter Rating^ Percentilegp 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcontil.:.- gn^f ting( Sth) crag0 
Luria Language, Expectation of being inj^tenth Percentile gg 
School Marks,Grades7 5: 8, E Excellent,GGood, F Fair,U Failure. 
Snelling_£_Reading E Arith G Language B !‘isbory EC-e0grapahy_3__ 
Cpolling E~ Reading E Arl th E- Language J3 H i.etory E Gen.Sci >. E-__ 
Modern School Achi voment, Grade T, Achiev ement Median_7*2_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian C, Physician C, 
0 
Dentist C, Life Insurance Saleswoman C plus, Social Worker C 
plus. Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, 
Lawyer C plus, Y.W.C.A. Secretary B, Teacher of Mathematics and 
Physical Sciences C, Nurse A, Stenographer-Secretary A, General 
Office Worker A 
-70- 
Analysis, 
Uirl No.12, x.Q. lib, *.a,t inga, College, nofeasions. 
Alpha score ill iB), nofessione. Bur scholastic api/itude is 
high tgrade lfc>,her mathematical ability percentile is tu, 
language ability percentile is b5, achievement test slightly 
retarded, school marks excellent and mental age plus c-7. 
These are college ratings. Her clerical scores were average, 
but her mechanica-L ability was from average to high, in Person¬ 
ality, she is as neuiotic as the average, not self-sufficient, 
is not introverted, or extroverted, of loss tnan average domi¬ 
nance, of average self-confidence, and sociable, in vocational 
interest, her three A‘s in Nurse, u uenographer-secrctary, and 
general office worker were the highest of the scores of tne 
girls, and a B in 1. w. o. A. Secretary• 
her choice of occupation is secretary, and it i?ould seem, 
that with the high scholastic ability and attainments, aud ner 
high vocational interest ratings, that this would be indicated, 
and indicated through college wor*. rather tnan just commercial 
studies after high school. Bhe is financially able to go to 
college• 
-1J.- 
Ca-j Ctud 
3-ener-.il Infopiro. iion 
Ko„_13 Sex _si^ Gradefi. Ksf.rht p_-|n el -.i t1EBfr 
Physical Condition 
Healthgood Build sturdy Physical Defects_non®—-- 
Eyesight -poor Color bllndno Hearinr, gnr\f\ Nutrition^ 
oense acuteness, Touch good Taste g0Qd Smell gnna 
He red i te. ry Ba ck v.*c und 
Hlrth'ti9-ce Pa._Nationality of Father _ Mother jr 
f ecu oat ion of Father Fp.rm.p-r of bother 
-Housewife 
Pather’ s . Nationality Grandfather r>n-t-r>'h_Grandmo th o r German - 
Occupation of Grandfath3'-’Flour. Miller_Grandmotb n-__HouseOTife 
Meaner’ si Nationality Grar.df .char Irish_ •3r,-ndaother_.(jeriaan 
Occupation of GrandfaLher dentist_0randmothor TTrmgow-i-Pa  
Past History 
1 broken arm 
Accidents 2 auto — not hufct 3icknosr mumps, measles, C. .Pox. 
Jobs Hold clerk in store Undertakings ...sewing_ 
j t i v ; t i o s and I nt crests 
‘.'To rk clerk_Re c ra t i on 9___ajfcsmB_ .0.0.11 e.oting_ 
Clubs 4-H Girl Scout Indoor- a3es_,te.bJLfiL_tfiimis- 
Out-door james swimming_randiwork_sewing- 
Read much ?r e f o r en c e magazines new £ anc?- news—adventure-- 
Have Travelled much Like to travel muchFor a livin3.-yes- 
Best studies Hath. Sci.en&s-1 an n0x b y0 11 ol- 
Good Conversationist yea At case with stranger& - 
Like to lead_yasCo-operativo_yas_ hork accurate-fair- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers g Number 3isters_Q_ Parents own homo nor 
Financial status^^p^g^Livin' sonditicns_aveTa^e_ 
-72- 
• 13. -'.Girl _ L O JL3-8 
Army Al'-hc (2 \ rr ! x n !)Ktb!li 
Biff. 
.*8-3.. ?•- rc J U - 78 
e Difi 
•JH&- P dr c •utile ^9 
•go Plff, ,iq I. ^ .•Average fi 
Test Inf omit ion ro._l3 
Intw'i] i,y nice, Mental o t Arm 
Alpha, 1.2. JL1&.3 K * A. Ag o Dif 
Tgrman,!.?». jjlq^ .'. A. 23-_1_ - 7,0 Di 
i\UiiImam 1, ± • 2 • SlZlmSL- L • A» 1P. —~i n • go 
Gliok Scholastic, 3corc_jaj.ar-.do a^Hont 1 ASc, Av:r.- 0 f n , 16-0 
Personality Inventory, Bornruob .r, ?• rcentll o 
Neurotic Tendencyjj  Self-juff lolcncy 73 Intr^-Extroveraiona^ 
Dominance-Submission rr G0nf :lcl0ncc) iq Scciabillty go 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Sneed p Accuracy •p* Combined 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical orkorc, Avera e Number,' cme in 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm if; ,i t .A . 3,» -ns , fetter ^_ 
Muc-uarrie Mechanical Ability., .Le.tte.r .Rating^ Percentile gQ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentile aa, Ritlna(Sth) lDferlor 
Luria Language,Expectation of* being ln^yritonth. ^ ^.•Percentile ^ 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GG-ood,F Fair,U Failure, 
S p e 11 ing m Ro ad ing y Ar i thj»_Languag0 q ’ ’ 1 art0 ry q C- e 0 gra pahy_ 
Spoiling F Reading U Arith.G Language^ UH istory U Gen,Sci«._ 
Modern School Achi...vcment, 3-ru&3 7, Achiev >ment Median_7*3_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian B-, Physician C plus 
Dentist C plus, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences C, Lawyer C, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics anf Physical Science 
C, Nurse C, Stenographer-Secretary B-, General Office 'Worker B. 
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Analysis. 
Girl No.13, I.Q.110 (Alpha 117),Ratings, College?, Business 
and Clerical. Alpha score 105 (C plus).Rating,Business and Cler¬ 
ical. Her scholastic aptitude is above average (9-4), her mathe¬ 
matical ability percentile is 44, her language ability percentile 
is 47, achievement test average, school marks fair to good in the. 
7th. grade and failing in the 8th. grade, with a mental age of 
plus 1-4. These ratings indicate that this pupil does not achieve 
in accordance with her mental ability, which should, according to 
I. Q. , be of College ability. Her clerical scores were below 
average and her mechanical ability average to A. In Personality 
she is not at all neurotic, is self-sufficient, extroverted, 
very dominant, self-confident and sociable. In vocational Inter¬ 
ests, she does not have very highly developed interests, highest 
being B in general office worker, and B- in Stenographer-Secre¬ 
tary and Librarian. 
Her choice of occupation is teacher, and it would seem that in 
view of the above record, that better achievement results would 
have to be obtained in high school, to be able to go to college. 
If such results were not obtained, high school would probably be 
the limit, with perhaps business training indicated after high 
school. 
General In format ion 
K°o_14 Sex £lyi_ Grade__g Ago_13_ Mol ht 5-g ’el , • j.50 
Physical Condition 
HealthgQQa Build_sturdy Physical Defects_none_ 
Syesight^oodL Color blind, no Hear inf, good Nutrition^ well 
tense acuteness, Touch good Taste_jgj^ Smell_g0Qd 
Hereditary Background 
Occupation of Father_JBaker_of hotheryjfouse. wife ... 
Father*s; Nationality Grandfather German Grandmother_ Ge_rman 
Oc cVjjdtion of Grandfathe gnierch&nt_GrandmaX u*Housewife 
?.o ••hoi' si Nationality Grand1 v c : or Garman G:.v .6 not her Gorman 
Occupation of GrandfaLherhu-nap>t_Jrandmoohorhrmaftwlfa 
Past History 
Accidents 
-none '-tonsils- 0ut-, _measles~ 
Jobs Held nc npr girl - — Underted: 1 ngs made. dresses-,.hut- 
Present Activities and Interests 
rork paper- girl, house— 
T> •* r> ■>*•> •;» •- J- ^ ■> v*. f 
vJ. .'A 0.1. Jll> 
bicycle riding 
-photography, skatingr -camping 
Cl ubs 
rr — 1 ’ ': r‘ '7 - hasketball 
Out -door 3am os-baseball, diamond1; a-ndiv;o rk '■sewing--- 
Read aQmQ Preforence books magazine&nd mystery adventure_ 
Have Travelled mmh Like to travel some For a living_no_ 
Best studies Math, Science_?lan noxt yoar_sohool 
Good Conversationist fair_ At ease with stranger requite_ 
Like to lead y?faCo-operative yes T,:rork accurate good_ 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers ft Number sisters j_ Parents own ho o_no 
Financial status Living eond.ltlens average 
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Tort Information No, 14 - Qirl .... I - ■ 13.5 
Int -U1 ttoa. 1 ■ >. U A (2) I in . ' ' 
A1 pha lSlgS M. A. 16j-4_ A \ 0 Dif f. 42 -11 rc.J _ ] . 34 
T 0 rman, 1. ?•. 111,5 '. A. 15^0_ g a D i f f . 41,7 par c ■ a it 112 67 
Kunlmann,1.1._117.4?.:. A.15-9 . Ago Dlff.43-4 I .o.Avoru's -’ivajj^g 
Glick Scholastic, Sco r ■ :_££,nr-dGjj^Mont• 1 Age, Av:r: 0 ri\ )lg_Q 
Personality Inventory, Bsrnruet.r, T rcentil .• 
Neurotic Tendoney_2j Self-suffloioncygR Intro-Nxtrover.ior^o 
Dom..nano0 -Submis3ion 76Confidoneo 46 Scciabi 1 ity 17 
i hurst one .imploymont Clerical, Spool q Accuracy Combined ^ 
Minnesota Vocation.al tor Clerical orkoro, Av m; ? Numbor ir»om)eft 
Detroit Mo chan i c a 1 Apt i tud 0, Ag s No nr. 16-2:r. A. Q. 119.7L otto r±_ 
Mnc-.-ua.rri3 Mochanical Ability., .Lo.t-tor .RatIn;-, H. Percentile 90 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Percentil 904A •ting( S th) Average 
Lurie. Language,Expectation of being inlsttonthlQ ftPercent11033 
School Marks,Graden7 & 8, S Excellent,GG-ood,T Fair,U Failure.. 
Spell ing 3? Readings Arithfl Language G r" 1 sbo ry q. G eo gra pahy  
Spelling F R oadlngF _Ari thG— Language G H istoryG Gon.Scie.F plus 
Modern Sehoo?. achievomeat, Grade 7, Achiov ament Median_7^4_ 
• r-' • 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Librarian G, Physician C, 
Dentist C plus, Life Insurance Saleswoman C, Social Worker C, 
Teacher of English C, Teacher of Social Sciences G, Lawyer C, 
Y.W.C.A. Secretary C, Teacher of Mathematics and Physical Sciences 
B-, Nurse A, Stenographer-Secretary A, General Office Worker A. 
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Analysis. 
Girl No .14, I.Q.117 (Alpha 121),Ratings, College, Professional. 
Alpha score 120 (3), Rating, Professional. Her scholastic aptitude 
is high (11-2), her mathematical ability percentile is 90, her 
language ability percentile 83, achievement test average, school 
marks good, and mental age plus 2-3. These indications mark college 
ability. Her clerical score was average, and her mechanical abil¬ 
ity was high. In Personality, she is not neurotic, of less than 
average self-sufficiency, slightly extroverted, dominant, self- 
confident and sociable. In vocational Interests, her highest scores 
were A's in Nurse, Stenographer-Secretary and general office work¬ 
er. 
Her choice of occupations is Secretary and it would seem that 
with her high scholastic ability and achievements, and her inter¬ 
ests ratings of A, that this occupation would be indicated, and 
indicated through college work rather than a short preparation 
after high school. Financial reasons may have to decide the later 
course. 
-77- 
Occupations included in the various groups in the Analysis. 
Group 1, Artist, Psychologist, Architect, Physician, Dentist. 
Group 2, Mathematician, Engineer, Chemist. 
Group 4, Farmer, Carpenter, Printer, Mathematics-Science Teacher, 
Policeman, Forest Service. 
Group 5, Y.M.C.A.Physical Director, Personnel Manager, Y.M.C.A. 
Secretary, Social Science Teacher, City School Super¬ 
intendent, Minister. 
Group 8, Accountant, Office Worker, Purchasing Agent, Banker. 
Group 9, Sales Manager, Real Estate Salesman, Life Insurance 
Salesman. 
Group 10,Advert!sing Man, Lawyer, Author-Journalist. 
In the Vocational Interest, the rating A means that the 
individual has the interests of persons successfully engaged 
in that occupation, or group of occupations. The rating C means 
that the person does not have such interests, and the ratings 
B plus, B, and B- means that the person probably has those in¬ 
terests but it is not so sure as in the case of the A rating. 
Occupations included in the same group all correlate highly 
with one another. 
-93- — 
-no a© 
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Caeo CtuI: 
General Ir.formation 
I"0 °-J— Sex -hay_ Grade g Ago -jg Hoi lit 
Physical Condition 
HealthgQQ^ Build «t ari^grPhysical Defects_ 
5yecig:ht__g00fl Color blind_jiQ_ Hoar inf, fair Nutritlon_gpod 
-Ouse acuteness, Touchg^Q^ Taste_gQ0^ Smell^fjjj. 
Hereditary Background 
Birthplace Ala. Nationality of Father American'!othelAmer lean 
Co'?'.:.,jation of Father Carpenter_ of hother'Haiisewif.e. 
xa^noi' s: nationality Grandfather Am^rl n».n GrandmotV. ;r Attipt^aw 
Occupation of Grandfather Farmer_Grandmot herjfcusewife 
..her* si Nationality Grarx.i ic:.cr Amflrlnftn Gr nano t.ier Amori r».«n 
Jccuoabion of j rand fa up. or ParneT_ randmocs'.cr •prmg^wif© 
Past History 
Accidents 
Jobs Held 
-1 'Ryn'k'Qri rTm VXLVXX OVSI.ZXS 
-paper-bay— 
chicken pox ■ i c £ n o s ^whcKjpirLg aough, measl es, 
Jndtrtahings built hut, modelsl 
^r’K house 7/ork 
Pro3 ont actii .11ios and Intorests 
bicycle riding 
_Po o r:: , t i on s__.jba ske..t_.ball, swimmings 
Club:, PBQTtvaQjQiit^ui&ball I-'c.oor- a^os^baslLat-ball. 
Boy Scouts 
Out-door 3amesfoothall, baseball..’--indiv;orkairp.lanejncnlels- 
R3adffluofe- Preference books_Kind adventure mystery_ 
Have Travelled much Like to travel some For a living yes_ 
Best studies ftfsth. Science_Plan next year school— 
Good Conversationist fair_ At case v;ith stranger s_ timid_ 
Like to leadyes Co-oporatlve._yes ,rrork accurate .good- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers g Number sisters p _ Parents om - r‘ —no 
Financial status, Living conditions -average- 
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Tor;t Tni orn . Mon I M .15-2 
tntalllg moo, M mt l , e, uny .:• (a j ; ,. ; 
Alpha, I «7.12-2,»Q M.A.jl6u=11 A a Dlff._a«sSL p rc: a 1] 91 
Torman, *A• JJZ.=4_ -v?.a Diff >4-2  Parc .ntll 
Kuhlmatm, x. 1.»ll/i.. fi M • A • Id -1 Ago Dlf f * —Q I •"!, .Avora's 11 ive 1^ 7 j 
Gllck Scholastic, 5corpn,nr do ip.Mont• 1 Ago, Avan a fi\ . ^,.9 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, P reviti'l .• 
Neurotic Tendency09 Self-suftieioncy n Intro-Extrover-»lor 94 
Dominance-Submissi0n ? Conf id0n303&_Scciahi 1 ity_*jr_ 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Spe a 3^_Ac cur-a ey g Combined_q_ 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical '’orhors, Av m: ' A val or.' -megg 
Dotro •i. .v* 3 chanicni Aptitude, Age Norrrl4-Q MAed..iCd.fh3tt :r 
Maeguarrie Mechanical Ability, Letter Rat in;ng >. Percentile 7a 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 11 conoR ting(9th) ':np(-,rim- 
Luria Language, Expectation of being ini c;t,tenthPercent11c t qq 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GG-ood,T Fair,U Failure 
Spelling n Reading g Arith g Language g ;'istory^ Geograpahy g 
p filing E Reading E Arith E Language E H 1 story E Gen.Sciv  
Mod rn School nchi ov on ent, Or id 3 T, A chi ?v ?mont Median_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer A, Police¬ 
man A, Forest Service B, Musician B, CJP.A. C-, Group 1 C plus, 
Group 2 C plus, Group 5 A, Group 8 a, Group 9 B-, Group 10 C- 
Occupational Level 34 or B-. 
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Analysis. 
Boy No. 1, I. Q. 127, Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 120 (B) Rating, Professional or higher Commercial. 
His scholastic record, highest of the class in the scholastic 
aptitude test, with his mathematical and language ability, 
should enable him to succeed in high school and college. 
His clerical scores are only average, as are his mechanical 
scores. In Personality, he tends to be neurotic, needs encour¬ 
agement, tends to be introverted, is not dominant, is self- 
conscious, and very sociable. In vocational Interest, his high¬ 
est ratings, in group 4, do not check with his I. Q. and Alpha 
analysis with the exception of Mathematics-Science teacher, but 
his A rating in group 8 does check with higher commercial, and 
his A rating in group 5 does check with college preparation and 
sociability. The occupations included in these groups are shown 
on the page preceding the first case study. So as per scholastic 
attainment, occupational group and interest, he is qualified for 
occupations of groups 5 and 8; this selection is apparently 
checked by his questionnaire, and his home standing shows that 
he will be financially able to go to college. 
He has designated Engineering and Journalist as the occupations 
he plans to enter and while he does not, at present, have the in¬ 
terests for those, his other qualifications appear to be right 
for those occupations. 
-61- 
C&csj Stulv 
General Information 
No°--8- Sex Grade_g_ Age^j^ Height 5-B-fr ’eighty 145 _ 
Physical Condition 
Health _gOQ^ Build^^y^y Physical Defaots mna_ 
Eye sigh t_g0Q^ Color blind_no Hearing grind Nutrition gn^fl 
-ense acuteness, Touch_gQQd Taste ^ Smell gnna 
Hereditary Background 
Birthplace ■Tenn« _Nationality of Fa the: Irish Irish Bo the i’_scotoli 
Occupation of Father 
-garmer- 0 f Iv'io the r_ diousewif e 
Father’s; Nationality Grandfather Scoteh Grandmother _Irlsh 
(occupation of Grandfather-^^Grandmother^^^ 
.hovrior” s .. . . _ , A . Irish Irish i.a i lonality Grardi ~ chop Sootch  Graudnother scotch 
Occupation of Grandfather Orandmothe: 
Accidents_ _ aone 
Jobs Held-paper hoy 
Past History 
_ Sickness 
_ Undertakings 
^ ' 1)3.7362* *Kq ft 
Cl u^‘q Boy Soot 
Out-door games 
Present Actieities and Interests 
--—swimming- 
I ndo 0 r • -am 0 s_Monopoly- 
Handiwork 
Read nttlc'r3f'3rence 
-hooks- Klnd -sul-wenture- 
Have Travellod much Like to travelmioh For a living _m_ 
Best studies ArH-.hmflt.in_Plan next year_3C}lood_ 
Good Conversationist g^n^ At ease with str;: J6- 
Like to lead Co-operative yQR , ,uork accurate__£aiT_ 
-yes 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers q Number sisters_^_ Parents otn eo;m_ no 
Financial statusaverage Living oonditicns_g9_R& 
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Tect Inf or.in t ion No._.g.. ’ ^-*0*- I - I J.4-4 
Intelligence, Mental ... •, \vn\j llpha (2) Turman; 2)1? 
Alpha, 1.9,._105^5 M.A.JLj^ 10 Ag9 Diff._.6 f re. h .1 :. 57 
Torman, 1.3,._a£u.6_ -'■ • A. 14-2 A3.3 Dif 1 ._2_ rare • aitl!.,: 50 
Kuhlmann, I .0,,.. ,67.8 K.A. 12-7 • 33 Dlf-f. -1-9 1.1 .Average "1vj98.4 
Glick Scholastic, Score 5B.Gr- de 7-.Mont .1 Ago, Av r: ; fi\ 14_-2 
Personality Inventory, Bernruetor., ? re mill .• 
Neurotic Tendency 72 Self-sufficiency 58 Intro-Extrov-r -»i or_84 
Dominanc0-Submission 27Coni’idon3o' 68Scciahility 56 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speed D Accuracy S Combined 3 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical '’orders, Av rn ' NnnVcr,* ?Tno52 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Ago Norrr 14-10":.A. A. 105.4Le11 r C 
Mac ;,uarri3 Mechanical Ability-, .Lc.tt-.r Matlngy.LPorcentile 40_ 
Rog 0 1C lt> JA A athomatical Ability Percent 11 40 R ■-1ing( 9 th) Inf ori0r 
Luria Language, Expectation of "being in4thtenth 4 7. Porcontilo_45 
School Marks,Grades? Sc 8, -E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spe 1 ling p Reading Q Arlth F Language F :’ish 0ry G G eogmpahy 1  
Spoil in g ^ Reading F Ari th F Language F H latory ^ Gon,Scit.- ^  
i rn School Achicvorient,Grade T,Achiev ment Median_7,1 _ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer B, Police¬ 
man B, Forest Service C-, Musician B, C.P.A. C plus, Group 1 A, 
Group 2 A, Group 5 C-, Group 8 C-, Group 9 B, Group 10 A and 
Occupational Level 54 or A. 
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Analysis. 
Eoy No.2, I. Q. 98, Ratings, High or Vocational High, Alpha 
score, 89 (C plus ), Rating, Business or Clerical. His scholas¬ 
tic record and aptitude are fair, his language and mathematical 
abilities are Just below the median, his mental age is retarded 
two months. He should be able to succeed in high school. 
His clerical scores are below average, and his mechanical 
scores are low in the MacQuarrie to above average in the Detroit. 
In Personality, he does not tend to be neurotic, is fairly self- 
sufficient, tends to be introverted, is fairly dominant, fairly 
confident and fairly sociable, a fairly well balanced personality. 
In vocational Interest, his A in groups 1 and 2 do not check with 
his scholastic standing, while his ratings in groups 9 and 10 do 
check with his scholastic standing and high school ability, and 
his occupational rating of business or clerical. 
He has built many airplane models, showing interest there, and 
desires to take up the flying branch of aviation. His home con¬ 
ditions are such that he would be financially able to study 
aviation after high school. His abilities and other qualifications 
appear right to enable him to do this. 
a,- 
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,tu' 
General Inform' n , n 
1{o-^a. Sex iojt_ 0«-.ao_8 Ago_ig el ;ht_99__ 
Physical Condition 
Health_gQQ^ Build_aiflniar Physical Defects ^ 
Syeaight^QQfl. Color blindj^ Hearing. gonfl Nutrition Wft11 
*en3e acuteness, Touch^LQd Taste gona Smell gnnfl 
Hereditary Background 
.... b..n.lac3?la«-Nationality of ?ather^mR1^ftniT1 Motheir>ftT1 
Occupation of Patherj^00^]reeper_of Motherhousewife 
iat.ier s. Nationality Grandfather^_Grandmother 
(jc.curat, ion of Grandfather 
-farmer_ Grandmother 
— housewife 
-lo''lior1 s i Nat ionality Grar.df i iricr 
Occupation of CrandfctLher_iarffie^._ 
Past History 
dead_ Grandmother Asaerioan 
'■a.rdino ther 
Accidents 
*‘**V **“ " 
Jobs Held paper boy 
oicknesc jnumpa_mea_sle s. 
_TJndrerte.kings...boa fcs, airplanes, bird 
houses 
Pres ent A ctivities and Interests 
ork_.iDaper_bQy_Recreations football, base ball,basket 
ball 
Clubs_Boy Scouts _Indoor* .ause Jdanopoly_ 
Out-door 3am.es 
Readmuch Preference 
land i wo rk_models- 
adventure— 
Have Travelledanmfl Like to travclmn^H For a living_freg_ 
Best studies History, spelling_Plan next year_sajia03r_ 
Good Conversationist ~i pr1+.it case with strangers quite 
Like to leadygjg Co—operativc_rork accur 1 ue good_— 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers Number sisters Parents o r n h 0 r 1 e ye-s 
Financial status 
_ n«AA A 6^^ 
Living conditions good- 
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Tort Information fo._£ *x._Boy_ I r. jls^ 
Intel!iganoe, Meat I . , , . it (2) ; r l 
Alpha,1.1. M. A. Aye Diff._2-6__ Frc..'.l 95. 
J t 
Terman,!.!.^^ -'.A._i6_-^ Ago Dlf.1.1-4 rare ntllajgt 
Kuhlmann, I Ago Dlff, fg 1*1. Av 0 ra' 0 five HQ. 7 
Slick Scholastic, Score 97 .Or- cle^.Montol Ate, Av:.- -e fiv 215.7 
Personality Inventory, Bcrnruet.r, ?"rc vitil .• 
Neurotic Tendency 51 Self-sufficiency qq Intro-Extrover-.ior^Q 
Do m inane e - Submi s 3 ion ftyConf .1 d 0: 100' 24 5c c i ah ill tyfifl 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Spec3 e Accuracy d Combined n 
Minnesota Vocational for Cl erical "’orkoro, Avmv .0 M v.A er,’ °m ^47 
Detroit Mechar.icel Aptitude, Age No nr ifi-O’. iQp.^&ett er n 
fjt. 
x\l. 
.c-uarrie Mechanical Ability* Le.l_t;r fiat in;; -r Percentile rk 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Porcontil j_78.Rating(S th] 
Luria Language,Expectation of being in2ndtenth 18f«Porc-n tilojfi 
School Marks,Srade37 & 8, S Excellent,SGood,F Fair,U Failure, 
Spelliny p Roadiny G- Arith G- Lanyuag,e F;'into ry G C- e0 yro.pahy ft 
b'p 11 Iny fl. R wading a _Ari th q. Language F H i story E Gon.Sci G _ 
lorn School Achievement, Frade 7, A chi ev vet Median flTfi  
Strong Vocational Blank Interest, Farmer B plus, Printer A, 
Policeman A, Forest Service A, Musician B-, C.P.A. C plus, 
Group 1 B-, Group 2 B-, Group 5 A, Group 8 B, Gr^up 9 3-, 
Group 10 C plus and Occupational Level 43 or B plus. 
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Analysis. 
Boy No.3, I. Q,. Ill,(Ave.Alpha 117)Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 128 (B) Rating, Professional. His scholastic aptitude 
including mathematics, achievement test and language place him in 
the upper quartile, his school marks in the third; his ability 
is sufficient for college, but he does not work up to his abil¬ 
ity in school work. 
His clerical scores are average as are his mechanical scores. 
In Personality, he is not at all neurotic, is self-sufficient, 
is extroverted, tends to dominate rather highly, is self-confident 
and of less than average sociability. In vocational Interest, he 
ranks high in group 4, but this does not check with his I. Q. and 
Alpha analysis, while his A rating in group 5 and his B rating in 
group 8 do check. His interest in general are higher than the 
other boys of this class, do show a mind turned toward affairs 
that require contact with others, and would tend toward occupa¬ 
tions that have to do with people. However his Personality anal¬ 
ysis confirms the writer’s observation of him, he does not get 
along so well with others, which defect would have to be rem- 
died for this class of occupations. 
He plans to study chemistry and to go to college, and he has 
the intelligence, scholastic ability and interests for this oc¬ 
cupation, and home conditions are such that he will oe aole to 
go to college. 
-87- 
Ce.i o CtuI; 
General Ir. f j rma t ion 
No o. 
-4~ Sex Grade*, Ac-0J.4_ Lei Tit 5-Q ei 'JA ^pn 
Physical Condition 
HealohgQ0^ Build^JVfi-rfljgp Physical Defects___ 
Eyesishtpnnr Color blind ^ Hearingpnpft Nutrition_well 
Sense acuteness, Touch good Taste gnr>a Smell 
Hereditary Background 
birthplace Ain. Nationality of Father Amo-r-ipan Mother 
Occupation of Father ng of Mother Housework 
Father’s; Nationality Grandfather „Qri Grandmother ijao^ioan 
Occupation of G ra nd f a+h e .Unarming_Grandmothor Housowork 
!Io •ui^r’ s: Nationality Grar.df i fchsr Atha-h Grandmother Am at loan 
Occupation of Grandfather 'Farming_Crandmothe] 
Past History 
Accidents_nnnp_8icknosrflR| ama.ll _ppx 
Jobs Held p^p^r boy_Undertakingsbnlldi.ng boats 
Present Activities and Interests 
0 r K Packing house 
Clubs 4.a.Club- 
_Recreations play hahl,_ 
1 ndo o r• • a ?»e s _ __ 
Out-door sanies basket ^taOl- j i a nd 1 w o r k_s^4_Car^ing 
Head DQDQ Pref erence_books _j'Cind pjnry nf HMary- 
Have Travellodm-|lgb Like to travelgmeb. ~H 'r a Tivina—yes— 
Best Plan next yeai ^baol 
Good Conversationist At case with str ang2rs_quPte- 
Like to leadnQ Co-operativc_^ 'V 'ork accurate -Pair_ 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers g Number sistersjaona. Parents own no ioj^s 
Living, corditicns_aysk&gs- Financial status^^cagg 
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Tort Information r . 
'—Boy - 
o'>• \ -■ ) 
- 14-1 
r,nn: 2)Ku:iLm tn(l) Intoll igenoe, Monts.! o 
Alpha, i a1': Tiff • lie G 
Terman, I •A*JLL-6. Diff. -2-7 Pirc.-ntllo 8 
Kuh Imann ,!.?•86.4 M, 4. 12-2 Ago Dlff-. -1-111.A.Average five 84.4 
Glick Scholastic, Score 61 ,Gmde 7 .Mental Ago, Av ,rv 0 fi\ 41-11 
Personality Inventory, Bernruetm, Percent11 s 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufficiency 21 Intm-Extrovor ;ionJ38 
Dorr,inan0 3-Suhmis s10n iqG0nfia0r 1 c0 78 Sociahi 1 ity 45 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Snood D Accuracy E Combined 3 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ' ’orkors, Aver?.;,3 Number.Mam 349 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm 8^4 N.A.A. BE.1 Letter v. 
Me cAuarrie Meehan — 0cl 1 rLC 1 J_ a. *L. Le.tter .Rating HJ Percontil0 pr 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcontlle pnRating( 9 th)u. Tnfovinr 
Luria Language,Expectation of being in^+.Titenth i Percentile 17 
School Marks,Grades7 &'8, S Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Grade 8 
Spe1ling G Reading U Arith U Language F ;’istory F Geograpahy_ 
Spoiling_Reading_Ari th_Language_H istory_Gen. Scl». F 
Modem School Achievement, Gr 'de ^Achievement Median -- 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer B plus, 
Policeman B plus, Forest Service C plus, Musician B-, C.P.A. C- 
Group 1 B-, Group 2 C plus, Group 5 3-, Group 8 B, Group 9 3, 
Group 10 B-, and Occupational Level 42 or B plus. 
-89- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.4, I. Q. 84, Ratings, Vocational High, Semi-skilled. 
Alpha score 49 ( low C ),Rating, Semi-skilled, or lower ranks 
of skilled. His mental age shows that he is retarded over two 
years; he is only 7th. grade in scholastic ability and in the 
lowest fifth in mathematics and language ability, with school 
marks just fair. 
Clerical ratings very inferior to average and mechanical 
ability low. In Personality, he is fairly neurotic, seeks ad¬ 
vice, somewhat introverted, not dominant, self-conscious and 
of average sociability. In vocational Interest, he scored fair¬ 
ly high in group 4, which would check with his mental ability. 
He has ratings of B in groups 8 and 9, mostly along sales lines. 
He has worked as salesman or clerk, desires to follow that 
line, and as 50%o of the sales clerks in large department stores 
range from 70 to 90 in I. Q.,his I, Q,. would place him near the 
top of this 50%, or about at the top of the lower third in intel¬ 
ligence. 
-yu- 
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Case St-ul' 
General Inforrnat1on 
LT°«»jj— Sex Bay Grade_£ Age^ Height d_9 _ ’ei^ht 
Physical Condition 
Health .gnoa Build_axexa^Physical Defects nono_ 
5ye3ight_g00a. Color blind^^ Hearing Nutrition^^ 
Gonae acuteness, Touch .gQQa Taste gr)r^ Smell gn0(i 
Hereditary Background 
r-rthpiace_jjaA-Nationality of Fath8r^ftirloan Mother-Affl©r-ican 
Occupation of Fatheigarmftyt Salasman of Mother Housewife 
Father's; Nationality Grand fa the r_^mfl rican Grandmother Ame^,iGan 
Occupation of Grand f a t h e r Dairy-Farmer - Grandmother..^ llYlng 
’lor.nor’s: Nationality Grandf ibhor A™»r1*ftn Grandmother 
Occupation of Grandfather ?RTr[)oy_0-randmother^t 1^Yirg 
Past History 
Accidents_nrmn_S1 cknoss maooiog>mumpP*_ 
Jobs Hc;!^ paper boy-Jnder oakingsii3g&o4wo3;.TC^_^0^SQW0^^ 
Present Activities and Interests 
-Racreation3 hUclagr.-oampiBgy-^-ioy oli-ng 
c 1 ufc ruBoy Scouts,Glee Clntf n(3-° 0 r~va ;r*3 3 -Llonopol-y-,- oheoker-s-,-ska ting 
'fork none 
Out - do o r gam e s football ,’hRgkp. t-bn-lG-1 n^- ^-v;o .woodwork—housework 
Read much Pref erence books, news Kind travel ,ad.ventur&Thxstory 
Have Travelled rm^.Vi Like to travel For a living a little 
Best studies Math. & RrA pnrift_plan n3xt year school— 
Good Conversationist Qyp.pi ~i g>Trh At case v. ith o oruiiKc.ru ^uite- 
Like to lead_yog Co-operative yeFf ’?ork accurate oxceiient- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers « Number sisters i Parents own home_y#fl 
Financial status good Living conditions_goad- 
-IS-4 Tect Ihformctiou Po.j5_ ' .* sQy. _ i p, 
Inte111 n.°(°» * 1 • , - 
Alpha, 1.3,. K.A.JL7.-4. Age Dlff .^-Q P re: iJ i] c 94 _ 
Torman.I.^.jj^g •A.,25-^ .vf.e Difl . 4,2.3 ?arc-.utile ?Q 
Kulilmami,1.0, .JL21.J M. A .JL&.-7. '33 Dlff. -s-* 1.3. Av 0 r.a * e -lv.;19p 9 
Slick Scholastic, Gcoro_a&_,ftr- de n .I,lent 1 Age, Av c; fiv 
Personality Inventory, Eeruruet.-r, ?• rcentil . 
Neurotic Tendency_j_ Self-sufficiency 74 Intro~Extro.v-rsion_£ 
Don ^nance - 5ubmi s s ion 91 Con 1' iacnc ; 7_Sc c iah 11 i ty ■ pp 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, 3p© ; -_G_ Accuracy ^ Combined. 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical "orbere, Av era;- .ha. nty no 75 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Ago N0rm ~ip,a.-1 q-11 a.fi -11 g 
Mac-.;uarrie Mechanical Ability., .Lj.t.t-.r Rat in,; A. Pore entile 6S 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 11:; 88 Rating 9 th) Average_ 
Luria Language,Expectation of being in 2n&3nth 18 Percentile 71 
School Marks, Grade s7 & 8, S Excellent,GGood,T Fair,!) Failure 
Spelling_ft Reading p Arith g_Language B ;'isbory ftG eogrepahy_2. 
pi 11 in gGR3<ading_ G Ari th_ E Language G H 1 story G Gcn.Sch. E 
, .1 School fichi vonent,Grade T, ichl •i' rcent Median thph_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer B, Printer B, Police¬ 
man A, Forest Service B-, Musician C-, C.P.A. C-, Group 1 C-, 
Group 2 C plus, Group 5 A, Group 8 B plus, Group 9 B-, Group 10 
C-, and occupational Level 43 or B plus. 
-92- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.5, I. Q,. 123, Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 126 (B) Ratln6 Professions. His scholastic record 
and aptitude are high and with his high percentiles In mathe¬ 
matics and language should rate him as of college ability. 
His clerical ratings are low, but his mechanical ratlngc are 
high. In Personality, he Is very well balanced emotionally, Is 
self-sufficient, is extroverted, highly dominant, self-confi¬ 
dent, and sociable. In vocational Interest, he scores highest in 
the groups 5, .8, and 9, which occupations deal with people. An 
intelligent boy, with, high scholastic aptitudes and achievements, 
he should go to college, and home conditions are such that he 
will he financially able to do so. 
He has done lots of house to house selling, magazines and so 
forth, and is a fine salesman, often selling more magazines, 
in school contests, than the whole of the rest of the class, 
and is a good mixer and contact maker with the public. He form¬ 
erly considered civil engineering, but now has decided on elec¬ 
trical engineering. With the above qualifications, he should 
make a technically trained salesman engineer. 
-93- 
Cc.-?j otuv 
ener-.il Infer...- 
J.v.0 
- 
- 86 -- -6- 3ex Soy- Grade^ Ar,. 14 r. :i I, 
Physical Condition 
rtria,l J-h-goo4L- ; -1 J-slender Physical Defects_-nr.-no ___ 
Pye3i^htgaa4_ Color bl.md^ Hearing^a Nutrition 
So.-^e acuteness, Touchgoo4 Tasteg00<i 3mellialr_ 
Hereditary Background 
French 
1 .L.rt-iplace Nationality of Father^ngi -i ah Mothens-ngl ish 
C ecu pc. t ion of father—ggy-ytee station 0 ^ iviotnor pyy goods store 
French 
Father-s; Nationality Grandfather t?f-ngi-f av> Grandmothergnglish 
( c cucation of u-y’undfatho-pjyQ^^g^nn_ Grandmoto. n'gQ-^gQ^yj^^ 
Horner* s i Nationality Grar.df ithor-n^pi * ^ Grandnother-^gT < 
Occupation of Grandfather Prison GimfdrAndmoi:,^cr'Housewife _ 
Past History 
Accidents foil—broken arm oicknoss^ cough 
Jobs Held clerk. Undertakings tboats^air-p-lanea- 
Fr-osent Activities and Interests 
■. o r& 
_R~ c r ea t ions ^bicycle- -riling. 
C1 ubsjy wild Life,.Glee— 1 ndo0r’ !'a -r‘33monopoly 
Out - do o r 3am es-fnni-.-hfl-n ^ hngphfi.H1 and i wo remodel airplanes-- 
R0admuclu Preference _Kindatnrp , Mystery- 
Have Travellodmll/,vl Like to travol^^ For a livin3__yeg- 
Best studiesMflt-h , ^ c<r>^ PnnP_?lan n0xt ^ 0 31-School - 
G-ood Conversationist At 
Like to leadyeS Co-operativo_yfrS_ 
iso v’itn s t ranr. or.- quite- 
’Fork accurate g0Qfl_ 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers n Number sisters_q— Parent o«n -lv) ^0 
Financial status^*^ Living conditions-good- 
-94- 
ToL'.t Inform tlion No. A • r „ : • 
o— -Boy - ^ - -1S~10 
Intalj i:S.;riCo, Mental uny U .},• (?) T ■,i n( ] ) 
Alph-v, J. • JLfiHL A,y* Dif f *..44-6. ? .'CJ _j , gg _ 
Torman, I •^•_lgjQJL5 '.A.J,fi-£L -v-3 Dif; . ig,1n Pbrc .i.Ml . 9g 
Kuhlmann,1.1 >JL15a7 M4 A .jL6.rO. '■ S3 "HT. fo,P. I.M an fiv 
Glick Scholar,tic, Score iog,Gr- de mMcnt 1 A- Av r , :iv . 0 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet r, ?"r : -aUi r 
Neurotic Tendency 64 Self-sufficiency 4 Tntro-Extrov-r ->ion^. 
Do m inane 0 - Submis a ion 20 Cor, f i lone e 70 Sc ciabil lty r, 
T hurst one Employment Clerical, Spe nijj_Ac chi-'1 cy Combined p 
Minnesota Vocational i'or Clerical *’or!: ore* Vv ra; ■ >Tn:::i jr,l amo 7e 
Detroit Mechanic'“'l Aptitude,Ago Norm 17-5 A/4..129.(Letter a 
Mnc--.jun.rri<3 Mechanical Anility.., Letter I'::.tin;•.y, !fc.r con1110 op 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 1190*p, ■ ilng( g th) p.nnpri r>v 
Luria Language,Expectation of being inlsttenthsi Percentile nn 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure 
Spell lng G Ro a ding E Arl th E Lan guage 5 r' i sto ry p G eo gra p ahy _g_ 
' p ,'llin t E-R jading_G--Ari th E Language G- H istory G Gon• Sci». a 
dern School ac] 3 vi. *rade 7j»Achiev mont Median otn_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer B plus, Printer A, 
Policeman A, Forest Service B plus, Musician B plus, C.P.A. C-, 
Group 1 B, Group 2 B-, Group 5 B plus, Group 8 B, Group 9 B-, 
Group 10 C—, and Occupational Level 36 or B. 
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Analysis. 
Boy No.6, I. Q. 124 (Alpha 132), Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 141 (A) Rating,.Professions. His scholastic record, 
( 2nd. highest In class scholastic aptitude ) and aptitude are 
very high, his mathematical and language ratings are superior; 
his achievement test very high, but his school marks are not up 
to his ability. He should be able to succeed in college. 
His clerical ratings are poor, but his mechanical ratings 
are very high. In Personality, he is not neurotic, does seek advice, 
some what introverted, is submissive, some what self-conscious, 
and very sociable. In vocational Interest he scores very high 
in group 4, and high in groups 1, 5, and 8, the professional, 
the personal service and higher clerical. From scholastic apti¬ 
tude and attainment, and with college training, the professions 
appear to be the best group. He scored the highest of the boys 
in the Detroit mechanical and his A rating in it, combined with 
an A for intelligence, as per the Detroit mechanical locates him 
in the group, Artist, Civil Engineer, Dentist, Laboratory Teacher, 
Shop Teacher or Surgeon. 
Occupations formerly considered were Doctor, Lawyer and Jour¬ 
nalist, but he has changed to "Mechanical Subjects". With col¬ 
lege, and he is financially able to go, and with definite me¬ 
chanical ability, and his choice of mechanical, mechanical engi¬ 
neering would seem to be indicated. 
-96- 
Caoe Sti.il; 
General Inform:: Linn 
K°oJ7_. Sex 3py_ Grade_0_ A&cj^ Hei _ ' oi , L11? 
Physical Condition 
Health g^Q^_ Build sturdy Physical Defects -npoq __ 
Eye sigh t^PQQjjL Color blind nr> Hearlnr. good Nutrition 
:ien,3e acuteness, Touch grtr>a Taste_g0ai_ Smell gQ0ft 
Hereditary Background 
r'irthpiac3JOau_Nationality of Father i^n }{other^m+T-Uzn 
( coupc-tion of rather Mft.nfl.gPT*_ef wiOti q_ 
Father's; Nationality Grandfather Grandmother Aynorl nnn 
Occupation of Grandfather Eailroai_ Grandmother H0UDQWifo 
? low her’sNationality Grandfather American Grai,droth3r^e3?i€an 
Occupation of Grandfather Tta.j i road Grandmother_Houocwifo 
Past History 
Accidents nnna_ 
Jobs Held__paper boy 
lckne s c chicken-pox,- 
—airplanes— Undertakings 
Present Activities and Interests 
Fork none 
Clubs 
-Boy Scout— 
R o c r e a t i o n s_swimming- 
. Indoor-jar.ee_—- 
Out - do o r James f00tball_rland lv;o rk 
_Aind_a&ventnxe- RQadatttle?refQrence—books_ 
Have Travelledm110h Like to travel^y^ i‘or' 1 livin3.—no- 
Best studies ^rl t-b™^ <*, Sol once-?lan n°Xu J 0 A1 -school- 
Good Conversationist fajy_At case v;ith strangea jfcimii- 
Like to lead ytg Co-oporative_yea_ Fork accurate.*^- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers x Number sisters^ Parents own home no 
Living eor.diticns___gooi Financial status_good . 
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T'ect Information re. » - •, - 
-7- " - -Bay _ - -13-10 
Intoi] igcrice, Mental i e, ..in, >' ■ t ~ * 
Alpna, x .Q,,.JIfiO,9 g.A. 14-4 Ago Olff. 4g p . ] , ^6 
Torman, I •^•J)7jL9_ ..go Diff. -4 ?drc util . 
Kuhlmann, 1.7.98,0- K.A.JM. \ge birr. ^ 1.7.7 3r: , lV 99^ 
Olick Scholastic, Score 48_,Or- de 7-.Mmt 1 V Av r , ri\ 15-9 
Personality Inventory, BernruaMr, ? re ntii 
Neurotic Tend3ncy_96 Self-sufflcler.cy 0 Intro-Nxtrov-r-,ionj7 
Dominance -Submission 0 Coni'id0nco 95 Scciability_4_ 
Thurstons employment Clerical, Spe ei33 Ac curec y B Combined B 
Minnesota Vo catibnal for Clerical orkors, Av p'v ~ nr," • no 4.8 
Dotroit ICechanic0.1 Aptif ud3, Ag0 Norrr 15 -3 "r.A. 1. .lls.d,311er ~r 
Mnc-unrrie Mechanical Anility,, Le.t.tor Hating a. Pore entile aa 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 1161 R hcing( S th) ,lVfiv,o ret_ 
Luria Language, Expo c tat ion of being in 4tht onth 4 f.. Pore entile gn 
School Marks,Graded & 8, S Excellent,GGood, F Fair, TJ* Failure 
Spoiling p Reading p Arlth F Language c ;" isto ry g C- eo 3 re pah;; p 
. poiling U R 3«idin.g_F~ Ari th F- Language F K istory U Gen»Sci«._H~ 
: od rn School Ac liov on exit, Grade 7i Achiev mont Median g j_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer B plus, Printer B-, 
Policeman B, Forest Service C-, Musician C-, C.P.A. C-,Group 1 
B, Group 2 B-, Group 5 C plus, Group 8 B, Group 9 B, Group 10 B 
and Occupational ^evel 50 or A. 
-98- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.7, 1*0,. 99, Ratings, High school, Business, Clerical. 
Alpha score 76 (C plus ) Rating, Business and Clerical. His I. 
Q-. ^-s average, his mental age minus one month, percentile for 
intelligence tests 36, but his scholastic aptitude less than 7th. 
grade and achievement test more than a grade retarded. He failed 
the 6th. grade, promoted conditionally to 7th., passed with a 
fair to good average and then failed the 8th. grade. 
His clerical ratings were poor, but his mechanical aptitudes 
were high. His mathematical ability percentile 6l, and language 
percentile 31, and with an average I. Q. should rate his ability 
as high school ability. In Personality, he is very neurotic (96 
score when 98 needs medical advice),not at all self-sufficient 
(scored 0 when low scores need advice),is highly introverted 
(97 when 98 needs medical advice),is completely submissive (score 
0), hamperingly self-conscious (95 when 98 needs medical advice), 
but is real sociable. In Interest, he has a B rating for groups 
1, 8, 9, and 10, professional, business, salesman, and adver¬ 
tising. 
If no further indication of improving mechanical ability (he 
was fourth highest of the boys), would locate in lower commercial, 
as he wants to take some business work. He evidently does not 
work up to his I. Q. ability in his school work, as when condi¬ 
tioned in grade 7, he passed because he was told if he did not 
pass from the start he would have to go back to the 6th. grade. 
But not warned the same way in the eighth, he failed to pa^.s. 
Some medical advice and attention is also indicated. 
-99- 
C:.e j Ct-u' 
General Inform-... ':ion 
3ex Boy Grade_8 Ago_l3 Hoi ;bt £-8 ’el L nft 
Physical Condition 
Health good Buildaverage Physical Defects rmnp 
Eyesight good Color blind no Hearing good Nutrition ^->04_ 
Gon3e acuteness, Touch good Taste good Smell_g0aj_ 
Hereditary Background 
Birthplace Fla* Nationality of Father Amp-h n»n Mother r>QT1 
Occupation of Father Contractor roads of Mother_Housewife_ 
Father's; Nationality Grandfather Amp-Mpnn Grandmother 
of ffrmfWV'flrt-hey Farmer_ tfratidtw©tusewif*. 
Hour’s: Nationality Grandf ithor American Grandmother 
Occupation of Grandfather carpenter_ Grandmother hqufa_ 
Past History 
Accidents nohe _ 
Bronchil pneumonia 
> 1 CkneSc G. Pn-sr cough- 
Jobs Held sold strawberries Undertakings airplane -models--- 
v;o rk none_ 
C3 ub 3 S• 0 •__II. 
Present Activities and Interests 
i 
_Ho c r ea t i on s ,„_pho to graphy- 
_ I ndo 0 r- a a m e 2_Monopoly- 
Out-door .gamesynnt.~hn.il_handiwork—airplane models — - 
Read some Preference magazines_dlnd Adventure--— 
Have Travelled some Like to travel Much 1'or> ,:i livin3.—no- 
Best studies Hnience, apnlling-Plan :i-Xb j ~ 1 ^school- 
Good Conversationist fair At ease with lb- -fair 
Like to leadnn Co-operative_y&s_ Tr'ork accurate—- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers 1 Number sisters^- Parents own Horaces 
Financial status gnnd . Living conditions-goad- 
100- 
et T ill or,;i i i i r', i . r» _ ■■ 8 - -Boy - * -6 
Int -u 1 - 5^PQ» K . ■, ii'irj . : n. (2) T vt 
Alpha, I U.A.__!£«! Ago Piff.M-Si. F a.- g . 97-0 
Torman, I.%.4 . A._!&-£_ ,-v:o Dif; . U-ll Pdrc ;.i 11. 93 
KuhImann,1.1._iio.7?,:.A.J£-& A5.5 Dlff-. -3,ft 1*1.Avor.a' :. five nag 
G-lick Scholastic, Scor3_g^_,Or-de 19, .Merit 1 Age, Av r: . " 1 \ 17-10 
Personality Invcntory, 133r;:ru31.r, ?• re atii 
Neurotic Tendency 25 Self-suftieior.cy 24 Inti-o-.ExtrD.ver*ior. J,4 
Dominance-Submissionfio Conf.Iclonco’ 29 Scciabilityj^_ 
1 hurst one Empl c ym c n A Clerical, S p e 1 i g Ac car 3 2 y d Con dined 
Minnesota Vocational for Cl erical * ’orkers, Av nv ' t v e. )r,' • no 4.1 
Detroit Me chan i c a 1 Apt i4- ud e, A g e N 0 rrri6,2 '". A. "4. .120^(1 otto r a 
Mncl-uarrie Mechanical Adility., Le.t.t ;r Matin,-, a. Percentile rq 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Percent 110 op^R -.ting! 9 th) avpr» gp 
Luria Language,Expectation of being in 1 ottenth , Percentilo_j2_ 
School Marks, Grades7 & 8, S Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spell ing g Reading s Arlthp Language G r‘ is~tory_£ 8 eo grapuhy   
A p ell in 7 E R 5a.d1.ng_G- Ari th_ F Language G H istbryG Gon,Scic.G- plus 
Fod rn School Achi vc lent,Grade T,Achiev rcent Median Pied 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer A, Police¬ 
man B, Forest Service B, Musician B plus, C.P.A. C-, Group 1 B, 
Group 2 C plus, Group 5 B, Gruop 8 B, Group 9 3-, Group 10 B-, 
and Occopational Level 44 or B plus. 
-101- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.8, I.Q.132, Ratings, College, Professions. 
Alpha score 138 (A, percentile 99) Rating, Professions. His scho¬ 
lastic aptitude is high, mental age plus 4-4, mathematical abil¬ 
ity high, language ability good, achievement test high, but 
school marks only good, this boy does not accomplish up to his 
ability; should make college, and is financially able to go. 
Clerical scores are low, but mechanical scores high. In Per¬ 
sonality, he is not neurotic, does seek advice, is extroverted, 
quite dominant, self-confidant and very sociable. In Interest, 
scores high in group 4, scores B in groups 1,5, and 8, profes¬ 
sional, people contact and higher commercial. His abilities 
would place him high in the professional group. 
He is considering being a chemist. He is quite mechanical, 
builds things, and has done quite a bit in photography. Would 
group him in the professions, along chemical or mechanical lines, 
and watch closely his development during high school. 
-102— 
Cam Stub 
General Information 
- Ag: ^g_ Loi-el 'ht_ gg_ 
Physical Condition 
Hea.lth_6Q0d BuiId_8l€adQr Physical Defects, none_ 
1N.0 Sex 
lyesiGht __goa4 Color hlind__no Hearingg004 Nutrition 
-well 
Sense acuteness, Touch good- Tasts 
-good Smell --good 
Hereditary Background 
mrthrlace_pla< Nationality of Father xriah Mother—Welsh 
r ecuoation of Father Water works Sup, of Mother Housewife . 
Iri sh 
lather'-s; Nationality Grandfathsr tt1 cm Grandmother sn.nt.e.-h 
Occupation of GrandfatherftriMnfter_GrandmotherT-mnppira^pp-r 
ilc-r.ner’s: Nationality Grar.df xthorwoi ah_ Grandmother wai oV> 
On moat ion of Grandfa-cher-hvi Sga term Ayrandmo the r • 
Past HisLor3r 
Acejder.ts_mne_S1 cknescmg^sios> <»-mf>VAn p©.x_ 
•fobs •.?IinoTiQn & n Virnr   jndertakings boats^ alrpl^^^-s- 
'Jo r k ■at home¬ 
s'1 ubs 
-Xu u> 
Present Activities and Interests 
_Recreations swimming. hikes, caapiag- 
_ Indoor-yames Skating- 
Out-do or .games ^+.^11 u and iwo rk wp a. v i n g ha she t s_ 
Read 
-SOEE36— 
Preferencedn^a_ Kind ttp* Tiptoe f.lve 
Have Travelled much Like to travel mucfr For a livins_yes- 
Rest studies _—_—Plan next y°vr-SChaaX— 
Good. Conversationist At case with strangers—quite-- 
Like to leady^flCo-operativo_5Ces_ Rork accurate-fair. 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers n Number sisters_Q_ Parents own homejja. 
status or-p-ftrn.gft Living conditions—averagA- ?’'.nancial 
103- 
.13-7 Tert Inform, Uen ITo.._9_ , _ ^ I 
Int 1:5 -•’ :*r-r- 1 • >, am* . • , ; . ■ . 
A1 pna, .u. 2. _112.*_8 K. A. 15.-5 _ A o Dif T. ^X.-10F rc . _ • 59 
T3rmrin»1 • -• -10&*-8 •A• 14-7._ - a tuff,_j.i--|0?3r3 4.111 59.... . 
SCuhlmarayl>0,.lfiCkO *S3 Plff.fflft/f I.^.A fiv 10a^2 
Glick Scholastic, Scoro^.Gr-de^.Ment 1 V Av r- , /i L^9 
Personality Inventory, B-rnruet.r, F re -til . 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufficiency 47 Intro~Extrov--r-.iorifi.. 
D0ninanc0-Submis31 on 74Conf id0.n3 25 Heciahi 1 ity is 
Thurstons am pie yin ant Clerical, Spe ed q Ac cure, c y ^Comolncd j* 
Minnesota \ 0 cational for Clerical orkers, \v r.v /• ;• g •* no ^ * 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Ago Nora glitter B 
Mac- -uarri3 Mechanical AAA 11 ty_, Lo.t.t -,r gating jli Percentile £6 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Porcontil -. 54 R • t ing( S th) inferior_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in^th tenth 4 f.t Pore out 11 o gg. 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, S Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spoiling F Roading_G_Arith FLanguag0 F r'isAory F 000grepahy p 
:polling u R3ading_jj_Arith F-Language U H istory U Son,Sci.. F 
Mod rn School achi ivemont,Grade 7",Achiev ment Median_7.0_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer A, Police¬ 
man A, Forest Service G-, Musician B-, C.P.A. G-, Group 1 3-, 
Group 2 C—, Group 5 B plus, Group 8 B, Group 9 A, Group 10 B- 
and Occopational Level 34 or B-. 
-104- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.9, I. Q,. 108, Ratings, High School, Clerical, Skilled. 
Alpha score 97 (c plus),Rating, Business and Clerical. His scho¬ 
lastic aptitude is about average (as per test).achievement test 
six months retarded, and school marks only fair in the 7th. grade 
and failure in the 8th. grade. This is poor achievement for an 
I. Q. of 108, and a mental age advanced 1-02. Mathematical abil¬ 
ity is just above average and language ability at the top of the 
first third; he should rate high school but college doubtful in 
view of past achievement. 
His clerical rating is inferior but mechanical ability high. 
In Personality, he is not neurotic, of average self-sufficiency, 
is extroverted, quite dominant, is self-confident and real soci¬ 
able. In Interest, he scores high (A) in group 4, A in group 9, 
salesman, B plus in group 5 (personal contact), and B in group 
8 (higher commercial). Groups 5, 8, and 9 check with his abil¬ 
ities but not with his achievements, while group 4 checks better 
with his achievements. 
He has specified truck driving as his desire, which would 
check with the interests of group 4, and with his scholastic 
achievements but not with his abilities. 
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Cao j Study 
General Information 
Ho.hLO Sex B&y_ Gr&de__Q Ago^lS Kei: I t.5-4^ ei _ 
Physical Condition 
Health good Bui Id sturdy Physical Defects_Ka-- 
I.yesinhL good Colon blind tv? Hearing gr>r>fl Nutrition_ 
.tcvace acuteness, Touchgood Taategnnfl Smell good 
Hereditary Background 
1 rt'-irla c 3 1 I, National i t y of Pa the r_jjaeX4canMo the r£ffleI.j_ean 
recusation of FatherAnimal Husband_of Motherrrmirath-Pa . 
lather's; Nationality GrandiatherAmA-ri can Grandmother .American 
Oc.cupa.tion of Grandfather Retired Earner Grandraoth31 _g0.usewi.f.e 
i:c.v.n«ir? s ; Nationality Grar.df ithcr^Amarican Grandnothe^Amerioetn 
0 ecu oation of Grandfather Sto^kfiapprGrandmothcr 
Past History 
Accidents_none_Sickness 
Jobs He.i.G paper boy_ jn&ertakings ‘boarg..—air-plane-s 
:f 1' a . .w I--’.;- ^ ...es a:ai Interest® 
Recreations hbui-l-ding rmecLel s-- 
Indoor- aam3c_ 
'.rork_pap£iX-J3oyt_ 
club3__B. S^._A^_ 
Out-door 3amosj’oatball_Handiwold^MSL-ding-iacrd©ls- 
Read some ?ref eronee books.magazinefcind^ystory TTmchaniaal- 
Have Travelled much Like to travel much ?or & living—no- 
B33t studies Math. Eng.. Hist._plan naxt yea^-Schana_ 
Good Conversationist excellent At case with strangerSj|ui_te- 
Like to lead yes Co-operativejmnft_ ’SF°rk accurate good- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers n Number sl3tors^_g_ Parents ov.n hone 
'■'inancial status_goo<U- L3-vinS sonditiens-go«4 
-no 
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Tort Info^ation -IP- 1 - n-7l 
Intel!i moe, M nt l l , Army vi .,• ; ) : . i ) c 
Alpha, I_llG_2_5i'.I.A. JL5-1 AgDiff ._t2jr2L Pore . G1 _ 
Torman, I.3.,»112_s_9 .A.JL4-8 Dlf: . ^ _o Pdrc iiitllu 61_ 
Kuh lmann, 1.3. _100.6 M . A ..JLSmd, Age Diff#_^_j_ Average five in .Q 
Glick Scholastic, Score 65 , Hr--do7-6 .Mont .1 Ago, Av . ru a fi\ ) 14*6 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, P^r-contil c 
Neurotic TendencyS8_ Self-sufficiency 81 Intro-Extrov-eralon 4.1 
Dominance-Submis 3i0n 74Confidone0 28 Sc ciabi1ity 59 
Ihurstone omploymont Clerical, Soeel 3 Accuracy 3 Combined g 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical "Tor3iors, Aver?-: 0 Number.Marne 4K 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm 15-2M.A.3...-nfi.&ettsr B 
Macquarrie Mechanical Ability-, .Le.ttcr Ratin;tt. a Percentile 77 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 113 fig Rating( Sth) ^„v ^ _ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in nr (tenth mff. Percentile 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure- 
Spell ing G Re ad ing £_Ari th u Languag e Th 'isto ry q, C- e 0 grapahy «_ 
Spoiling F Reading G- Arith_G_Language G— K istory q , C-en,Sci.. p plus 
Modern School Achievement,Grad3 7, Achievemont Median G G 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer B plus, Printer B, 
Policeman B, Forest Service C plus, Musician C-, C.P.A. C plus. 
Group 1 B, Group 2 B-, Group 5 B, Group 8 B-, Group 9 B, Group 
10 B-, and Occupational Level 49 or A. 
107- 
Analysis. 
Boy No.10, I. Q. 112, Ratings, College, Business and Clerical 
Alpha score 92 (C plus),Rating, Higher business and clerical. 
His scholastic aptitude is low, with mathematical ability percen¬ 
tile 83, and language percentile 51, mental age plus 1-7, achieve¬ 
ment test for 7th. grade retarded one year; school marks for 7th. 
grade fair to good, and for 8th. grade show improvement. I. Q. 
rates him college, but achievement does not rate up to the I. Q. 
His clerical scores are inferior, but both mechanical ratings 
are high. In Personality, he is not neurotic, is self-sufficient, 
extroverted, dominant, self-confident, and sociable. In voca¬ 
tional interest, his interest scores are low in general, highest 
being B plus for farmer, while he has B in groups 1,5, and 9, 
professional, persorial service, and salesman groups. His I. Q,. 
would rate him for college, and he is financially able to go, 
and plans to go. 
He has designated Animal Husbandman as his choice of occupa¬ 
tions, works with his father at the University of Florida Ex¬ 
periment station, and this choice checks with his highest in¬ 
terest rating as Farmer. I think that he can succeed in college, 
but achievement must be bettered. 
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Cc’.cj Ctuiv 
No 0_^ n Sex boy 
General Informs iion 
Grade_8 Age_ig Kei; It^-9 __ 
Physical Condition 
Health good. Build_slenderPhysical Defects 
Lyesight good. Colon blinding Hear inn good Nutrition_ woll 
Sense acuteness, Touch good Taateg0Qa Smell grt<?1 
Hereditary Background 
j.i. lace Fla« Nationality of Father Mothei_ 
c ecu. oat ion of Fa. t h e r pflrmpr of Mother 
‘—Housewife 
lather's: Nationality Grandf ather_QermaiI_ Grandmother Qorman 
Occupation of Grandfather parmer^_Grandmother Houoowlfo 
ilc.-“ner’ s ■; Nationality Grandfather German Grandmother Cormnn 
Occupation of Grandfather -f>armer _ Grandmother_ Fairer 
Past Historv 
Ac e3 der ts mm 
•Tobs Held__,paper, boyt 
whhoping cough 
S i cknes ?jiieasle^-muffipsr -chAek-eaa pox 
Jndertakings 
Present Activities and Interests 
:OIk home.. Recreations 
u 1 ubs_Boy Scouts- 
swimmiBg— 
Inboor- games —QfoQoher e— 
jut-door games Bootball, haske-t- 
ball 
Handiwork ■ooap ooulpture- 
Resdmuch Preference honks magpieartventure- 
Have Travelled anmc Like to travel np ip.fr For a living_ 
Best studies A-H-hh. spoiling-?lan n0Xb 
-no- 
Good Conversationist fair At ease with strangers, timid 
Nike so leadyes Co-operativeno___ ’'fork accurate good.-*_ 
Number of 
.'’Inane la 1 
Home Conditions 
brothers 7 Number sisters i __ 
status poor Living conditions 
Parents own home_jftfl 
gool--- 
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Toct Inform..lion To. 
Intel! i.\ mcc, Mental \,"o( Am / \'i >.• ' .. , .> .<> 
11 : ^BQy_. _ ^ _ls-8 
*v/ -1X• -ii.* v 1 t 1 • j l i r., ifi( 1} 
.Upha,I.^.j^s M.A.16-u. A’e Oiff.^-g, ?. 1>c :- _3 , g£ 
Tor-man, '.A.j£_9_ »sc Tilf:. 4.2-I Pdro util- ai 
Kuhlmann, I K. A. 14-O A53 niff. 4a I.^.Avora-s flva ns. a 
Gllok Scholastic, Scora_a2,Or-dolO-iit-mt-.! A7.3, Avon: . flv : 16-10 
Personality Inventory, Bernrueber, Porcentil :■ 
Neurotic Tendency,^ Self-sufficloncy afi Intro-Extroveriun72 
Dominano0-Submission 34Conf idone0 pi Scciability 4.3 
Ihurstone .employment Clerical, Spool ~q Accuracy g Combined p 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical 'or.kors, .Ivors.: - No.ni l • or. ■ •: mo 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm i p; I.A.M.ha,<aLe11or g 
Macquarria Mechanical Ability., .Le.ttor .Rating a, Percentile ai 
Rogers Mathematical. Ability Percentile »i Rating(9th) _T,,r; .,0_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in g-^tonth -]n Percentile 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure. 
Spell ing G Re ad i ng U A r i thj? Language g f ‘isto ry q_C- e 0 gra p ahy g 
Spoiling Q—Reading G-Ari th G Language F K istory G-Gen.Sci.. F- 
Modern School .achievement, Si*' do 7, Achiov -ment Median__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer B plus, 
Policeman B plus, Fohest Service C plus, Musician C-, C.P.A. C-, 
Group 1 C—, Group 2 C plus, Group 5 3-, Group 8 B, Group 9 B, 
Group 10G and Occupational Level 45 or A. 
-110- 
Analysis. 
Boy No. 11, I. Q,. 116, Ratings, College , Professions. 
Alpha score 109 (B), Rating, Professions. His scholastic aptitude 
is high, mathematical ability percentile 81, and language ability 
percentile 51, 7th. grade achievement test average, and school 
marks mostly good. I. Q. and achievement rate him for college. 
His clerical scores are inferior, but mechanical scores are 
good. In Personality, he is not neurotic, not very self-suffi¬ 
cient, rather introverted, not dominant, not very self-confident 
and fairly sociable. In vocational Interest he rates the highest 
in group 4 with A as farmer, and B in groups 8 and 9, higher 
business and salesman. His interests do not check the profession¬ 
al rating. 
He has named Civil engineering as his choice of occupations, 
and with his I. Q. of 116, aptitudes and achievement rating 
college, they check his choice. However his financial status is 
rated as poor, so if unable to go to college, his abilities 
check occupations in groups 8 and 9» and he has worked about 
seven months at retail selling. 
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Ccv-zj ct-u.l; 
General I n fo r ma 1 xo n 
Sex -*>“*- Grade-A. 14 5-6* . "el / .107 
Physical Condition 
HSal'.'•fair Build-slander Physical Defeat,.- troubleo 
SyeaiCht.^^L Color blind Hearlnr. Nutrition ,,n_ 
ooaee acuteness, Touol_goai Taote_g0l04_ Smell 
Hereditary Background 
-tirt/hrlace . .Nationality of Father, Irtah Mother_^Qrican JEJa. 
r oou.oaticn of Father^ojiser-mtlon.-Agent?f Mother 
Father’ a; Kaoionality Grand!atiier xrlgh 
1 ,lCPaP10n 0F Grandfather lernxer_G randmo th31 
housewife 
Grandmother Welsh 
-Housewife 
iLc.-.her* s i Nationality Grandf ibhcr 
Gocurat ion of Grandfather 
-Irish— Grandmother Welsh 
—Parmer- 
Past Hismorv 
Grandmother 
Ac i j der. bs__ ..none.. 
•TobS P, = j l 
Bicknosc 
.aider takings 
"-clerk, _ paper-hoy.. 
Present Activities and Interest: 
Recreations 
Indoor- games monopoly.. 
Out - do o r gam e s_hooh~hall_Hand iwo rk_ 
a9C,--M*W.ersf9rence ffce magasing1"3-Siottos- 
Have Travelled some Like to travel much For a living yeg_ 
host studies Math. Science_Plan next year school— 
Good Conversationist excellcmt At ease with strangers quite_ 
Lake to lead yes Co-operative yag Work accurate_^_ 
Home Conditions 
Nutter of brothers g_ Number sisters ^ Parents oun nome 
financial statu3_g0a4__ Living conditions_- 
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Tect Inf0Mltl“‘ "°-Ji '^.-307-1 .14-8 
Int ■ l] i ; uoo, Mmtaj ^e, Amy A m. (?) I»» ' ' n(l) 
Alpha, I. ^.._106j_8K.A,. JL5-9 Aj9 31?f-._4i_i Psrc JR' _1 ijg 
T0 rman 1  - 3.»_9§.» 9. .A, 14-2 Ago Diff. _ PSrc util.. 
.CL 
-51— 
I • ^vAm 31*5 five Kuhlmann, I .?,._100__ M.A-. l4,fi Ag3 Dlff^ 
Glick Scholastic, Scorq_qq_,Gr>• don ,qMonta 1 Ago, Av . r: •/. fi\ -• 
10ir5 
14-11 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, ?'vrcontil o 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufficiency K? Intro-Extroversion 
Do m i nan c 3 - Submi s s ion 24 Coni’ i a one a yp. Sc c i ah i 1 i t y 55 
Thurstona Employment Clerical, Speed_q Accuracy fg Combined ~ 
86 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ’orhore, Average Number,ratno 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm 16-5 ::.A.3».114.gutter -r 
Mac-^uarrie Mechanical Ability., .Letter Ida ting H. Percentile rr 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Pare out 11 e 80 Ra t lng( 9 th) ; v fi-,- • n_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in Sr&onth lo Percentile f;.r 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8', E Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure. 
Spelling F_Rcading G Arith_a Language_n :~istoryj? Ge03rapahy q 
Spoiling F Readings— ArithGr- Language G H istory G- GentSci*. f 
Modern School Achievement,Grade 7, Aehiev >mont Median_5^2_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank,Farmer B, Printer B, Police¬ 
man B-, Forest Service C-, Musician B, C.P.A. C-, Group 1 A, 
Group 2 B, Group 5 C-, Group 8 B-, Group 9 3 plus, Group 10 A, 
and Occupational Level 49 or A. 
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Analysis. 
Boy No. 12, I. Q. 102, Ratings, High school, Clerical,Skilled. 
Alpha score 101 (C plus), Rating, Business and Clerical. His 
scholastic aptitude is high, mental age plus three months, math¬ 
ematical ability percentile 80, and language ability percentile 
55, his achievement test for 7th. is low, and school marks low 
for 7th. and mostly good for 8th. grade. These ratings classify 
him as high school. 
His clerical ratings are inferior, but his mechanical ratings 
are high. In Personality, he is slightly neurotic, seeks some 
advice, is introverted, not dominant, some what self-conscious, 
and of average sociability. In vocational Interest, he scores 
A in group 1 (professional), A in group 10, B plus in group 9 
(salesman), and B in group 2. His interests check best with his 
I. Q. and Alpha score in group 9, salesman group. 
He has expressed his desire to do something along mechani¬ 
cal lines and this checks with his high mechanical ability and 
aptitude, and also with his I.Q. and Alpha score. He has had 
eight months experience at selling and clerical work, that is 
evidently why he scored high in interest in sales. His Alpha 
rating puts him about at the top of Business and Clerical and 
his combined interest in sales and his mechanical ability could 
indicate a combination occupation. 
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. Cc-O J Ltuh 
v 
General Inf jrraation 
Eo"-l3~ Sex _3OJ!L Grads_g_ Kai ;lit fi-d. el ;ht_ 119 
Physical Condition 
Health good, Build sturdy Physical Defects_eyas 
Eyesight poor Color blind no Hearing fair Nutrition^ good 
Senae acuteness, Touch fair Taste fair 3mell__g0i)Ji_ 
Hereditary Background 
Ttirthplace Qa. Nationality of Father^marlcan -othcitAmerican 
Occupation of Father fl-ruggaa-h_of tiother iimn'h room 
Father1s: Nationality Grandfather «b Grandmother_ XrXsh- 
(jc.cupation of Grandfather Salesman_GrandmothermTl3i0 fmcher 
■loaner1 s i Nationality Grand! ic ier Amari pj^n ~-i;;ndnother at»if»an 
Occupation of Grand fa 'cher_^_ea g_ 0 randmo the r_ 
Past History 
Accidents__none_Sickness_Pneumonia 
Jobs Held sl mu Undertakings 
jaone- 
paper & bill-hay- nom. 
Jo rk 
C3 ubs 
Present Activities and Interests 
Recreations 
-Boy-Scouts 
Out-door G'^SgfootbalB 
Indoor ~ -a.Tiec_Ghinase_-checkers.- 
_Hand iy« o rk_■pr>n<a  
r 9 f 0 r en c e— 
Kind Big Little Books. 
Have Travelled Like to travel^s. For a livingjo- 
Best studies ^ pt» yy, Ari thmetlc-_ . lan nexu jOu_npne _ 
Good Conversationist ...excellent -4t caso with stranger,vtimi4- 
Like to lead Co-onerativ"- yes 
'TJ ■rork accurate no 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers x Number 8lstar8_*— Parents own ho -_no. 
Living conditions_fair_ Financial statu3_p&££_ 
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TQCt Infor;^U^ • -15 • ...3oy _ I - ; _la-6 
Intel]ig >noe, Mental , ,, Armj V,2)K : < 1 
Alpha, I M.A. l5-5_ Ago 3iff.__o__ P re ..25 
Terman,1.2,.JLCLUB .A Ago Diff .42_Pdro.-.nt 11:.21  
Kuhlmann, 1.t.jLQs.i K. A.jl3j=1Q Ago Diff.^_1*1.Average flvoioi.i 
aiick Scholastic, Score^,Gmdo? .Mental Age, Aver: n fix -• 13.7 
Personality Inventory, Bornruet-;r, ?- rcehtil 
Neurotic Tendency 51 Self-suffioiencyag Intro-Extrov-or-.ion^g 
Dominanco-Submission4.9 Conf 1 done0 Rg ScciaMlity?i 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speed p Accuracy Combined ^ 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical 'orkers, Avrra.a0 Number.Name 4^ 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Nonr.n j 7.A• 2» , 4 Letter p 
Mac2uarrie Mechanical Ability., .Letter Rating-^ Percentile ^ 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percentile_Rating!9th)_ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being ln^-^tenth^ #. Percentile 
School Marks, Grades7 <1 8, S Excellent,GGood,T Fair,U Failure 
Spell ing -p Re ad ingp Ar i thg_Language p : 'isto ry p G- e 0 gra pahy ^_ 
Spelling._F Reading F Ari th F- Language U_H 1 story G- G-on.Sci,. F- 
Fodern School achi.A’rment,Ir'de 7,Achiev?ment Median ^ ^_ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer B plus, Printer B plus, 
Policeman B plus. Forest Service C-, Musician B plus, C.P.A. C- 
Group 1 B, Group 2 C plus, Group 5 B-, Group 8 B, Group 9 B, 
Group 10 B plus and Occupational Level 42 or B plus. 
-116- 
Analysls. 
Boy Mo. 13, I. Q,. 101, Ratings, High School, Clerical,Skilled. 
Alpha score 67 (C), Rating, Lower of Buisiness and Clerical. His 
scholastic aptitude is poor, his mathematical ability is poor, 
as is his language ability; his achievement test for grade seven 
is one year retarded and school marks just fair. His I. Q.should 
rate him for high school, but achievement makes this doubtful. 
His clerical scores are inferior as are the mechanical aptitudes. 
In Personality, he is not neurotic, seeks some advice, some what 
extroverted, of medium dominance and confidence and fairly socia¬ 
ble. In vocational Interest he scored B plus for three occupa¬ 
tions of group 4, and B plus in group 10, and B in groups 1, 8, 
and 9. His interest in group 4 checks best with his abilities and 
achievements. 
He has not expressed a choice for an occupation. He has very 
poor eyesight and because of this is very unwilling to study. 
This with his interest in groups 8 and 9 would point to sales¬ 
manship or retail selling where the poor eyesight would not be 
to great a handicap. He has had glasses for some time but exper¬ 
iences great difficulty in wearing them. 
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ToLt Information 7g,i/ -n 
•14. -Boy— L x’ - -15-7 
Intellis **oo, Mont 1 ), urrj . ip (2) ii2)Z 
Alpha,I*'#** ^Ofi-SL Ay Dlff.^ * 1 75 
Tcrman,I.AvlQa^ . ; Mf* . ^ ^ Pdro ,nt U £2_ 
Kuhlmann.I.'i.jj^ M.A.j^^, Ags Dlff. Al ,fi 1.1.Average five nP|1 
Glick Scholastic, 3cors_Qa , Crr^dqj^, Mont-a Ago, Aver: - fr 15j-s 
Pe r s o na 1 i ty I nvont o ry, 3 3 mru 3t: r, ? - rc .3r 1t i 1 
Neurotic Tendency_00 Self-sufficlency Q lntro-actrav«r*lan gg 
Don!nanc3-Submission 3 Gonf idone0 $ g, __Sociability_2_ 
Thurstons amploymont Clerical, 1 n0ei g Accuracy i?, Combined *p» 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical orkore, \v 2re/ ' /T,v:ib ;r, "f',rr,) 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm_N.A.Q,.-Letter- 
Mr-cAuarri3 Mechanical Ability, .Letter Rating, t.t Percentile 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Pore entile — mRatlng( S th)--—»■ 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in— tenth - Percentile — 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure- 
Spelling - Reading — Arith_-Language - ;‘istory - Goograpahy - 
Spelling -_Reading, r.Arith - Language - H istory_ -_Gen.Sci..__-_ 
Modern School Achx -Vermont, Grc&o 7, Achiev ?mont Median-— 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Incomplete, could not be 
marked. This boy left Belle Glade. 
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Analysis. 
Boy l\o. 14, I. Q. 112,Ratings, College, Business and Clerical. 
Alpha score 103 (C plus), Rating, Business and Clerical. His 
scholastic aptitude is high (he moved away and so missed mathema¬ 
tical and language ability) , mental age plus 1-8, no record for 
marks. His I. Q. and scholastic aptitude v/ould rate him for col¬ 
lege, and his alpha score would rate him for business and clerical. 
In Personality, he is neurotic, of low self-sufficiency (0) score, 
is introverted, submissive, self-conscious, and sociable. 
Analysis incomplete. 
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C-v:j Ctul 
General Ir.fj rma tj.on 
‘•o-JS.. Ssx Jl09_ Grade j. A&oi6_ I-ol lit K_m ’eS. j, 14g 
Physical Condition 
Health g00d Eui ^-sturdy. p*ky sical Defects_nona_ 
Bye3ight_gQoa> Color blind Hearing gon^ Nutritionjfeii 
•Sense acuteness, Touchyd Taste ^ Smell^o^ 
Hereditary Background 
?:i."thplaoG——Nationality of FatherMother 
Cocu.oatlon of Father.^^,, 
-of “10 th s r-lHou.s awl fa 
lat.ier’ s; Nationality Grandfather^*.^ Grandmother .scotch. 
(k creation of Grandfather..Carpenter_Grandraother Housewife 
ilo.ric'r s : Nationality Grar.df x chcr Ty| gfr_G randno the r jyf aft 
Occupation of GrandfaLher_^erchant_ Grandmother housewife 
Past History 
playing football , 
Sickness Accidents 
•Jobs Held— 
—- 
a- -Chur oh 
Present Activities and Interests 
' or ' -elaarBring -up-Ghurohr^Ucr':-:ttbns-P^ ball- 
C3ut■ ,s. ciub- i;’-do0r-ran0s basketball_ 
Out-door games 
-football 
Read_ Preference gome 
Have Travelled some 
^Handiwork_ 
_ ifind_spor t- 
Like to travel For a living -pr> 
Best studies History, Literature-rlan nexu j - ’ ^ School- 
Good Conversationist faj_r  At ease with strangers yeg_ 
Like to lead Co-operative yg8 Ki o rk a c cur a t e j»a 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers g Number sisters_ 
Financial status_ 
Parents own Home ^ 
Living conditions_g00(^_ 
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T o c t I n f o n a 1t i o a 
-IE- 
-15-11 
Inv 111 no°* 1 ■ ■ Irmj - ■ ; . i.2)k 
Alpha, I.K.A._ia,_3_ A39 p.-i-o.n'.l. 7>0 
Teraan, i»<U_I6jJL •A. lg-l Ago Olff . -s-ioraro ntll _13_ 
KuliIrnann,1.2,._70.1_ K.A.,rMI Ago Dlfff -4-9 ,v n_ 
Glick Scholastic, Score 49',Gr-do 7 .Mental A sc, Av: c: •, fi\ l°-0 
Personality Inventory, Beraruet . r, P^rcentll s 
Neurotic Tendency 68 Scli-suf P loioncy 20 Intro-Extro vorsion 7.5 
Dominanc0-Submission 25 Coniidoneo 67 Heciahi 1 it jzr_ 
Thurstone employment Clerical, Speed e Accuracy Combined. 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical ’orders, Av race Number,n, ' 4.5 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Norm 11,7-■« A hi. 77.2 Letter g 
Mac-duarria Mechanical Ability:, .Letter .Rating t,. Porcantilo 15 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcentilejz_Rating( Sth) y, jn-por^ 0r 
Luria Language, Expectation of being in a tit enth f. Pore entile % 6 
School Marks,GradesY & 8, E Excellent,GGood, F Fair,U Failure 
Grade 8 
Spelling g. Read Ing f Arith G- Language f :‘istory g G e0grapahy_ 
Spelling_Readi ng_Ari th_Language_H istory_Gen>Sci«- G 
Modern School Achi >ve::aent, Grade 7; Achiev rr.ent Median- 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Incomplete, could not be 
marked 
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Analysis. 
Boy No. 15, I. Q. 75, Ratings, Industrial High (Junior) and 
Semi-skilled. Alpha score 50 (low C), Rating, Semi-skilled to 
skilled. His scholastic aptitude rates him as grade 7, his men¬ 
tal age is retarded 3-11, his mathematical ability percentile 7, 
and language percentile 26 are both low; his school marks are fair 
to good. These ratings would indicate Industrial Junior High school. 
His clerical scores are inferior, and his mechanical aptitude age 
norm is 11-7 or inferior. In Personality he is some what neurotic, 
not self-sufficient, some what introverted, submissive, self-con¬ 
scious and only a little sociable. Kis vocational Interest blank 
was only partly filled out and so could not be rated. ( Great 
difficulty was had in getting him to complete any test, as he 
could not seem to concentrate long enough to finish a test.) 
He has expressed electricity and engines his choice of occupa¬ 
tions, and the above would show that some trade learned in voca¬ 
tional Junior high would be indicated. 
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Cc.'j j Gtui; 
General Information 
No,_^_16 sex _boy_ Grade_8 Age 15, Hot; L.tS-lOi. ei , ^ 134 
Physical Condition 
Health fair Build sturdy Physical Defects rupture_ 
Eyesight good. Color blind no Hearing good. Nutrition_ j^gjir 
oense acuteness, Touch good Ta3te good Smell good_ 
Hereditary Background 
' irthplace 11a. Nationality of Father Bngliah Mother^ngH gh 
i./'_ulie.tion of Father don* t know_ of Mother -fig liou.se worker 
lather’'s; Nationality Grandfather English GrandmotherEn-i^g^ 
0 ecu pat. ion of Grandfather jfarmer_Grandmothsr H^»rse keeper 
IIo~iner,? s ? Nationality Grandfather Ftpgl i gfr Grandmother grigllsh 
Ocouoation of Grandfather Farmer_Grandmother keeper 
Past History 
Accidents auto not hurt Sickness 
•Tobe -.eld any kind_ Jndertakings 
Present Activities and Interests 
Ic 1 k__help school janitor*-creations_magiclanu- 
iJubs Glee Club_Indoor-games_ checkera- 
Out-door games diamond ball_Handiwork, 
Road some Preference •honks mRgn.7,i:n&4-nd—adventure- 
Have Travelled Rnmn Like to travel mioh'0r a -^v-^n3-yee- 
:>331 studies Arith., ?.ng.-Plan nox u > e n _schoul— 
Good Conversationist gnnrt At eas0 stranger^ quite- 
Like to lead Tin Co-operative__yas_ Work accurate-g©o4- 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers q Number sisters— Parents own home T«rs 
?\,nancial status .gair _ Living conditions- 
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T°Ct Inf0r*a tti0U r°‘-*4 r j:<’—...Bpp- L - *3 15-1 
Intelilg moo, Mental . a, irtn.a [2) T >rman >)K 
A1 pha, I. 'I • _»4.g M. A. 14-s_ At e Dif f.-iq ? re -; l + _ 1 40 
Torman, I «^«34,.o . '.A.24-a_ Ago Pifl . -n rare iitll..51 
Kuhlmann,! .^.^2,2 „. M. A. 24=0.. Age Diff.-1-2 I .A.Avera'-e five 93.7 
G-lick Scholastic, 3core_jffi,Gr--de 7-.Ment' 1 Age, Aver;', e fi\ . 14-2 
Personality Inventory, Bernruet.r, P^rceatil .i 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufficlancyis Intro-Extrov*r»ior*J5 . 
Do rn j. nanc o - Su bin i s s i on£4. Con f i cl one e 58 Sc c i ah i 1 i t y 2 4 
Thurstons Employment Clerical, Speed s Accuracy e Combined ~b 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical "Tor’:ors, Avert:.c Number,Tamrq 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude,Age Norm 13-nM.A.1. 94.9 Lottor n- 
MacAjuarrie Mechanical Ability., .Lo.t.ter Putin,tTT. Percentile 73 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Porcentile3? Rating9th) T-n-p^yj ny 
Luria Language,Expectation of being lngwfltonth 7 ff.Percentilep-] 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8’, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure 
Spell ing ci Re ad i ng_£L_ Ar i th a Langua g e_Q_; ‘isbo r y_q_C- e 0 gra pahy _q_ 
Spelling G Roading_FAri th_(^Language jr_K i story g Gen, Sci .. E- 
Fodern School Achi.vonout,Grade 7, Achiov -rcent Median_7,5 
Strong Vocational Interest? Blank, Farmer 3, Printer B-, Police¬ 
man B-, Forest Service C-, Musician C-, C.P.A. B-, Group 1 B plus 
Group 2 B plus, Group 5 C-, Group 8 B, Group 9 B, Group 10 B plus, 
and Occupational Level 56 or A. 
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Analysis. 
Boy No. 16, I. Q. 94, Ratings, High school, Clerical and skilled, 
score 79 (C plus), Rating, skilled labor or lower.Business 
and Clerical. His scholastic aptitude rates him as 7th. grade mi¬ 
nus, his mathematical ability as percentile 32, and his language 
ability as percentile 51• His achievement test was average and 
his school marks for the 7th. were good and for the eighth were 
fair to good. His mental age is retarded 0-11. This would rate him 
as capable of high school. His clerical ratings were inferior 
but his mechanical were better than average. In Personality, he is 
some what neurotic, not self-sufficient, tends to be introverted, 
is submissive, self-conscious, and fairly sociable. In vocational 
Interest he rates B plus in groups 1, 2, and 10, which groups do 
not check with his I. Q,. and alpha score. 
Hee has expressed a choice of working with engines, and as his 
mechanical abilities are better than average, this choice would 
seem to check his abilities. 
98 
Ce>.j CtuI; 
General Inform:'. gi.cn 
Ko0JL7. Sex Boy Gradejgt_ Ac-.- _13_ Kci -litjj-a oi 
Physical Condition 
Health good Build averaga Physical Defects_nond 
Eyesight good Color blind no Hearing good Nutritinn_g00d 
Sense acuteness, Touch good Taste good Smell enr.fl 
Hereditary Background 
Tj -- "tdipla c e Fla, Na t ional i t y of Fa the r Amari^o th c i r ic an 
Occupation of Father Ran rear! agent_of Mother Houaewlfo 
Father1 s; Nationality Grandfather Amfi.^on Grandmotl.er ATPft3^n*.r\ 
Occupation of Grandfather.prui± grower Grandmota u^ugQ ,W4fe 
?!ov.ho-r’s: Nationality Grar.df , then American Grandtiother ABer4ean 
Occupation of Irani fa rher np-hnmat.r-i at. 0 randmo ther Housewife_ 
Past History 
Accidents rirma_ 
Jobs Heldarking at. flapn-fc Jnaertsrings.adr^plans -mo-dols- - 
whooping cough 
Sicknessmeg.slesr mumylpsy- G^-Box- 
Present Activities and Interests 
No rk at hem a_c r° on 3-^tamp-- eollee ting- 
C1 ubs-R. y. P. IT. , .Glee— Indoor>' ■ ato3-oar-4s--& table -tennis - 
Out - do o r games none_Handivrerk^^d carving- 
ReadllttlePreforencenawspapers_ xfind 
Have Travellodmuch Like to travolmnch 
Best studies_So lance, Math*- 
news- 
For a living qq_ 
Plan next year_^ho<3lr_ 
Good 
Like 
Conversationist _fajLr_ kb cas0 v 
to lead rin Co~oporativo_y£S_ ork 
itn strangero_ 
-no- 
accurate 
-good 
Home Conditions 
Number of brothers Number sisters—^— 
Financial status averageLiving conditions. 
Pa rent s ov.n n on c 
.good_ 
“yes 
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12XX.6 
Toct Information ro.^L I >: ^,2 
Int' ln *00> Kent 1 ^ 'Sot ( ?) I .rm i 2)*,; ]ti n(l) 
Alpha.I.;.^ M*A.aa*8- Age 0iff.43^ ?;;r*c n .1 Qe _ 
Term,an, 1..2Z2uZ *A vl6-2_ -V- Dif; •_i2_r0_ P3rc .utile R7 
Kuhlmann, I. A ♦ M. A.JL2l-10 -3- Diff ._±a IAverage :'i 
G-lick ocholactic, Poore , G r ■ d 0 7_y,Monte. 1 Ago, Aver: 'c fi\ ^ ^ 
Personality Inventory, Berrruet r, P'rc^atil s 
Neurotic Tendency^ Self-sufflolencyP, Intro-Extrovaraion^g 
Dominance- But m i s s i 0 n 2. C o n 1’ i d e n c 0 94 Sc c i ah i 1 i t y_X4_ 
Thurstone Employment Clerical, Speeljj)_Accuracy Combined g 
Minnesota Vocational for Clerical orkors, ,\v ?.rr..',' T’ 1: f'/er. I'cm - 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude, Age Normifi.i lAA. A. ^Letter A 
Mac'-uarrie Mechanical Ahilitg., .Lo.tter .Rutin, jjt Percentile 16 
Rogers Mathematical Ability Percent 11 oon.pUtirn;( Ath) 
Luria Language,Expectation of being inarfltonthifl Percentile $0 
School Marks,Grades7 & 8, E Excellent,GGood,F Fair,U Failure. 
Spell Ing ?. Re ad i ngp A r i th_Languag e p :' i sd o ry_g_C- e 0 gra pahy 3 
CpellingJS_Reading_E_Ari th E- Language_e_H istoryj;_Gen.Sci«._EL 
• * 
Modern School nchiovo.n ,nt, Gr '.do T, Achievement Median__ 
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Farmer A, Printer A, Police¬ 
man B-, Forest Service C-, Musician A, C.P.A. C-, Group 1 A, 
Group 2 B, Group 5 C plus, Group 8 B-, Group 9 B-, Group 10 B 
plus , and Occupational Level 46 or A. 
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Analysis. 
Boy Mo. 17, i. q. 121, Ratings, College, or Art School, 
Professions. Alpha score 114, Rating, Professions. His scholastic 
aptitude test was low, but his mental age is plus 3-9. His mathe¬ 
matical aptitude percentile was 90 and his language aptitude per¬ 
centile was 69. His 7th. grade achievement test was 8.9 and his 
school marks for the 7th. and 8th. grades were excellent. These 
findings indicate college. His clerical ratings were inferior, 
with a A rating for Detroit mechanical. In Personality he is 
neurotic, not at all self-sufficient, introverted, submissive, 
self-conscious and sociable. In vocational Interest, he scored 
A in two occupations of group 4 (not in keeping with his scho¬ 
lastic abilities), A in group 1, and 3 plus in group 9, and B in 
group 2. 
He has expressed a choice as wood-worker, not much in line with 
his mental abilities. A previous choice was some form of artistic 
work, which checks the interest of group 1. He is the one pupil 
in Junior high to whom the teachers turn first for drawings and 
posters, and he has a great deal of ability along these lines 
and this would seem to be indicated by his analysis. 
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CHAPTER V 
Summary and Conclusions 
In the attempt to eolve the problem with which this study 
started, "To discover Individual abilities or characteristics 
which may be used as a base for Educational and Vocational Gui¬ 
dance; and to find out if it Is possible In the eighth grade to 
guide students in a proper selection of high school subjects 
which will prepare them for a life vocation, which the student 
endeavors to select at this time, with the aid and guidance of 
the investigation", the students were given an opportunity to,- 
1. Broaden their knowledge of occupational opportunities, 
2. Acquire needed information concerning different careers, 
3. Find out the educational training necessary for these careers, 
4. Discover their own degree of intelligence, interests, abilities, 
and achievements, 
5..Receive aid in the attempt to match their possessions with the 
necessary requirements of the vocation which they endeavored 
to select, 
6. Receive aid in planning their high school course with the 
above end in view, 
7. Plan for further education and training for their future ca¬ 
reer, and 
8. Plan high school subjects in which success would be most liaole, 
in view of rated abilities and past achievements. 
Intelligence ratings were made, individual abilities in mathe 
mattes and language, in scholastic aptitude, in mechanical abil¬ 
ities and aptitudes, in clerical abilities, in personality and 
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interests, were all rated as objectively as the present day 
tests allow. It would seem that for educational guidance that 
some degree of success will be attained, in as far as predicting 
the educational future,by means of present and past educational 
achievement, is possible. 
The failure for greater success in the educational guidance is 
included in the degree of objective measurements for such ratings 
as intelligence, school marks, achievement and the degree of suc¬ 
cess of vocational prediction is included in the above, as well 
as in, how objective the measurements of such characteristics as 
interest, aptitudes and personality are. On the occupational side, 
the lack of specific occupational requirements on an objective 
basis tends to limit the matching of the individual with the ca¬ 
reer. And to ascertain the degree of success of this study, there 
is the necessity of a long continued follow-up, first, in the rest 
of the school career to learn the degree of success of the subjects 
selected, later in the following training or further educational 
career and finally in the occupations selected and the degree of 
success in these occupations. This means further study of the in¬ 
dividual, further study of the occupations as more and better means 
of testing both in a more objective manner are developed by furth¬ 
er research. 
In view of these difficulties, it would seem that further re- 
search is needed for,- 
1. A better means for objective ratin6 of the pupils for intelli¬ 
gence, school marks, achievement, special aptitudes, and 6eneral 
personal qualifications, 
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% 
2. A better meana of rating, on an objective basis, the specific 
occupational requirements, so that these may be better matched with 
the student ratings, and 
3. tore Information as to the proper time In the school career 
when the educational and vocational guidance should start and by 
whom the information should be given, and how such Information should 
be imparted to the students. 
Allowing for the foregoing limitations and applications, it 
would seem that, due to the great interest aroused in the students 
concerning self and the future in society, the student will have 
a better chance for educational success than he would have with¬ 
out this study, and that vocationally he will at least be alive to 
his possibilities and the possibilities of future society. 
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APPENDIX 
Aray Clroup Examination Alpha, Forma 7 and 3. 
Belle Glade Junior High, 8th Grade, Jan. and eb., 1939.. 
Doy 3coro :\V8 . T. Q.. IQ. Life 'ental , Diff. . Per¬ 
No Form? Fo rniB "cor 9 Fo rnf' FormO Ave. Ago Are Afr*c centile 
1 110 130 120 123,4 133.5 129 0o 13-2 id-U 3J SI* 
2 95 82 80 106 , 4 100 c 6 103.5 14-4 14-10 6 37. 
3 120 135 128 113.0 120.0 116.9 15-0 17-6 2 5 95. 
4 50 47 49 87 oO 85.8 86.4 14-1 12-2 - •l”ll 6. 
5 122 130 126 128.1 131.8 130.0 13-4 17-4 4“o 94. 
6 139 142 141 131.3 133.1 132.2 13-10 18-4 4”6 98. 
7 80 71 76 108.0 98.8 100,9 13-10 14-0 "o 36. 
8 130 145 138 130.2 137.6 133 o9* 13-6 18-1 4_7 99 o 
c 
+* 91 102 97 111.7 115.9 113.8 13-7 15-5 1 10 68. 
10 89 95 92 114.8 118.1 116.5 12-11 15-1 o~2 61. 
11 100 118 109 124.4 122 06 123.5 13-8 16-11 £3 82, 
12 97 1 4 101 105 ol 108.5 106.8 14-8 15-9 1 1 73. 
13 64 69 67 99.4 100.6 100.0 13-5 13-5 "o 23. 
14 101 104 103 115.3 116.5 115.9 13-7 15-9 2 2 75. 
15 44 55 50 74.3 79.1 76.7 15-H 12-3 -3l8 7. 
16 78 79 79 93.9 94.4 94.2 15-1 14-3 - 10 40. 
17 99 129 114 118.5 132.9 125.7 15-2 16-8 3J> 86. 
Girl 
ro 
1 79 77 78 100.0 99 .4 99.7 14- ! 14-2 0 39 . 
2 93 75 84 99 o5 91.2 95.4 15-3 14-7 - 8 48. 
3 79 99 89 102.4 lllo3 107,0 13-. 0 14-10 1 0 57 • 
4 108 118 113 119 cO 1250 121,7 13- 16-6 2*11 85* 
5 71 114 93 107 o9 130.2 119.1 12-8 15-1 2^5 63# 
6 134 138 136 128.1 130.5 125.3 13-11 18-0 VI 15-ll 3_7 
• 97. 
7 93 112 103 123.0 133.1 128.1 12-4 75. 61. 8 77 106 <52 108.0 123.1 115.6 I’i-O 15-1 2^1 
9 69 93 81 55o2 107.7 101.5 14*-. 1 14-4 3 4 j* 63. 10 84 102 93 104o8 114.0 109.4 l7. .0 13-2 1_4 
87 90 09 104.1 105.9 105.0 14-11 9 5?* 0 /1 
103 119 111 123.5 132.0 127.0 12-.? 16-4 3.7 
T O 
70 0 
84. 
■fc»- 
13 
14 
114 96 105 120.7 112.2 116.5 13-8 13-11 8J> 
105 117 111 118.1 124.2 121,2 13- > 
16-4 2^11 
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Mental Ability Teats, 1939, Ter/mn Group Gra- 
Bells ulade Junior Higfe ichool, 8th l-rade 
Boy Score 
No FormA ForraB 
1 140 I65 
2 77 101 
3 124 141 
4 40 57 
5 98 135 
6 140 140 
7 74 83 
8 167 178 
9 66 106 
10 85 110 
11 121 118 
12 86 93 
13 71 66 
14 
15 'll 95 51 
16 83 97 
17 116 142 
Girl 
No 
Ava. 
Score 
152.5 
89.0 
132.5 
48.5 
116.5 
146.0 
78.5 
:?2.5 
96.0 
97.8 
119.5 
89.5 
78.5 
99.0 
56.0 
90.0 
129.0 
I. 
ForaA 
127.4 
93.6 
106,? 
77.0 
110,0 
120.5 
96.4 
133.9 
102.5 
107.7 
115.8 
95.5 
98,1 
109.8 
78.0 
91.2 
119.1 
Or. 
Forma 
136.7 
103.5 
111.7 
85.8 
123.1 
120.5 
$9.4 
138.9 
111.0 
118.1 
114.6 
98.3 
104.3 
106.7 
73.3 
96.7 
127.2 
n 
Ave. 
132.1 
98.6 
109.2 
81.4 
116.6 
120.5 
97.9 
136.4 
106.8 
112.9 
11502 
96.9 
101.2 
103.3 
75 c 7 
94.0 
123.2 
Life Mental 
Age Age 
13- 2 17-4 
14- 4 14-2 
15- 0 16-4 
14-1 11-6 
I3.4 15-7 
13-1016-8 
13-1013-6 
13-6 18-5 
13-7 14-7 
12- 1114-8 
13- 8 15-9 
14- 8 14-2 
13-5 13-7 
I3.7 14-9 
15- 1112-1 
15-1 14-2 
13-2 16-2 
1 70 87 78.5 92.3 
2 78 83 30.5 88.5 
3 69 93 81.0 S 4,0 
4 118 108 113.0 115.3 
5 71 118 94.5 103.3 
6 135 126 130.5 118.0 
7 92 118 105.0 116.2 
8 87 107 97.0 107.7 
9 75 74 74.5 $4.7 
10 82 97 89.5 99.4 
11 89 100 94.5 100.0 
12 103 98 100.5 117.0 
13 110 102 106.0 112.3 
14 1 3 ' 104 103.5 111.2 
98.6 
90.2 
104.2 
111.6 
123.7 
115.0 
127.0 
116.7 
94.1 
105.4 
104.1 
115.0 
109.1 
111.8 
95.6 
89.4 
99.1 
113.5 
113.5 
116.5 
121.6 
112.2 
94.1 
102.4 
102.1 
116.0 
110.7 
111.5 
14- 2 13-7 
15- 3 13-8 
13-1013-8 
13-7 15-5 
12- 8 14-6 
13- 1116-3 
12- 4 15-1 
13- 0 14-7 
14- 1 13-4 
13- 1014-2 
14- 2 14-5 
12- 9 14-10 
13- 8 15-1 
13-5 15-0 
Diff Pet! an¬ 
Age ti e 
4 2 96. 
~2 50. 
1~4 89. 
-2 7 
O 79. 
2 10 92. 
- ~4 37. 
4 1ft 99. 
To 59. 
1 - 61. 
2"l 
- ~6 
2 37. 
1 2 62. 
-3_10 13. 
- 11 51. 
3_0 87. 
- 5 37 
-1.7 40 
- 2 AO 
1_9 
1 10 
2"*4 
o 
1.7 
c 
“4 
4 
2 1 
o 
17 
75. 
57. 
88. 
66. 
60. 
32. 
51. 
57. 
74. 
6$. 
67. 
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£'j* i959i K-hl~»n-And.r»on ar.a„ 
Belle r.lade Junior high School, 6th Ora<u 
Boy 
No. 
Kentixl 
A«e 
•* 1*1 fe 
Ae» 
Age 
4 or - 
1 15*1 114.6 13-2 ♦1-9 
2 12-7 87.8 14-4 
-1-9 
3 15-1 101.1 14-11 ♦ 2 
4 12-2 66.4 14-1 
-1-11 
& 16-7 121.1 13-4 ♦3-3 
6 16-0 115.7 13-10 ♦2-2 
7 13-7 98.2 13-10 
- 3 
B 16-2 119.7 13-6 ♦2-8 
9 13-7 100.0 13-7 0 
10 13-1 100.6 13-0 ♦ 1 
11 14-0 101.6 33-9 ♦3 
12 14-6 100.0 14-6 0 
13 13-10 103.1 13-5 ♦ 5 
14 15-3 112.3 13*7 41-8 
15 11*2 70.1 15,11 •4-9 
16 14-0 92.3 16-2 -1-2 
17 13-10 105.1 13-2 ♦ 6 
Olrl 
No • 
1 13-2 92.9 14-2 -1-0 
2 13-3 66.9 15-3 -2-0 
3 13-0 93.4 13-11 - 11 
4 v3-6 100.6 13-7 4 1 
6 16-3 128.3 12-6 —3— 7 
6 14-3 102 o 4 13-11 4> 4 
7 13-1 106.1 12-4 ♦ 9 
8 14-2 106.5 13-1 *1-1 
9 14-1 100.0 14-1 . 0 
10 14-6 105.0 13-10 * 10 
11 12-10 90.6 14-2 -1-4 
12 14-1 110.4 12-9 -1-4 
13 12-10 93.9 13-8 • 10 
14 19-9 117.4 13-5 •2-4 
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Average of Lental Ability To8to, 1939 
Belle Glade Junior Hi# School, Sight!. Grade 
Boy I. Q. Arr«y I. Q. I. Q. 1. Q. 1. Q. 5o. Te nan Alplifi. huhl^ann Ave. Are. Ave. 
7 8 Anderson Ternan Aiv-j Five 
1 / 127.4 136.7 123.4 133.6 114.6 134.1 129.0 127.1 
e 93.6 103.6 106.4 10C. 6 87.8 98.6 103.6 98.4 
5 106.7 111.7 113.8 120.0 101.1 109.2 116.9 110.7 4 77.0 85.6 87.0 85.8 86.4 . 81.4 86.4 84.4 
5 110.0 123.1 128.1 131.8 121.1 116.6 130. C 122.8 
f -6 120.5 120.5 131.3 123.1 115.7 120.5 132.2 124,8 
, 7 96.4 99.4 103.0 98.8 98.2 97.9 100.9 99.2 
a 133.9 138.9 130.2 157.6 119.7 136.4 133.9 132.1 
1 9 lo2.5 111.0 111.7 13.5.9 100.0 106.8 113.8 108.8 
10 107.7 116 >*1 114.0 118.1 100.6 112.9 116.5 111.9 
^ "1 115.8 114.C 124.4 122.6 101.8 115.2 123.5 115.0 
12 96.5 98.3 106.1 108.5 100.0 96.9 10C. 8 101.6 1 *} r I *•*•* • 90.1 104.3 99.4 100.6 103.1 101.2 100.0 101.1 
14 109.0 100.7 115.3 11C .5 112.3 10C. 3 115.9 112.1 j 1 £ 78.0 73.3 74.3 79.1 70.1 75.7 76.7 75.0 
P 91.2 90.7 95.9 94.4 92.3 94.0 94.2 93.7 
[17 119.1 127.2 118.5 132.9 105.1 123.8 125.7 120.G 
[Girlo 
To* 
1 92.3 08.5 
94.0 
115*3 
103.3 
118*0 
no. 2 
107.7 
94.7 
99.4 
100.0 
117.0 
112.3 
111.2 
90. 8 100.0 99.4 92.9 96.6 99.7 96.7 
9C. 2 99.5 91.2 06.9 69.4 95.4 91.3 
104. 2 102.4 111.3 93.4- 99.1 101.0 101.1 
111. 6 119.0 323.5 100.6 113.5 121.7 114.0 
123. 7 107.9 130.2 128.3 113.5 119.1 118.7 
115. 0 128.1 130.5 102.4 116.5 129.3 118.8 
127. 0 125.0 133.1 10G.1 121.6 128.1 121.1 
11G. 7 108.0 123.1 108.3 112.2 115. C 112.8 
94. 1 95.2 107.7 100.0 94.4 1C? .5 96.' 
105. >4 104.8 114.0 106.0 102.4 109.4 106.0 
104. ,1 104.1 105.9 90.6 102.1 1C5.0 100.9 
116. *0 123.5 132.0 110.4 110.0 127.3 118.1 
109. .1 120.7 132.2 93.9 110.7 116 • 5 109.6 
111. .8 118.1 124.2 117.4 111.5 121.8 116.5 
Go*nanir Ockolactic Aptitude I'est 1939 
o9i.ie Gkido Junior High School 8th Grade 
Boy 
Ho. 
Score Grade 
Pic. cement 
iiife Mental Age I. (j. 
Age Ave, Five Are. Five 
1 114 12 
2 55 7 
3 97 12 
4 61 7 
5 86 11 
6 109 12 
7 48 7 
8 93 12 
0 
•> 68 8 
10 63 7 
11 82 10 
12 90 11 
13 36 7 
14 88 11 
15 49 7 
16 55 7 
17 64 7 
13-3 16-9 
11-7 14-2 
15- 1 16*7 
3 14-3 ll-ll 
3 13-5 16-6 
13- 11 17-2 
14- 0 13-9 
13-8 17-10 
3 13-9 14-9 
6 13-1 14-6 
5 13-11 16-10 
0 14-10 14-13 
13-7 13-7 
5 13-9 15-3 
16- 0 12-0 
16-4 14-2 
7 13-4 15-11 
127.1 
98.4 
110.7 
84.4 
122.8 
124.2 
99.2 
132.1 
108.2 
111.9 
115.8 
101.5 
101.1 
112.1 
75.0 
93.7 
120.6 
Girl 
Ho. 
1 53 7- 14-4 13-9 96.7 
2 73 8 8 15-6 13-11 91.3 
3 82 10 “ 5 14-1 14-0 101.1 
4 70 8 ~ 5 13-9 15-6 114.0 
5 76 o — 90 3 12-10 15-1 116.7 
6 99 12 ” 14-1 16-7 118.8 
7 76 9 3 12-7 15-0 121.1 
8 57 7-~ 13-4 14—8 112.8 
o 59 7 1 14-3 13-11 SB.3 
10 78 9 ’ 7 14-0 14-8 106.0 
11 53 7-"” 14-3 14-4 100.9 
12 S3 12 12-11 15-3 118.1 
13 76 9 4 13-10 15-0 109.6 
14 • 86 11 ~ 2 13-7 15-8 116.5 
ICornroutor Personality Invontory Sm o 8 
3ello Glade Junior Ei,-h School, 8th Gr do 
Poroontilo 
Hoy3 31 -U 38-S 153-I 34-D 71-0 72-3 
Ho • Heurotio Self- Intro- Ooninarco Confi¬ Socia¬ 
Tendency Sufficiency ▼*3r sion Suhnieelon dence bility 
1 92 0 94 3 92 7 
z 72 39 84 27 68 66 
5 31 90 30 83 24 58 
4 79 21 88 19 78 43 
5 7 », 74 2 91 7 2P 
6 64 4 65 £0 70 3 
7 96 0 97 0 98 4 
8 25 24 14 69 89 4 
9 24 47 1G 74 26 13 
10 58 81 41 74 28 C9 
11 66 36 72 34 61 43 
12 75 33 85 24 72 55 
15 Cl .79 36 49 52 31 
14 92 0 93 3 92 3 
15 68 20 73 25 67 28 
1G 69 18 75 24 68 24 
17 93 2 96 n M 94 14 
Girls 
Ho. 
* es 1C 
2 83 33 
5 52 50 
4 38 22 
5 81 24 
6 45 37 
86 15 
6 26 77* 
9 5 64 
10 38 69 
11 4 74 
12 54 24 
13 7 73 
14 37 38 
95 93 89 35 
96 17 07 71 
64* 54 62 60 
r>3 52 47 3 
93 19 56 52 
48 fil 50 20 
97 9 91 49 
26 78 21 58 
4 89 9 13 
4C 62 42 34 
4 93 22 
52 37 54 19 
8 88 10 30 
40 76 46 17 
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Thur stone Staplojmient Clerioal J. Minnesota Vocational Clerical 
Bello Glade Junior Hlch, 8th Grade, 1939 
Ihurstone Minnesota 
Boy 
Ho, 
Speed 
Hating 
Accuracy 
Bating 
Combined 
Rating 
Avorage 
1 D C C 55 2 £ E E 52 3 E £ D 47 4 D E E 49 
5 C D D 73 6 C £ £ 76 7 E E E 48 
8 E D E 41 
9 C E E 44 
10 E • E E 45 
11 D E E 44 
12 C E E 48 
13 D E B 41 
14 C E E Llovod away 
15 E E E 45 
16 E E E 50 
17 3 D E 50 
Girl 
No. 
1 £ E 
l 
E 48 
2 E £ £ 50 
3 C E E 66 
4 £ D E 49 
5 c E E 51 
6 c £ £ 57 
7 X) B E 55 
8 c C C 56 
9 c E E 71 
10 £ C C 53 
11 £ £ £ 49 
12 £ £ £ 57 
13 C E 3 49 
14 C £ £ 50 
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Detroit line .imrrlft 
Boy 
No. 
Life 
Age 
Score Koch. 
Ago jk.onn. 
1 13-3 124 14-0 
2 14-6 134 14-10 
3 15-1 156 15-0 
4 14-4 51 8-4 
5 IS-6 144 15-8 
6 13-11 165 17-5 
7 13-11 139 15-3 
8 13-8 150 16-2 
9 13-8 141 15-6 
10 13-1 138 15-2 
11 13-6 141 15-6 
12 14-10 153 16-6 
13 13-6 96 11-0 
14 loft Belle Clt-i 
15 16-0 96 11-7 
16 15-3 123 13-11 
17 13-3 147 15-11 
K, A. Q. letter Ave, I 
Hating letter 
105.6 Ct 
Rating 
A 
103.4 C C 
102.2 c B 
58.1 3 D 
116.0 B A 
129.0 A A 
113.0 B c 
120.0 A A 
114.2 B Ct 
116.0 B B 
114.2 B B 
114.5 B C 
86.4 
Le 
D *\ V 
B 
77.2 3 3 
94.9 C- C- 
120.1 A A 
Score Lottor Per«en- 
Itetlng tile 
57 H. Ave. 72 
40 V. Low 13 
59 Ave. 56 
44 Low 28 
56 Ave. 63 
75 y. nigh 96 
59 Aye. 66 
’>1 Aye. 50 
43 Low 26 
58 B. Aye. 77 
57 Aye. 61 
71 High 85 
50 L. Aye. 47 
42 Low 24 
44 Low 15 
67 H. Ave. 73 
38 Low 16 
Girl 
No. 
1 14-3 170 18-0 125.6 A C 49 L. &ve. 36 
2 15-8 115 14-1 96.0 C C- 36 V. Low 7 
3 14-0 140 15-10 113.0 B C 47 L. Ave. 34 
4 13-0 133 15-5 112.0 B B 55 Ave. 55 
5 12-10 122 14-7 rs.6 B A 37 Low 19 
6 14-0 187 18-11 136.1 A A 75 V. High 95 
7 12-6 78 11-6 91.3 C~ A . 36 Low 19 
8 13-2 114 14—0 106.3 Ct B 45 L. Ave. 34 
9 14-2 143 16-1 113.5 B C 65 H. Ave. 79 
10 14-0 132 15-4 109.6 Cf Ct 41 low 19 
11 14-3 94 12-6 87.8 c- c 51 Ave. 61 
12 12-11 153 16-8 129.0 A A 49 Ave. 50 
IS 13-9 141 15-11 115.7 A Ct 51 Ave. 50 
14 13-6 145 16-2 119.7 A B 68 High 90 
Ko{:ore foot of ix. thorn tioal Ahilit; . 
i5ollo Glado Junior high, 8tlwuradc#1939 
iJov Oth.Grado .ratine* score roroontilo for leno 
no* 
1 Superior 609 
o no-half 7 oar of al 
90 pluo £ Inferior 295 40 
3 Average 
Verp inferior 
425 78 
4 232 20 
5 Average 474 88 
6 superior 592 90 pluc 
7 Avorago 591 61 
8 Average 554 90 plue q Inferior 341 54 
lb Avora^o 451 83 
ii Average 440 81 
12 Average 434 80 
J.5 
14 
13 
16 
17 
Girl 
ilo. 
1 
O M 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
o . 
lb 
n 
12 
l r 
14 
not token 
Left Bollo Glade 
Very inferior 
Inferior 
Average 
Average 
Inferior 
Average 
Average 
Inferior 
superior 
Average 
Average 
Inferior 
Avoragc 
Average 
Avorc.Ee 
Inferior 
Average 
122 7 
285 32 
505 90 pluo 
360 60 
220 58 
476 88 
420 79 
295 40 
590 90 plue 
444 82 
421 77 
540 54 
417 76 
396 72 
544 90 pluo 
SO? 44 
495 90 plus 
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n -n * Orleans Modern Language 
Bollo Glade Junior Hi** School, 0th Grade, 1939 
Boy Sooro Iq ttor 
Uo» 
1 151 A 
w 60 D 
3 114 3" 
4 26 F 
5 107 C 
6 151 A 
7 46 D 
8 116 B 
9 50 B- 
10 77 C- 
11 77 C- 
12 82 C 
13 9 ? 
14 
15 
Gone 
39 
76 
? 
16 c- 
17 104 c- 
Girl 
no. 
1 72 C- 
2 71 C- 
3 no 
4 104 C- 
5 75 C- 
6 127 B- 
7 106 C- 
8 106 c- 
9 76 c- 
10 05 C 
11 90 C 
12 125 B- 
13 70 C- 
14 125 B 
If it it it 4t2i M 
If n it it 2nd It 
If it tt n 4th II 
If it tt it 2nd it 
ft n •t it lot it 
ft it it it 4th It 
If tt it it let It 
It it n it 4th It 
ft it it it 3rd It 
?f n it it 3rd it 
ft •t n it 3rd tt 
ft tt it n 4th It 
Gone 
« it tt it 4th It 
it it tt w 3rd It 
it it it it 3rd It 
It It it tt 3rd n 
It It it it 3rd it 
It H tt tt End tt 
It It It •t 3rd n 
It It It it 3rd « 
It •t It n lot it 
It If n it 3rd H 
It n n « 3rd It 
It it it it 3rd If 
it it it it 3rd »t 
tl it it it 3rd It 
•t it n it lot tt 
« i « it it 3rd It 
It it it it lot •t 
rer- Por- 
cont oentile 
61 100 
4 45 
18 76 
1 17 
18 71 
51 100 
4 31 
23 77 
4 33 
10 51 
10 51 
10 55 
1 16 
Gone 
1 26 
7 51 
13 69 
4 48 
4 47 
18 73 
16 69 
7 51 
51 Q5 
16 71 
16 71 
7 51 
13 63 
13 60 
23 83 
4 47 
23 83 
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